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Preface
It has been my pleasure to lead West Valley Occupational Center as the Principal for the
last three years. Upon my arrival at the school, I found a dedicated staff whose goals were
to help students succeed in the English as a Second Language, Academic, and/or Career
and Technical Education programs.
Initially, I re-activated the Leadership Team which consists of advisors from the various
programs, the Financial Manager, the School Safety Officer, the Café Manager and the
Plant Manager. This team meets on a monthly basis to update one another about current
activities in their respective areas. As the Principal, I felt it was important for the Leadership
Team members to have a broader understanding of the school’s programs, operations,
activities, and issues. The Leadership Team was also an integral part of the accreditation
process. A sub-group of this Team was created as a Steering Committee to guide the
overall effort and planning. In addition, numerous Team members provided support to the
Program and Focus groups. Others participated in writing various sections of the book.
All staff were involved in the self-study process, from the refinement of the Mission
Statement and SLOs through the development and refinement of the final document. The
SLOs were of particular concern because we wanted them to be global and measurable.
Meetings were held both day and evening to allow teachers and staff to develop the criteria
content and narrative; student input was also solicited through the Student Council. As
each section was written, the drafts were available digitally for schoolwide staff review and
input. All areas were presented to the Leadership Team for final comments and approval.
I believe that as successful as WVOC is, every staff person will continue to improve in their
area. The Action Plan is a reflection of steps that will positively impact the student learning
experience and outcomes. Our school is supportive of data-driven improvements, an area
that is mandated by the LARAEC plan and the AEBG grant. Professional development is
another part of our Action Plan which supports the learning environment through continuous
development of staff to achieve improved instruction and student learning. The LARAEC
plan also informs our school about the necessity of expanding student support services,
including the development of an educational plan for every student. Finally, we also need
to expand the work with our community to increase support of adult education in the west
San Fernando Valley.
This is an opportunity for me to express my thanks to the many members of the staff
who worked on this accreditation process. Special thanks go to Assistant Principal Dan
Hazeltine, and Teacher Advisors Kathy McBean and Steve Rosen, who oversaw this
monumental task and led the team through every step of the process.
Candace Lee, Principal
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Chapter I:
Institutional, Community
& Student Characteristics
INTRODUCTION
West Valley Occupational Center (WVOC) is one of 11 adult schools that comprise
the Los Angeles Unified School District’s (LAUSD) Division of Adult and Career
Education (DACE). It serves a diverse population of adults whose goals include:
 Acquiring career skills to obtain employment
 Remaining or promoting in the workforce
 Learning English and basic academic skills
 Earning a high school diploma, passing the High School Equivalency Test
(HiSET)
 Transitioning to college
WVOC offers a wide range of high quality educational opportunities in one school
while managing to embody a personalized, cooperative atmosphere which
appeals to a broad demographic. The school serves a population that might
otherwise not have access to career training and continuing education.
WVOC offers high quality, short-term, low cost, state-approved programs which
are ideal for the entire community. Students who would otherwise not be able to
afford this type of education without significant loans are able to complete the
programs without debt. Furthermore, students who complete WVOC programs
find themselves equipped with the skills necessary to transition into gainful
employment and continuing education. As a reflection of the breadth and quality
of the school’s programs, 96% of all students surveyed in May 2016 reported that
the courses met their expectations and helped them achieve their goals; 98% of
all students reported that they would recommend WVOC to family and friends.
WVOC is also frequently at the forefront of educational and administrative
innovations such as the following:
 Implementation of the Professional Learning Community (PLC) process for
English as a Second Language (ESL) and Academic programs
 Development of a barcode-based inventory system which is being adopted
throughout the Division
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 Development of a technology-based ESL registration process for intake
assessment scheduling which communicates with students via text messages
and/or automated calls
 Piloting of an adult program for high school diploma and/or HiSET based
on the Alternative Education and Work Center (AEWC) model of accelerated
learning
 Piloting of a Distance Learning (DL) course for HiSET Preparation

Institutional Characteristics
WVOC consists of a main, stand-alone campus and two main, shared campuses,
located at Reseda High School and Van Nuys High School. Additionally, there
are thirteen English as a Second Language (ESL) branch sites and two academic
branch sites. The branch sites are located at schools and community centers in
the surrounding areas.

West Valley Occupational Center (Main Campus)
6200 Winnetka Avenue, Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Tel: (818) 346-3540
Fax: (818) 346-3858
Website: www.wvoc.net

Reseda Adult School Campus (Reseda High School)
18230 Kittridge Street, Reseda, CA 91335
Tel: (818) 758-3700
Fax (818) 748-3719

Van Nuys Adult School Campus (Van Nuys High School)
6535 Cedros Ave, Van Nuys, CA 91411
Tel: (818) 778-6000
Fax (818) 778-6-015

ESL Branch Sites
Alta California Elementary School
14859 Rayen Street, Panorama City, CA 91402
Blythe Elementary School
18730 Blythe Street, Reseda, CA 91335
Cantara Elementary School
17950 Cantara Street, Reseda, CA 91335
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Guadalupe Center
21600 Hart Street, Canoga Park, CA 91303
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Gault Elementary School
17000 Gault Street, Lake Balboa, CA 91406

Liggett Elementary School
9373 Moonbeam Avenue, Panorama City, CA 91402
Limerick Elementary School
8530 Limerick Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91306
Melvin Elementary School
7700 Melvin Avenue, Reseda, CA 91335
North Valley Caring Center
15453 Rayen Street, North Hills, CA 91343
Plummer Elementary School
9340 Nobel Avenue, North Hills, CA 91343
Shirley Elementary School
19452 Hart Street, Reseda, CA 91335
Sutter Middle School
7330 Winnetka Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91306
Zine Center
21400 W. Saticoy Street, Canoga Park, CA 91311

Academic Branch Sites
Chatsworth Charter H.S.
10027 Lurline Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311
Cleveland H.S.
8140 Van Alden Avenue, Reseda, CA 91335

History
WVOC was established in 1965 at its current location in Woodland Hills. WVOC
is the first regional occupational center in LAUSD and recently celebrated its
50th anniversary of service to the residents of the west San Fernando Valley.
Over the years the school has gone through several name changes. Originally, it
was named Adult Education Training Center, but it was changed to West Valley
Occupational Center in 1968 to better reflect its service not only to adults, but
also to minors who left high school before graduating. In 2008, WVOC’s name
was changed to Education and Career Center - West Valley Occupational Center
(ECC-WVOC) as a result of DACE’s decision to brand and unify all 30 schools into
a single, recognizable entity with many local campuses located throughout the
communities being served.
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In 2010, the name was again changed back to West Valley Occupational Center,
dropping the ECC prefix. In 2012, the name was changed for the fourth time
to Van Nuys Service Area after DACE consolidated 30 schools into 10 service
areas (an 11th service area was added in July 2016). Van Nuys Service Area
was made up of three campuses: WVOC, Reseda Community Adult School,
and Van Nuys Community Adult School. In 2015, the name reverted to the more
recognizable West Valley Occupational Center. All three schools are still merged,
operating under the name WVOC. (Specific information pertaining to the number
of students the school had in its early years of operation, its original mission, and
its purpose is unavailable.)
WVOC’s main campus in Woodland Hills covers an area of 20 acres and consists
of 43 buildings, including the Wall Building, a three-story administrative/
classroom building. In addition there are 42 single-story buildings including
classrooms, a cafeteria, and a bookstore/finance office. Dellefield Park, located
next to the Wall Building is used for graduations, celebrations, and various
activities.
The Reseda and Van Nuys campuses each consist of an Administration Office, a
Counseling Office, and 18 classrooms.

Significant Developments
Since WVOC’s most recent WASC accreditation Mid-Cycle visit in May 2014, a
number of significant developments have taken place, both internal and external,
which have had a major impact on the school. Among these developments,
which are detailed in Chapter 2 are: changes to the state adult education
budget, changes to ESL and academic tenure policies, three complete WVOC
administrative team changes, and three complete DACE administrative team
changes.

Changes in Programs
Budget cuts led to reductions in programs offered
 Reduction of classes offered in Adult Basic Education (ABE), Adult Secondary
Education (ASE) Career Technical Education (CTE), and ESL
 Loss of funding and classes for Adults with Disabilities (AWD), Parenting and
Family Literacy (PAR), and Programs for Older Adults (POA)
 Reduction in the number of branch and community locations
Impact of the Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium (LARAEC) plan
on the target student community
 Change of focus toward courses organized primarily for adults
 Elimination of the Alternative Education and Work Center (AEWC) and creation
of Accelerated College and Career Transition (AC²T)
 Funding of high school credit recovery classes is now provided by K-12
budget
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 Elimination of class fees for Academic and ESL classes
 Managed enrollment for ABE reading, CTE, and ESL classes
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Program enhancements to improve student achievement and accessibility

 Formation of PLCs in ESL and Academic
 Strengthened partnership with Pierce College to assist students with
transitioning to the Community College system
California State changes to Academic programs
 California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) requirement eliminated for the
classes of 2015-2018
 High School Equivalency Certificate test options changed from General
Educational Development (GED) to HiSET and Test Assessing Secondary
Completion (TASC)

WVOC Student Demographics
WVOC has a mostly Hispanic/Latino student population with the second largest
group being White. The majority of students are female. Based on a May 2016
survey of the student body, despite two-thirds of students reporting being
employed, the majority are nevertheless economically disadvantaged. Seventy
percent of students report having household incomes of less than $25,000 per
year. Furthermore, 86% of WVOC’s CTE students qualify as “economically
disadvantaged” based on the Perkins Grant federal guidelines.

Student Enrollment by Ethnicity (Unduplicated)
Race/Ethnicity

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

Hispanic/Latino

9,614

65%

8,679

65%

6,498

64%

White

3,446

23%

3,147

24%

2,544

24%

Asian

942

6%

848

6%

667

7%

Black/African American

565

4%

422

3%

304

3%

Other

321

2%

273

2%

184

2%

Total

14,888

100%

13,369

100%

10,197

100%

Student Enrollment by Gender (Unduplicated)
Gender

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

Female

8,378

56%

7,594

57%

5,842

57%

Male

6,510

44%

5,775

43%

4,355

43%

Total

14,888

100%

13,369

100%

10,197

100%
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Student Enrollment
by Education

Student Enrollment
by Annual Household Income

2015 - 2016

2015 - 2016

 Never graduated H.S.

 Associate’s Degree

 $0-$9,999

 $40,000-$59,999

 High School Diploma

 B achelor’s Degree &
Up

 $10,000-$24,999

 $60,000 & Up

 Some college

Student Enrollment
by Distance Traveled

 $25,000-$39,999

Student Enrollment
by Language

2015 - 2016

2015 - 2016

 0-3 miles

 10-12 miles

 Spanish

 Armenian

 4-6 miles

 13 miles & Up

 English

 Other

 7-9 miles

 Farsi

Student Enrollment
by Employment Status

Student Enrollment
by Work Classification

2015 - 2016

2015 - 2016

 Work for an employer

 Retired

 Full-time

 Volunteer

 Work for self

 N ot looking for work

 Part-time

 Do not work

 Unemployed
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 Temporary

Plans for After
Attending WVOC

2015 - 2016

Notes

Main Reason for
Attending WVOC

2015 - 2016

 Learn/Improve English

 Get a Better Job

 Obtain/Improve Job Skills

 Get a Job

 Learn/Improve Reading/Math

 Attend another school

 Obtain HiSET Cert/HS Diploma

 Join the military

 O btain general knowledge

 Other

Percent of CTE Students Identified as “Perkins Eligible”
(Economically Disadvantaged)

 2 013-2014
 2014-2015
 2015-2016

Governance structure of the school
WVOC is governed by DACE, the adult division of LAUSD. It reports to the
Superintendent, Michelle King, who is appointed by the elected seven-member
Board of Education. All DACE principals report to Joseph Stark, Executive
Director of DACE, and Dora Pimentel-Baxter and Rosario Galvan, DACE
Administrators. At the local level, the principal governs the school within the
structure of the contracts entered into by eight employee bargaining units and
the Board of Education:
 AALA – Associated Administrators of Los Angeles
 UTLA – United Teachers of Los Angeles
 Teamsters Local 572
 LASPA- Los Angeles School Police Association
 SEIU Local 99 – Service Union Employees International Union
 CSEA- California School Employees Association
 Los Angeles/Orange County Building Trades Council
 Los Angeles School Police Management Association
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At the school level, WVOC has one principal and five assistant principals. Three
of the assistant principals are Assistant Principal, Operations (APO) and two are
Assistant Principal, Adult Counseling Services (APACS). The principal and three
assistant principals supervise the day and evening programs at WVOC’s main
campus. The Reseda and Van Nuys campuses share an APO and APACS on
alternating days. Each campus has several teacher advisors (non-classroombased teachers) who assist with managing specific programs, operations, and
counseling.
WVOC has effective and efficient organizational, operational, and curricular
structures in place, which include campus-wide policies, classroom rules, and
learning outcomes and expectations. As a result, the school runs smoothly and
consistently providing an excellent educational experience for its students.

WVOC Certificated Staff Demographics
Among WVOC’s certificated staff (surveyed in June 2016 and totaling 96), 60%
are female and 40% are male. Nearly all of the certificated staff is over 45 years
of age. A majority of the certificated staff has an Adult Education Designated
Subject Credential and approximately one-third have a Vocational Education
Designated Subject Credential. With more than half having worked in education
for over 20 years and 41% possessing a Master’s or Doctorate degree, WVOC
benefits from a highly trained and experienced faculty. Even though all of the
school’s courses are taught in English, WVOC additionally benefits from having
40% of its faculty also able to speak Spanish, and over one-third speak languages
other than English and Spanish; thereby helping to better meet the needs of its
diverse student population.

Gender
Gender
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2015-2016

 Female

58

60%

 Male

38

40%

Total

96

100%

2015 - 2016

Age

Notes

Age
2015-2016

 <20 Years

0

0%

 20-24 Years

0

0%

 25-34 Years

3

3%

 35-44 Years

7

7%

 45 Years & Up

86

90%

Total

96

100%

2015 - 2016

Race/Ethnicity
Race/Ethnicity

2015-2016

 White

51

53%

 Hispanic/Latino

18

19%

 Asian

13

14%

4

4%

 Other

10

10%

Total

96

100%

 Black/African American

2015 - 2016

Education
Education
 Never graduated H.S.

2015-2016
0

0%

3

3%

7

7%

 Bachelor’s Degree

47

49%

 Master’s Degree

37

39%

2

2%

96

100%

 H
igh School Diploma/

GED
 A
ssociate’s Degree/

Voc Ed.

 Doctorate Degree

Total

2015 - 2016
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Years Working in Education
Years Working in
Education

2015-2016

 1-4 Years

1

1%

 5-9 Years

7

7%

 10-14 Years

14

15%

 15-19 Years

25

26%

 20 & Up

49

51%

Total

96

100%

2015 - 2016

Years Working in DACE
Years Working in DACE

2015-2016

 1-4 Years

1

1%

 5-9 Years

15

16%

 10-14 Years

18

19%

 15-19 Years

34

35%

 20 & Up

28

29%

Total

96

100%

2015 - 2016

Years Working at WVOC
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Years Working at WVOC

2015-2016

 1-4 Years

36

37%

 5-9 Years

26

27%

 10-14 Years

7

7%

 15-19 Years

17

18%

 20 & Up

11

11%

Total

96

100%

2015 - 2016

Type of Credential Held
(Identify All)

2015-2016

 Adult Ed. Designated Subj.

66

68%

 Voc Ed./CTE Designated Sbj.

30

31%

 Elementary or Multi. Sbj.

6

6%

 Secondary or Single Sbj.

9

9%

 Administrative

8

8%

Notes

Type of Credential Held (Identify All)

Languages Spoken Other Than English (Identify All)
Languages Spoken Other
Than English (Identify All)

2015-2016

 None

35

39%

 Spanish

36

40%

 Armenian

2

2%

 Farsi

2

2%

30

33%

 Other

WVOC Classified Staff Demographics
Among WVOC’s classified staff (surveyed in June 2016 and totaling 25), a majority
are Hispanic or White females. The age group of the classified staff is similar
to that of the certificated staff (64% are 45 years or older). Approximately onehalf have 1-4 years of employment with DACE, and three-quarters have worked
specifically at WVOC for 1-4 years. Forty percent of the classified staff has an
Associate’s degree and one-quarter has a Bachelor’s degree. A majority of the
classified staff speak a language other than English, which is very helpful for
assisting and interacting with students both in-person and on the phone.

Gender
Gender
 Female
 Male

Total

2015-2016
16

64%

9

36%

25

100%

2015 - 2016
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Age
Age

2015-2016

 <20 Years

0

0%

 20-24 Years

1

4%

 25-34 Years

6

24%

 35-44 Years

2

8%

 45 Years & Up

16

64%

Total

25

100%

2015 - 2016

Race/Ethnicity
Race/Ethnicity
 White

2015-2016
5

20%

10

40%

 Asian

6

24%

 Black/African American

2

8%

 Other

2

8%

25

100%

 Hispanic/Latino

Total

2015 - 2016

Education
Education
 Never graduated H.S.

0

0%

9

36%

10

40%

 Bachelor’s Degree

6

24%

 Master’s Degree

0

0%

 Doctorate Degree

0

0%

25

100%

 H
igh School Diploma/

GED
 A
ssociate’s Degree/

Voc Ed.

Total
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2015-2016

2015 - 2016

Years Working in
Education

2015-2016

 1-4 Years

4

16%

 5-9 Years

6

24%

 10-14 Years

5

20%

 15-19 Years

5

20%

 20 & Up

5

20%

25

100%

Total

Notes

Years Working in Education

2015 - 2016

Years Working in DACE
Years Working in DACE

2015-2016

 1-4 Years

12

48%

 5-9 Years

3

12%

 10-14 Years

4

16%

 15-19 Years

2

8%

 20 & Up

4

16%

25

100%

Total

2015 - 2016

Years Working at WVOC
Years Working at WVOC

2015-2016

 1-4 Years

19

76%

 5-9 Years

2

8%

 10-14 Years

2

8%

 15-19 Years

1

4%

 20 & Up

1

4%

25

100%

Total

2015 - 2016
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Languages Spoken Other Than English (Identify All)
Languages Spoken Other
Than English (Identify All)

2015-2016

 None

8

39%

 Spanish

9

40%

 Armenian

0

0%

 Farsi

4

2%

 Other

7

33%

Schoolwide Learner Outcomes (SLOs)
West Valley Occupational Center provides opportunities for all students to
become:
Effective Communicators Who:
1. Use spoken and written communication in their field of study
2. Follow verbal and written directions
Productive Individuals Who:
3. Work independently and collaboratively
4. Demonstrate technological skills that support their goals
5. Learn skills necessary to enter the workforce or continue their education

Programs offered and attendance
Number of sections (classes) by Program Type
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Program

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

AWD Classes

5

1%

2

<1%

N/A

N/A

ABE

20

5%

26

6%

33

7%

ASE

49

12%

44

10%

48

11%

CTE*

143

35%

175

41%

172

38%

ESL

142

35%

138

32%

202

44%

PAR

32

8%

24

6%

N/A

N/A

POA

20

5%

20

5%

N/A

N/A

Total

411

100%

429

100%

455

100%

*Increase in CTE sections due in part to restructuring of certain programs into
multi-course sequences for cohorts.

Program

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

AWD Classes

214

1%

135

1%

N/A

N/A

ABE

708

4%

763

5%

688

4%

ASE

2,643

16%

2,399

15%

2,010

12%

CTE*

3,833

23%

4,304

27%

4,306

27%

ESL

7,438

46%

7,346

46%

9,215

57%

PAR

1,167

7%

571

4%

N/A

N/A

POA

336

2%

401

3%

N/A

N/A

Total

16,339

100%

15,919

100%

16,219

100%

Notes

Student enrollment by Program Type

*Increase in CTE enrollment due in part to restructuring of certain programs into
multi-course sequences for cohorts.

Typical class size for teachers (Avg. Number of Students
Attending a Class by Program Type)
Program

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

AWD Classes

26

27

N/A

ABE

15

18

16

ASE

12

14

12

CTE*

20

19

18

ESL

21

23

23

PAR

7

4

N/A

POA

11

14

N/A

Total Weighted Average

17

18

19
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Types of certificates awarded
 Certificate of Completion (ABE, CTE, ESL)
 High School Diploma
In addition to the certificates awarded at WVOC, many courses prepare
students for third-party certification. This includes courses such as High School
Equivalency Preparation, Cosmetology, Esthetician, Manicuring, Pharmacy
Technician, Certified Nursing Assistant, Computer Technician A+ Certification,
Real Estate, Heating Ventilation & Air Conditioning (HVAC), Photovoltaics, Health
Information Technology Coding, and Computer Networking.

Total number of staff members
While the total number of administrative staff has remained steady over the past
three years, the total number of teachers has decreased by approximately onethird during the same period.
Admin. & Teaching Staff

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

6

6

6

152

133

96

Administrators
Teachers

Calendar system used
WVOC operates under the traditional Single Track District Calendar that runs
from July 1 to June 30, providing 180 days of instruction. Within the year, ASE
courses run year-long; ABE courses run on a trimester system; ESL courses run
on trimester at the three main sites and on semester at branch sites. CTE courses
can follow a quarter, semester, trimester, or modified calendar depending on the
minimum number of hours required by the course outline.

Typical load for the average student
The majority of WVOC students are enrolled in one to three courses per term.
The typical student load varies by program and length of course. Courses vary
between 4 hours per week to 32 hours per week as detailed in the WVOC Schedule
of Classes. Based on the May 2016 survey of WVOC’s students, just over twothirds have been attending classes at the school for one year or less, during
which time three-quarters of them have taken between one to three courses to
date.
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Student Enrollment
by Number of Classes Taken

2015 - 2016

2015 - 2016

 < 1 term

 3-4 years

 1-3

 10-12

 Up to 1 year

 5 years & Up

 4-6

 13 & Up

 1-2 years

Notes

Student Enrollment
by Recency

 7-9

COMMUNITY INFORMATION
The San Fernando Valley (SFV) is a 346 square mile area that is home to the
majority of WVOC students. The Valley is bounded by the Santa Susana
Mountains in the north and west, the Santa Monica Mountains in the south, and
the San Gabriel Mountains to the east.

The students that are served by WVOC are predominantly from the western
section of the SFV. According to the 2010 California State University, Northridge
(CSUN) SFV Economic Report, and other 2010 census data, the total population
of the SFV is approximately 1.8 million, with an estimated 600,000 residents
living in the western part of the SFV.
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Service Area Map
Fre e

way

8

11

Devonshire St.
Lassen St.
Nordhoff St.

Parthenia St.
Roscoe Blvd.

R

Saticoy St.
Sherman Way

Pierce
College

ay
ew

W West Valley Occupational Center

6200 Winnetka Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367

R Reseda Community Adult School
18230 Kittridge St., Reseda, CA 91335

Woodman Ave.

Van Nuys Blvd.

Sepulveda Blvd.

Fr
e e way
40 5

Balboa Blvd.

White Oak Ave.

Reseda Blvd.

Tampa Ave.

Winnetka Ave.

De Soto Ave.

Burbank Blvd.

Topanga Canyon Ave.

Fre
Fallbrook Ave.

101

V

W

Victory Blvd.

Ventura Blvd.

V Van Nuys Community Adult School
6535 Cedros Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91411

Population characteristics
The SFV population characteristics for race, age, and education which appear
below, are based on the 2010 census.

SFV Population %
by Race/Ethnicity

SFV Population % by Age

2015 - 2016

2015 - 2016

 Hispanic/Latino
 White
 Asian
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 B lack/African
American
 O ther

 9 years & younger

 35-54 years

 10-19 years

 55-64 years

 20-34 years

 65 & older

Notes

SFV Population % by Education
 Never graduated H.S.
 High School Diploma

2015 - 2016

 Some college
 A ssociate’s Degree
 Bachelor’s Degree
 Master’s Degree or higher

In 2010, the unemployment rate in Los Angeles was 13%, with 30% of SFV
households living below the poverty line. As the economy has rebounded from
the recession, the unemployment rate dropped to 5.6% in June 2016. Major
industries/businesses in the area include: entertainment (NBC/Universal, Warner
Brothers, Disney), healthcare (five major hospitals), tourism (hotels, theme
parks), air travel (three airports), manufacturing, video/DVD production, banking,
insurance, corporate offices, and the Van Nuys government hub (local, state,
federal agencies).
No significant changes in school demographic data are anticipated at this time.

STUDENT LEARNING DATA
As one of the largest schools in DACE, WVOC offered (in 2015-2016) 69 CTE
courses in 172 sections (the most of any occupational center within the Division),
20 ESL courses in 202 sections, and 31 Academic courses in 81 sections; all of
which produced the following student learning data outcomes:

Schoolwide Completers by Program Type
Program

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

AWD Classes

0

0%

0

0%

N/A

N/A

ABE

239

3%

289

3%

143

2%

ASE

1,548

18%

1,298

15%

779

10%

CTE*

2,727

31%

3,229

38%

3,223

42%

ESL

3,203

37%

3,122

37%

3,533

46%

PAR

1,017

11%

513

6%

N/A

N/A

POA

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total

8,734

100%

8,451

100%

7,678

100%

*Increase in CTE sections due in part to restructuring of certain programs into
multi-course sequences for cohorts.
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Completers as a Percentage of Enrollees by Program Type
Program

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

AWD Classes

0%

0%

N/A

ABE

34%

38%

21%

ASE

59%

54%

39%

CTE*

71%

75%

75%

ESL

43%

42%

38%

PAR

87%

90%

N/A

POA

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Weighted Average

53%

53%

47%

*The highest CTE completer percentage in DACE for all displayed school years.

State Licensing Exam Pass Rates
Program

2013-2014

2014-2015

Not Available

98%

90%

Cosmetology

88%

82%

88%

Esthetician

98%

92%

89%

Manicuring

80%

75%

67%

Certified Nurse Assistant/
Home Health Aide

2015-2016

Job Placement Status (Percentages Among CTE Capstone
Course Completers)
Capstone Completers

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

Found work

47%

50%

59%

Continued education/training

39%

40%

27%

Entered military

<1%

<1%

0%

Other

14%

10%

15%

100%

100%

100%

Total
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Program

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

45

114

162

Number of adult students passing the GED/
HiSET only

Not Available*

Not Available*

Not Available*

Number of AEWC/AC2T students earning a
H.S. diploma

113

128

111

Number of AEWC students passing the
GED/HiSET only

30

6

20

Number of adult students earning a H.S.
Diploma

Notes

H.S. Diploma/HiSET Certificate Students

*Currently, the HiSET test does not have an importing protocol to track and
identify adult students who pass the test.  
The increase in the number of students completing the ASE program over the last
3 years can be attributed to a number of changes:
 Elimination of the CAHSEE for the class of 2015-2018
 ASE classes changed from a flexible schedule, open lab structure to
assigned daily class periods with designated teachers, which allows for more
individualized follow-up and management of graduation requirements.
 Implementation of regular classroom visits and contact with potential
graduates by the counseling office
 Opening of a local, computer-based testing center with reduced fees and the
availability of daily testing
WVOC’s AEWC program has had several budget cuts and significant program
changes over the last 3 years, losing 1½ teacher positions and 7 Teacher Assistant
positions, and the reduction of a full-time Teacher Advisor position to 12½ hours
per site. Nevertheless, WVOC’s AEWC program maintained the highest number
of graduates among the District’s 22 AEWC sites. In fall of 2016, the AEWC
program was discontinued and its model was used to implement AC²T, a new
program for ASE which serves 16-24 year-olds.
WVOC’s Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) program saw a rise
in enrollment during the past year due to an increase in ESL enrollment. The
addition of EL Civics (English Literacy and Civics Education) to the program in
2014-2015 resulted in approximately 4,000 additional payment points (funding
benchmarks) earned during the last two school years.
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WIOA Payment Point Summary by Program
Program

ESL

ABE

ASE

EL Civics

Total

Total Enrollment

Number/ Percent
with Paired
Scores

Total Payment
Points Earned
from Significant
Gains

2013-14

4,229

3,565 / 84.3%

4,731

2014-15

4,113

3,742 / 91.0%

4,616

2015-16

4,688

3,446 / 73.5%

4,179

2013-14

324

253 / 78.1%

249

2014-15

332

239 / 72.0%

267

2015-16

257

188 / 73.2%

220

2013-14

508

321 / 63.2%

552

2014-15

536

254 / 47.4%

394

2015-16

443

226 / 51.0%

448

2013-14

N/A

N/A

N/A

2014-15

4,113

3,739 / 90.9%

4,386

2015-16

4,471

3,508 / 78.4%

4,609

2013-14

5,061

4,139 / 81.8%

5,532

2014-15

4,981

4,235 / 85.0%

9,663

2015-16

5,388

3,860 / 71.6%

9,456

School
Year

The decrease in ESL paired scores/percentages and payment points earned
is attributed to an anomaly caused by the change in class scheduling (from
semesters to trimesters) and also a significant decrease in WIOA staffing hours
(35 hours per week). These factors resulted in less time and manpower to conduct
make-up tests, which in turn negatively impacted payment points earned.
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School

Enrollment

Paired Scores

Percentage

Payment
Points

AFOC

4,769

3,265

68.5%

8,750

East LA OC

4,033

2,799

69.4%

6,093

Evans CAS

7,413

4,963

66.9%

13,617

Harbor OC

2,075

1,356

65.3%

2,840

LATC

3,289

2,737

83.2%

6,600

North Valley
OC

5,431

3,877

71.4%

8,381

Slawson OC

3,427

2,307

67.3%

5,811

Venice SC

2,611

1,471

56.3%

3,350

Waters EPC

4,006

2,311

57.7%

4,960

West Valley OC

5,388

3,860

71.6%

9,456

Notes

WIOA Payment Points – 2015-2016 DACE School by School
Comparison

WVOC’s WIOA program was the second largest in DACE during the 2015-2016
school year, with a total of 5,388 students earning a total of 9,456 benchmarks
or payment points. WVOC’s percentage of students with paired scores (71.6%)
was the second highest of the ten schools in DACE.

SUMMARY
Strengths:
 WVOC has effective and efficient organizational, operational, and curricular
structures in place, which include: campus-wide policies, classroom rules,
and learning outcomes and expectations
 WVOC has a long history of affordable, high-quality CTE, ESL, and Academic
programs
 The overwhelming majority of students state that their classes meet their
expectations and help them achieve their goals, and also say they will
recommend WVOC to a friend or family member
 WVOC is at the forefront of DACE for its innovative practices
 As one of the largest schools in DACE, WVOC offers 69 CTE courses in
172 sections; the largest CTE program of any occupational center within the
Division
 WVOC has the highest CTE completer percentage in DACE over the last three
years
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Key Issues/Areas of Growth:
 DACE budget cuts implemented after the 2012-2013 restructuring resulted in
cuts to staff and programs. With the current maintenance of effort budget
expiring after 2017-2018, continued funding levels are uncertain
 DACE does not currently have an importing protocol to identify and track
adult students who pass the HiSET test
 Tracking and identifying the status of students once they complete classes
and leave the school continues to present a challenge

Online instruction
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE or WVOC.

SCHOOLWIDE LEARNER OUTCOMES
SELECT TWO OF THE SCHOOLWIDE LEARNER OUTCOMES (SLOs)
WVOC selected SLOs three and five which address “Productive Individuals
Who…”
3. Work independently and collaboratively
5. Learn skills necessary to enter the workforce or continue their education
Using the data generated in this profile describe to what extent the programs/
courses are connected to the SLOs and to what extent the SLOs are being
achieved.
Although the SLOs have been taught continuously, last year it was determined that
WVOC needed a stronger means to quantify the degree of student achievement
for the five outcomes. As a result, this objective was added to the Action Plan
in 2015-2016. In August 2016, the SLOs rubric was provided to CTE instructors
so that measurable outcomes could be systematically quantified and recorded
electronically in an Excel spreadsheet.
Based on Fall 2016 1st and 2nd Quarter data, direct evidence shows that the
overwhelming majority of WVOC’s CTE students are achieving each of the
SLOs to a high degree (ranging from 2.5 to 2.8 out of 3.0 overall average level of
achievement).
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Choose the group
of words that
best describes a
student’s level of
achievement for
each of the SLOs,
and then enter its
numeric value in
the correct cell
below next to the
student’s name.
STUDENT NAME
______________

Unsatisfactory = 0

Needs
Improvement = 1

 Never
 Unable to
 Does not
 Substandard
 Poor
 Unacceptable

 Sometimes
 Occasionally
 Inconsistently
 Irregularly
 Fair
 Okay

VALUE ___

VALUE ___

Satisfactory = 2

 Most of
the time

 Is able
 Usually
 Standard
 Good

VALUE ___

Proficient or
above = 3

Notes

SLOs Rubric

 Always
 Regularly
 Consistently
 Excellent
 Great
 Outstanding

VALUE ___

CTE Students’ Assessed Level of Achievement by SLO Average
Value
Student Learner Outcomes

Average Value
Qtr. 1

Qtr.2

Improving my written and spoken communications is helping me succeed (SLO 1)

2.5

2.6

Learning to follow verbal and written directions is helping me succeed (SLO 2)

2.6

2.7

Working independently and collaboratively is helping me succeed (SLO 3)

2.7

2.8

I have the opportunity to develop technological skills that support my goals (SLO 4)

2.6

2.7

I am learning the skills I need to get a job or continue my education (SLO 5)

2.6

2.7

Based on results from the May 2016 survey of WVOC students in all programs,
nearly all students reported that each of the SLOs had had a positive impact on
them and were helping them succeed.

Students Responding “Yes” to statements about the SLOs
Student Learner Outcomes

Number/
Percent

Improving my written and spoken communications is helping me succeed (SLO 1)

2,004 / 97%

Learning to follow verbal and written directions is helping me succeed (SLO 2)

1,997 / 97%

Working independently and collaboratively is helping me succeed (SLO 3)

1,913 / 93%

I have the opportunity to develop technological skills that support my goals (SLO 4)

1,305 / 64%

I am learning the skills I need to get a job or continue my education (SLO 5)

1,951 / 94%
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Chapter II:
Progress Report on Key Issues
since the Previous Self Study
Significant Developments
WVOC reopened July 2012 after the DACE shut down requested by Dr. John
Deasy, LAUSD Superintendent. In May 2014, a WASC Mid-Cycle visit, led by Dr.
Deborah Kerr, recommended that WVOC’s approach moving forward should be
that of a new school. At the conclusion of the visit, the WASC Visiting Committee
identified the following three critical areas for follow-up:
1.	Increase use of analysis of student learning assessments in order to
make data-driven decisions regarding instructional programs on all sites,
resulting in higher levels of learning.
2.	Create new communication channels between teachers, students, and
staff members that will bring greater cohesion and collaboration on all
sites, resulting in improved learning environments.
3.	Standardize administrative processes, instructional practices, and
assessment processes, in order to bring unity of best practices on all sites
within the Service Area’s schools.
Since the Mid-Cycle visit, WVOC has experienced the following significant
developments/changes:

Administrative Staffing
In July 2014, WVOC’s Principal Kathy Javaheri, accepted a new position as
Administrator in the DACE Central Office. Candace Lee was assigned to replace
her at WVOC. Two new Assistant Principals of Operations were transferred to
WVOC, Lynne Madden and Daniel Hazeltine. An Assistant Principal of Adult
Counseling Services was also transferred to the school, Debi Oberlander. In
June 2015, Ms. Oberlander retired and in January 2016, Alma Rubio was hired
as the new APACS. This is Ms. Rubio’s first assignment as an APACS; she
brought many years of experience as an Outreach Coordinator in the former
AEWC program. In November of 2016, Lynne Madden retired and was replaced
by Rosana Jeronymo. This is Ms. Jeronymo’s first assignment as an APO; she
has had many years of experience as an ESL Teacher and Advisor.
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State Education Budget
The Adult School budget is now identified as a grant in the California Department
of Education’s (CDE) yearly budget. By spring 2016, LARAEC agreed that LAUSD
would receive a $91 million budget for each of the next two years. However $17
million from the 2015-2016 school year had not been allocated and has since
rolled-over to the 2016-2017 school year. This roll-over amount has been used
to open additional classes at WVOC, support professional development at the
school and Division levels, and support LARAEC program planning processes.

WVOC Action Plan:
Implementation/Response/Progress
There has been an extreme amount of State-wide, Division-wide and local
school upheaval starting with the 2012-2013 school year, including: significant
funding changes, massive staff losses and additions, three complete DACE
and WVOC administrative team changes, and a comprehensive effort to focus
resources and staff time into the State-required consortium development
and process.
Due to these upheavals, a formal, grid-based Action Plan was not developed and
used from 2012-2015. However, the Action Plan objectives, which were identified
as instrumental in WVOC’s re-opening, re-staffing, and re-organization, have
been a focal point throughout the changes. The fact that so much work has
continued on the Action Plan objectives, even without a formalized grid tracking
system, demonstrated that the objectives were well-chosen and essential to the
school’s progress. That said, WVOC recognizes that the use of an Action Plan
grid is a viable record which can be reflective and supportive of positive growth.
Therefore, with this self-study process, the grid format has been reinstituted and
will continue to be used moving forward.
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Increase use of analysis of student learning assessments in order
to make data-driven decisions regarding instructional programs
on all sites, resulting in higher levels of learning.

Notes

1.

ESL Placement Tests
Every year since WVOC’s reorganization, each site has been impacted by the
large number of students wanting to enroll in ESL classes. At the beginning
of the 2016-2017 school year, the school’s main campus alone had over 500
students circling its Administration building. Each of these students needed to
be assessed (written and oral) prior to enrolling in a class. In addition, there were
insufficient sections to enroll this large a number of students in since priority
registration had been given to students who had promoted in June.
Staff managed the crowd that day and the continuing days until it started again
with a new term. At that point it was determined that assessment testing must
continue throughout the term and that students be placed on a waiting list. When
enrollment opens for new students, the wait list students are invited to register
on a specific day.
The staff has also worked with the school’s Technology Advisor to address
registration for assessment testing throughout the year. At WVOC, the
Technology Advisor identified texting as a means to contact students with testing
appointments. Interested students could now sign-up at any time and opt-in for
a text to inform them of their appointment day to take the assessment test. While
some students still need to be contacted by phone, the majority of new students
can be contacted in a group text, thus saving time for the teacher advisors. At
the Van Nuys campus, the process has been adjusted to meet the needs of
the site. All students are logged into an Excel spreadsheet with their phone
numbers. This information is exported into a program where Robo-calls are
made informing students of their appointment.

ESL Promotional Tests
Prior to the reorganization, ESL students were being promoted without all the
skills to be successful in the next level. Many teachers did not perceive the value
in the promotional tests because “all classes are multi-level.” With the help of
dedicated teacher advisors familiar with ESL, and an APO with an extensive ESL
background, the department began systematizing the testing program.
All teachers are required to have students complete the battery of written,
oral, and multiple choice tests. A schedule was developed that informs the
teachers of when specific tests should be given. Teachers are also encouraged
to give make-up tests for students who are absent. The most valuable
aspect has been for teachers to meet before the term ends to share student
written exams with teachers who their students were being promoted to.
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This gives teachers the opportunity to discuss levels of expectations with each
other and develop new writing rubrics. These articulation meetings allow for
collaboration and alignment of expectations, which has resulted in higher student
success rates.

ESL Programming Schedule
When analyzing completer rates, it was determined that with an eighteen-week
semester, there was a large dropout rate. It was decided that shorter trimesters
were an option to increase ESL completers. Converting to a trimester also
allowed for enrolling more new students at various times throughout the year.
Since the 2015-2016 school year, ESL classes have been on a trimester schedule.
Students are enrolled in the following classes which are all 100-hours in length:
Beginning Low/a
Beginning Low/b
Beginning High/a
Beginning High/b
Intermediate Low/a
Intermediate Low/b
The higher levels (Intermediate High A, Intermediate High B, Advanced Low) are
200-hour classes and students are required to take the class for two trimesters.
Multi-level classes held at branch locations continue to be semester (200hour) classes. All of this resulted in a higher level of completers and a smaller
percentage of drop-outs.

Academic Programming Schedule
In analyzing the completer rate in the Academic program, it became evident
that a low number of students were finishing their classes. Previously, a
student who was registered for the day program could attend any time, any day.
After reviewing the data, it was determined that a structured schedule would
likely increase attendance and completion rates. As a result, teachers were
given a specific ten-hour assignment block of two hours, five days per week.
This set schedule had the dual benefit of making students more accountable
for attending class regularly, and increasing the teachers’ accountability to their
students’ progress and course completions. In addition, the classes became more
teacher-directed, including lectures, group lessons, and increased individualized
instruction. Collectively, these changes resulted in more completers and
graduates from WVOC.
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2.

Create new communication channels between teachers,
students, and staff members that will bring greater cohesion and
collaboration on all sites, resulting in improved learning environments.

Leadership Team
When Ms. Lee became WVOC’s principal, she felt it was important to have a
larger group of staff inform each other of news in their departments. She started
a monthly meeting of the Leadership Team that gathers on the 2nd Wednesday of
each month. The group is comprised of the administrative team (APOs, APACSs
and SAA), department and program Chairs, Plant Manager, Financial Manager,
Westside Café Manager, School Safety Officer, and teacher advisors. This is
an opportunity for key staff members to share school/program information and
discuss current Division issues.

Student Council
WVOC holds Student Council meetings on a monthly basis. Recently, the focus
has been on the accreditation process and other schoolwide activities. For
example, the Council selects, plans, and implements annual holiday activities
that are shared with the school’s community; they participate in an annual
Consolidated Charitable Campaign (in which WVOC last year collected over
$6000, the largest amount collected among all DACE schools); and they also
participate in a spring student body activity (i.e., WVOC’s recent 50 th Anniversary
Celebration, last year’s Health Fair, and the International Fair in 2014).

Student Handbook and Orientation Guide
WVOC’s Student Handbook and Orientation Guide was developed to provide
students with important school information including: mission statement, SLOs,
course information, student support services, guiding principles for students,
attendance requirements, dress code, non-discrimination policy, and procedures
for expressing comments or concerns. Teachers are required to distribute and
review the Student Handbook and Orientation Guide with all students during
the first week of each term. Students are then required to complete the sign-off
page as evidence that the information was reviewed, understood, and agreed
upon. These sign-off pages, which are important to the school’s due process
procedures, are kept by the teachers in the classrooms for the school year.

Weekly Bulletin
Every Monday, a weekly bulletin is posted on the school website (wvoc.net),
and distributed electronically to all staff; printed copies are available in the
Administration Office. The bulletin contains information and announcements
that are pertinent to staff and/or students.
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School Safety Committee
School safety continues to be an important issue on campus. Last year, as a
result of the Safety Committee’s campus-wide safety check, several problems
were identified and corrected. For example, one major issue that was identified
and resolved was the lighting between the bungalows and the walkways; a new
type of light bulb was installed which increased illumination and improved safety.
Another example was the installation of additional stop signs to help reduce
excessive driving speeds on campus.

Equipment for Crowd Management
The use of new signage and stanchions has been implemented to help organize
and manage the registration of new students. This is particularly helpful when
there are 200-300 students waiting in line to register for ESL or CTE classes.

Mentor Committee
During the 2015-2016 school year, the Principal met with teachers who either
had or were obtaining their administrative credential, and who were interested
in administrative positions. The purpose was to communicate and discuss
promising practices as future leaders in LAUSD. Both Michael Fullan’s book
“The Six Secrets of Change” and personal work experiences guided the monthly
discussions. Leadership concepts and hands-on involvement were applied
when the comittee’s members organized WVOC’s 50 th Anniversary Celebration,
a schoolwide event held at Dellefield Park on WVOC’s main campus. This event
was attended by past and present school leaders who spoke and provided
insights from their own leadership experiences.

Schoolwide Meetings
In the past, schoolwide meetings were only held at the beginning and end of the
school year. Last year, the administrative team felt it was important to inform
teachers of issues that would reflect on their end of the year outcomes. Thus,
the Back-to-Semester meeting was arranged for the beginning of February. It
was felt that bringing all teachers together mid-year offered an opportunity to
dialogue on issues that needed to be improved upon before the end of the year,
and also announce successes that happened at the end of the first semester.

Department Meetings
Department meeting schedules have been standardized. These meetings allow
staff from all campuses to update and review program offerings, identify student
outcomes, and discuss best practices. The Academic and CTE Departments
meet at least three times per year and the ESL Department meets twice per
trimester.
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WVOC took the opportunity to train with CalPro on implementing a PLC
Community in the ESL and Academic programs in 2015. The ESL department
agreed on starting a PLC with the Beginning Low teachers. They have met
monthly to collaborate, discuss the College and Career Readiness Standards
(CCRS), develop lessons that challenge deeper thinking, and plan formative
assessments to support the promotional tests (summative assessments). Their
focus has been on the Reading standard.

Notes

Professional Learning Communities

The Academic program has focused on the Writing standard with the long-term
goal of preparing students to pass the writing assessment required to enter a
community college at the English 101 level, or to minimize the number of remedial
English classes needed.
These regularly scheduled PLC meetings have built community across the
campuses and enhanced teachers’ effectiveness in creating common goals for
their students.

Communication with Elected Officials
A concerted effort has been made to share the school’s successes with
elected officials in the community. Beginning with our school board members,
Board President Steve Zimmer and Board Members Monica Ratliff and Scott
Schmerelson, District officials have toured WVOC’s campuses and participated
in its major school functions such as the annual adult high school graduation.
Educational staffers from State Senators Fran Pavley and Bob Hertzberg, and
Assemblymembers Matt Dababneh and Adrin Nazarian have also learned about
the range of classes the school offers. Most recently, as a result of LAUSD’s
membership in LARAEC, WVOC welcomed Community College Trustees Mike
Eng and Mike Fong to its campus to better understand how WVOC’s classes
differ from those at Pierce College, the neighboring community college.

Communication with Community Members
With funding for K-12 adult schools being tied to the Adult Education Block
Grant (AEBG), WVOC has met with community colleges in the San Fernando
Valley, including Mission College, Valley College, and Pierce College. These
meetings have increased staff insight into the operations of a community
college and helped clarify the operational differences of each school.
After a year of meeting with all three colleges, WVOC is partnering with Pierce
College due to its close proximity, directly across from WVOC’s main campus.
Last spring, Pierce counselors met with WVOC’s graduating class to discuss
enrollment procedures and assessment tests. Currently, a Pierce Outreach
Advisor meets with WVOC students twice a week by appointment. There are
also discussions taking place about Pierce offering a non-credit orientation class
at WVOC.
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WIOA has funded a new Navigator Teacher Advisor position at several occupational
centers in the Division. The position will provide outreach and support between
the WorkSource Centers and the occupational centers. WVOC’s new Advisor
will participate in adult education recruitment efforts and serve as the liaison
between WVOC and the local WorkSource Center’s Director. This outreach
effort is designed to increase communication about adult education with the
community and encourage enrollment in WVOC’s programs.

3.

Standardize administrative processes, instructional practices,
and assessment processes, in order to bring unity of best
practices on all sites within the Service Area’s schools.

Administrative Processes
The Principal, Assistant Principals, and School Administrative Assistant (SAA)
meet regularly to share information disseminated at Division meetings, plan
instructional programs and schoolwide activities, and address staff issues.
Generally, three meetings per month are held which are based on need rather
than a set schedule. The Principal makes a concerted effort to inform the staff
on issues that affect the school. In addition, she holds an open-door policy and
all staff are welcome to speak with her.
Prioritizing issues and following a chain of command has been implemented in
order to properly address concerns from teachers and students. Complaints,
supply orders, and policy questions go through the APO or APACS before coming
to the Principal. Meetings may be held by the Assistant Principals or teacher
advisors but the Principal is always informed, and she attends as needed.

Attendance Procedures
Teachers are now required to record attendance through E-attendance, a
computer-based attendance tracking system. All teachers were trained in this
new process and consensus indicates it is successful. E-attendance provides
for the reporting of student attendance on a daily basis, as compared to the
previous weekly reporting process. E-attendance is not only extremely useful
in identifying real-time attendance patterns, it also provides a means to analyze
student completer data and other related information at the end of each term.

Equipment Inventory
All equipment is now maintained with barcode identification. This includes
computers, printers, laptops, document readers, cameras, etc. Developed
by WVOC’s Technology Advisor, this new system, which replaces a very labor
intensive older system, utilizes a handheld barcode scanner to make it much
easier to identify and keep track of all 2,000+ pieces of equipment the school
possesses.
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Since the reopening of WVOC in 2012, fall and spring color publications have
provided students with information including course descriptions, class
schedules, mission statement, SLOs, registration procedures, costs, testing
schedules, and student services. Last year, the administrative team decided
to develop a color Catalog of Classes which contains detailed descriptions of
courses. A separate black and white Schedule of Classes provides information
on the types, costs, dates, and times of classes being offered throughout the
entire school year. These are distributed to current students and are available
on campus to all visitors. All of this information is also available on the school’s
website.

Notes

Marketing Publications

Standardizing Forms
When WVOC, Reseda, and Van Nuys were consolidated into one school, different
forms and procedures existed at each site. Over the last three years, numerous
forms used for such things as photocopy requests, class changes, etc., have
been standardized, and procedures are now uniform at all three campuses.

Instructional Practices
Managed Enrollment
Managed enrollment has been implemented in all ESL, ABE and CTE classes.
These classes no longer accept students throughout the term. The primary reason
for this change was to ensure that students could benefit from the maximum
number of hours in each course, thereby increasing the opportunities for success
and positive outcomes. Most ESL classes are on a 12-week trimester; students
may enroll in these classes within the first three weeks of the term. CTE classes
are based on quarter, trimester, semester, or full year terms, allowing students to
enroll within the first two to four weeks, depending on the length of the course.

Professional Learning Communities
The PLC process has been initiated to implement the practice of common
instruction objectives and processes among Academic and ESL Beginning Low
teachers (and later expanding to higher ESL level teachers). This is discussed
further in the next section under ESL and Academic Professional Learning
Communities.

Systemic Classroom Practices
In 2013, DACE principals began requiring teachers in all programs to formalize
a long-range lesson plan, prominently post a daily agenda, and incorporate
cooperative learning activities into their lessons. In addition, administration has
encouraged teachers to reconfigure the arrangement of classroom furniture to
support cooperative learning.
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Summer School
Extended class offerings were available last summer (and for the upcoming
summer). Short term, 60 to 90-hour CTE classes and ESL Beginning through
Intermediate Low level classes were offered. The goal was to have students be
able to complete all requirements within the six-week period.

Assessment Processes
ESL Placement Assessment - Intake Procedures
WVOC’s ESL intake and wait list system has been computerized. On intake,
students provide their information when they sign up for an assessment test
appointment. This data is entered on a spreadsheet. The school communicates
testing and registration appointments through text messages or Robo-calls.
This system reduces the procedural errors, systematizes communication with
students, reduces wait times, and allows for a more orderly process.

ESL Promotional Assessment
ESL teachers have new writing rubrics and articulation meetings for promotional
exams. The rubrics allow teachers to collaborate on the student promotion process
and align assessment results. Articulation meetings provide opportunities to
discuss assessment results and align writing standards.

ESL and Academic Professional Learning Communities
ESL and Academic PLCs have been developed to implement the practice of using
data from common formative assessments and summative assessments to guide
instructional programs. The PLCs “unpacked” or reviewed standards, identified
learning intentions, and developed common formative assessments. Next year,
common formative assessments will be adopted and the data collection and
inference procedures will be created.

Academic Assessment for Graduation
HiSET has replaced GED at the District level. The TASC will also be offered
this school year. The reason that the GED was discontinued throughout LAUSD
was due to the privatization of the test. LAUSD was no longer able to obtain
information on students passing the test for schools to use in their WIOA data.
WVOC utilizes HiSET practice tests, and HiSET testing is offered at all three
WVOC campuses. Currently one classroom is being refurbished as a dedicated
HiSET testing room.
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Program-specific CTE safety tests are now administered to every student at the
start of a course to ensure that proper safety procedures are followed in each
CTE class. Additionally, course-specific competency checklists aligned with
corresponding course outlines are being used by all CTE teachers to guide them
on particular areas of competencies in which all students must be assessed.

Notes

CTE Assessments

CONCLUSION
WVOC has supported its mission to provide quality instruction for students as
they prepare for gainful employment or continuing education. This is evident
by the way the school addresses the three critical areas: providing higher-level
learning by making data-driven decisions; improving communications with
all stakeholders; and supporting unity within all campuses by standardizing
processes and instruction.
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chapter

Three
Criterion 1:
Institutional Mission and
Schoolwide Learner Outcomes

Criterion

Notes

Chapter III:
Self-Study Findings



Institutional Mission and
Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
The school demonstrates a strong commitment to its mission, emphasizing
student achievement. The school communicates its mission internally
and externally. Schoolwide Learner Outcomes (SLOs) are developed and
reviewed annually to ensure that they are current and relevant.

Indicator 1.1:

The school has a statement of mission that describes
its broad educational purpose, its intended student population, and its
commitment to high levels of student learning.

 In what ways does the mission statement reflect the school’s
commitment to high levels of student learning?
West Valley Occupational Center’s commitment to high levels of student learning
is reflected in its mission statement by the following phrases: “West Valley
Occupational Center is committed to (1) providing a quality education that (2)
meets the needs of our diverse school population and (3) prepares our students
for continuing education and gainful employment.”
 How does the school establish learning programs and services that
are aligned with its mission and that match the needs of its student
population?
West Valley Occupational Center establishes various programs and services
that are aligned with its mission and that meet the needs of its diverse
student population by utilizing several different data-driven resources.  
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Some of these resources include:
 Student requests for programs and/or services via their teachers, letters/
notes, and the school’s Suggestion/Concern form
 Schoolwide Adult Student Information System (ASIS) data such as student
demographics, student attendance, and student course completers
 Course waiting lists
 State and Federal job outlook projections
 State approved course outlines
 Counselors from WVOC, the local community college across the street
(Pierce College), and local high schools in the community  
 WVOC faculty and staff, other DACE service area faculty, other LARAEC
Consortia school district faculty members, and local industry-related
employer/advisors
 What documents does the school have that proves that the school is
legally authorized by the state or appropriate government agency to
grant credits, certificates, or diplomas?
West Valley Occupational Center is authorized by the California Department of
Education and the LAUSD School Board (California Education Code Sections
52507-52509) to grant credits, certificates, and diplomas.   WVOC is also fully
accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC).

Indicator 1.2:

The mission statement is approved by the governing
body, published internally and externally, and regularly reviewed and
revised to connect to current student learning needs.

 Who was involved in the development of the mission statement and how
was it accomplished?
The most recent development of WVOC’s mission statement involved input
from a range of stakeholders including current faculty and staff, students, and
community members.  Most recently in the spring of 2016, the school’s Steering
Committee developed different drafts of the mission statement.  Upon presenting
the drafts to the school’s Leadership Team, and after ongoing discussions,
debates, and revisions, the Leadership Team reached unanimity on an approved
consolidated draft.   This draft was next presented to the school’s staff and to
students via their teachers.  Stakeholders had the opportunity to comment and/
or make suggested changes to the mission if they so desired.  After comments
and suggestions were received, the mission statement went on a final review by
the Leadership Team and was then officially adopted.
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WVOC’s mission statement is communicated to the school’s constituents in the
following ways:

Notes

 How is the mission statement communicated to the school’s
constituents?

 Student Handbook and Orientation Guide
 WVOC Catalog of Courses
 WVOC School Bulletin
 Posters in classrooms, and other rooms and offices on all campuses
 Individual student flyers
 A wall mural
 School website (www.wvoc.net)
 How often is the mission statement reviewed and revised in order to
maintain relevancy and effectiveness?
The mission statement is reviewed annually in the spring and revised as necessary
to maintain relevancy and effectiveness.  In 2016, minor revisions were made to
the school’s mission statement.
 Who is involved in this review and revision process?
The review and revision process involves all stakeholders.  The initial review and
drafts were developed by the Steering Committee and Leadership Team.  Once
the drafts were prepared, they were reviewed, and input was gathered from staff
and students.

Indicator 1.3:

The mission statement is central to institutional
planning and decision-making activities.
 How does the school consider its mission and SLOs in its planning
and decision-making activities? What evidence does the school have
to support the use of the mission statement and SLOs in planning
processes?
As the central defining statement for what WVOC’s mission is and what all
of its students should be able to do or become, the mission statement and
SLOs are considered in the school’s planning and decision-making activities
in several ways.   For example, they are both always present and visible
in the rooms in which planning and decision-making activities take place
so that the decision-makers are cognizant of them as work is being done.  
Additionally, several different data-driven resources are utilized when planning
and making decisions about the programs and services offered to students.  
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These are the same resources that are utilized in ensuring that programs and
services are aligned with the mission statement.   Finally, teachers exhibit the
mission statement and SLOs, and incorporate them into their lessons, as evidenced
by the newly developed SLOs rubric appearing on the Excel spreadsheet that
CTE teachers (and eventually all teachers) maintain in order to track the progress
of their students.
 How is analysis and review of the school’s mission and achievement of
SLOs related to the revision of the Schoolwide Action Plan each year?
The Schoolwide Action Plan and its review and revision is “filtered” through the
lens of the mission statement and SLOs.

Indicator 1.4:

The school establishes measurable Schoolwide
Learner Outcomes that identify the broad, global goals.

 How were the SLOs developed and how are they measured?
The development of WVOC’s SLOs involved input from a range of stakeholders,
including faculty and staff, students, and community members.  Most recently
in the spring of 2016, the school’s Mission Statement and SLOs Committee
developed several different SLOs for consideration.  Upon presenting these SLOs
to the school’s Leadership Team, and after ongoing discussions, debates, and
revisions to ensure they were global in nature and measurable, the Leadership
Team approved the SLOs.   The SLOs were next presented to all stakeholders
with requests for input.   Stakeholders had the opportunity to comment, make
suggested changes, and/or add/delete to these SLOs if they so desired.  Upon
presenting the SLOs to stakeholders and reviewing their input, the SLOs were
officially adopted by the school’s Leadership Team.   The SLOs are measured by
teacher assessments involving observations; verbal, written, and/or kinesthetic/
tactile tests. Recently the CTE Department has piloted a special “numeric
conversion assessment chart” (rubric) to document student progress toward
attainment of the SLOs. Through its use, these qualitative and subjective learner
outcomes are able to be assessed in a consistent and objective manner, and
then assigned (converted to) a numeric value.   
 How do faculty members integrate these SLOs into their lesson
planning?
The SLOs are integrated into our faculty members’ lesson plans using verbal,
written, visual, and kinesthetic/tactile means.
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All stakeholders are connected to the SLOs by means of:  1) the initial development
and approval process for the SLOs; 2) the integration of the SLOs in the faculty
members’ lesson plans; 3) the subsequent teaching of the SLOs as part of the
lessons taught by teachers; and 4) documents posted on the WVOC website, in
classrooms and offices, and distributed to students.

Notes

 How are all stakeholders connected to the SLOs?

 How is each Schoolwide Learner Outcome measured?
The SLOs are measured by formal and informal teacher assessments involving
observations; verbal, written, and/or kinesthetic/tactile tests; and the development
and use of a special numeric conversion assessment chart or rubric initially
created for the CTE program.   Through the use of this chart, these qualitative
and subjective learner outcomes are able to be assessed in a consistent and
objective manner, and then assigned (converted to) a numeric value.

Indicator 1.5:

The school demonstrates the incorporation of current
research-based ideas into learning programs to ensure that the school’s
overarching goals (SLOs) are current and relevant.

 What is the process used to evaluate current educational literature and
integrate new ideas that address current and future student learning
needs?
DACE and WVOC administrators are currently reading Michael Fullen’s
“Coherence” to use as a guide to improve school processes to increase student
learning outcomes. Initiatives developed from the reading will be implemented at
the school. At the school site, the PLCs integrate current research-based student
learning educational literature to support student learning.
In June 2016, teachers and administrators from LAUSD joined other school district
members of the LARAEC Consortium (from Montebello, Burbank, and Culver
City) to update and align ESL course outlines for the consortium.  Workgroups
were formed to review and create a course outline for each ESL level.  Drafts of
the outlines have been sent to the field for evaluation and then returned to the
whole workgroup for review and future planning.
 What process is used to look at student learning data results to see what
needs current students have and explore what new ideas might be useful
to address these needs?
During department meetings, instructional staff look at student learning data
results from course completers.   This information is used to assess current
student needs to determine the types and numbers of courses and sections to
offer.  
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In the spring of 2016, DACE ESL began using course completer data to identify
the greatest area for student improvement: reading, writing, listening, or
speaking.   This data determined which reading strand of the CCRS to teach
the students first.  In WVOC’s ESL PLC, teachers collaborate to form common
formative assessments to ensure improvement in weaker areas and passage of
the promotional test.
 To what extent does the regular review and revision of SLOs include
discussion based on current educational research?
The regular review and revision of the SLOs does not include discussion based
on current educational research as often or as in depth as it could or probably
should.
 How does the review of profile data impact the review and revision of
the SLOs?
The review of profile data impacts the review and revision of the SLOs in their
development and adoption.  For example, profile and student survey data help
communicate and reflect the background, needs, and goals of WVOC’s current
students.   This information, combined with educator input from faculty and
staff as well as industry-related professionals, provides an effective basis for
reviewing, and when necessary, revising the SLOs.
 How does the achievement of SLOs connect to the schoolwide Action
Plan?
As measurable, significant student progress is achieved for a given SLO, related
Action Plan items can either be revised or removed from the plan.

Indicator 1.6:

The school has a process in place to regularly review
the courses and programs offered so that the needs of the community
are met.

 How does the school use annual profile data to evaluate course and
program offerings?
The DACE Performance Meter, along with other data (industry-related, student
survey, state and federal, etc.) helps the school evaluate the kinds of courses
and programs it is currently offering, as well as those it should or should not be
offering.   Waiting lists filled out by current and prospective students play a role
in the school’s evaluation of courses and programs.   Additionally, WVOC also
evaluates the best means by which courses and programs should be offered (i.e.,
day and/or night, cohort or forum, stand-alone or multi-part sequence).  
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 To what extent does the school gather input from current students
and the community at large to determine future course and program
offerings?
Interest lists filled out by current and prospective students, as well as requests
from employers in the community, provide input into determining future course
and program offerings for serious consideration.

Indicator 1.7:

The governing authority’s online policies are directly
connected to the school’s vision, mission, and Schoolwide Learner
Outcomes.

Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 1
Strengths:
 WVOC has created a mission statement that reflects its commitment to high
levels of student learning
 WVOC has created SLOs that are global, measurable, and address current
and future student learning needs.
 WVOC incorporates data-driven decisions into learning programs to ensure
that the school’s overarching goals (SLOs), courses, and programs are
current and relevant

Key Issues/Areas of Growth:
 Increase the regular review and revision of the SLOs to include discussion
based on current educational research
 Continue to monitor the means and tools by which the SLOs are being
measured and quantified
 Expand the use of the CTE SLOs rubric to the ESL and Academic programs
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Organizational Infrastructure
and School Leadership

Notes

Criterion

The school utilizes the contributions of leadership throughout the
organization to provide for ongoing improvement. The organizational
structure and roles of governance are clearly defined and designed to
facilitate decisions that support student learning and improve institutional
effectiveness. The governing body enables the administrator/director
to implement policy and lead the school effectively.

Indicator 2.1:

The school has clearly defined roles of governance
that provide for ethical and effective leadership and result in ongoing
improvement in the school.

 How do the organizational structure and job descriptions promote
efficiency and impact school improvement?
WVOC’s organizational structure is based on four key concepts:
 Defining each administrative team member’s areas of responsibility
 Creating an explicit hierarchy that groups educational programs together
under their respective Federal mandate
 Utilizing program advisors to oversee program compliance and to establish
and maintain lateral lines of communication
 Assessing how technology may be used within each program to enhance
program outcomes, boost efficiency, increase accuracy, and provide
meaningful analytics
WVOC’s organizational structure ensures accountability by clearly defining
each administrative team member’s areas of responsibility. This information,
combined with each member’s job description, provides for definitive and explicit
accountability.
While a defined hierarchy is imperative for maintaining a clear vertical flow of
communications within an organizational structure, WVOC expands on this.
Grouping educational programs together under their Federal mandate serves
as a reminder to all administrative team members of the overall goals of each
mandated area.   Black lines on the WVOC Organization Chart indicate our
hierarchy. (See the WVOC Organization Chart in the Preface)
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Gray lines, on the organizational chart, illustrate lateral communications across
each program area. These lateral cooperative lines of communication promote
five important concepts:
 Ensuring program goals are in line with Federal and State requirements
 The sharing of best practice
 Equity within the program
 Non-duplication of efforts
 Overall program continuity
DACE administrators and program area supervisors communicate with the
principal, assistant principals and program advisors throughout the year to keep
them aware of evolving program goals, compliance issues, and instructional
issues. The school’s program advisors then work with the school’s administrative
staff to ensure programs are aligned properly and desired outcomes are achieved.  
By creating multiple opportunities for lateral communication, administrative team
members are kept abreast of the strategies being developed and implemented
by their colleagues in order to meet the desired program outcomes. This occurs
at regularly scheduled administrative staff meetings, monthly Leadership Team
meetings, and at monthly Shared Decision Making Council (SDMC) meetings.  
These strategies are often adopted for use in other programs, allowing for a
more expedient and efficient implementation of program changes for several
reasons:
 Many of the pitfalls have already been identified and eliminated
 Similar process steps and training techniques have already been developed
 Duplication of efforts is eliminated
As an additional layer of communication and forward thinking, WVOC’s technology
team supports the administrative team, faculty and staff in two primary ways:
 Ensuring requested technology is planned-for and rolled-out across each
program in a way that is inclusive, equitable, and aligns with the desired
program outcomes
 Identifying ways technology may be incorporated into new and ongoing
program strategies; determining the short-and-long-term investments and
benefits; and, where applicable, planning and implementing a timeline that
includes appropriate training and support measures
 How does the governing body implement its requirements for membership
and training?
WVOC employees must meet the standardized hiring requirements that are
posted on the LAUSD and DACE employment websites.  This includes meeting
all applicable Federal and State requirements for employment.
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Candidates for administrative and teaching positions must possess all appropriate
credentials and clearances, as required by the State and LAUSD.   In addition,
they must complete an extensive screening and hiring process. Prior to starting
employment, a thorough background check, including fingerprint processing, is
performed.  
Candidates for non-teaching (classified) positions must meet written and oral
examinations to determine eligibility for the job.
Additionally, under State law, all employees of LAUSD are mandated child abuse
reporters and are required by LAUSD to participate in Child Abuse Awareness
Training (CAAT) twice per school year; they must also pass an annual assessment
test to ensure complete understanding of the reporting procedures. At the
beginning of each school year, all staff are trained on mandated areas such
as copyright law, sexual harassment, uniform complaint procedures, code of
conduct, etc.
 To what extent does the governing body handle policy issues and longterm planning while allowing the administrator/director to oversee the
day-to-day operations of the school?
The seven elected members of the LAUSD Board of Education adopt policies
consistent with Federal and State mandates that are in compliance with
the California Education Code.   The Board further authorizes the LAUSD
Superintendent of Schools to establish an administrative body that implements
effective instructional programs and oversees District operations and support
services.  The implementation of State, District, and Division policies is realized
through memoranda, reference guides, bulletins, subject-area meetings and
in-service trainings with the administrative staff.   Instructional policies are
established in a similar manner.
Division-wide, long-term planning is developed at DACE Central Office with the
cooperation and input from the DACE Executive Director, the two administrators,
and key school-based instructional personnel. Once a unified plan is established,
the school administrators address the delivery of the plan at the school level.  At
WVOC, the diverse members of the Leadership Team also provide input from
a program-specific perspective, and ultimately facilitate implementation of the
plan on the campus.  PLCs also are very involved with creating a unified vision
and practice on the campus, while incorporating Division and school goals.
Because program and school policies for WVOC are established and implemented
at the District and Division levels, the principal is able to focus on the successful
delivery of school programs, and ensuring that the needs and goals of the
students and other stakeholders are met.  This includes:
 Overseeing the day-to-day operations of the service area
 Ensuring that all District and Division policies and guidelines are implemented
in a complete and timely manner
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 Forging relationships with prominent community leaders, representatives,
and organizations, including WorkSource Centers, community agencies,
community colleges, and other educational institutions where collaboration
may benefit WVOC’s student body
 How does the governing body support school leadership and hold them
accountable without micromanaging them?
DACE relies heavily on analytics in evaluating programs and school performance.
To achieve this, DACE created ASIS which serves as a repository of all student
and program data.  ASIS allows the Division to identify metrics that correlate to
desired outcomes and identify where outcomes have been met.  This collection
and analysis of data at the Division level supports the administration in focusing
on local goals and day-to-day operations.  
The principal, along with the administrative and leadership teams, creates a local
plan of action to meet Division goals and targets, as well as structuring operations,
procedures, and schedules to best meet the needs of the local community, given
the available personnel, facilities, and funding.
As the Division continues to interpret data and refine the support structure,
meetings are held with each Service Area to provide feedback on recommended
areas of growth. Service Area administrators then lay out an action plan to
address the issues at their campuses.  
 To what extent does the governing body demonstrate honesty and
integrity in its relationships with stakeholders, other schools or agencies,
and with its own local community members?
At the District, Division, and school level, transparency is a key factor in
demonstrating honesty and integrity in all stakeholder relationships.  The Division
provides data, support, and a comprehensive institutional vision to principals.  At
WVOC, this information, along with accomplishments and areas of improvement,
are shared with school staff and students through the following channels:
 Administrative team debriefings immediately after principals have met with
the Division administration
 Monthly Leadership Team meetings
 Monthly Shared Decision Making Council meetings
 Professional Learning Communities and departmental meetings
 Counseling and support staff meetings
 Monthly Student Council meetings
 Schoolwide meetings held three times a year
 Postings inside and directly outside of the main administrative office
 Weekly school bulletins
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WVOC administrative team members meet with agencies and other community
stakeholders, including community colleges, to communicate and share best
practices, offer solutions and develop partnerships.  The Division’s involvement
with LARAEC objectives is furthering these open, cooperative relationships with
its stakeholders, local school districts, and local community colleges.

Indicator 2.2:

The leadership of the school creates a positive
learning environment in a collegial and collaborative atmosphere that
provides the foundation for school improvement and high levels of
achievement for students.
 To what extent does the administrator/director effectively lead the school
as both a visionary and academic leader?
Candace Lee, WVOC Principal, is accessible, focused, and committed to
the school, staff, and students. She maintains an open door policy, provides
guidance to staff, and maintains a broad, well-balanced focus on all programs
and activities.   Ms. Lee is a leader that is able to see the “big picture” while
continuing to address the concerns that arise throughout the day.  She is often
on campus from very early in the morning to late at night, making herself available
to all.  
When it comes to organization and planning, Ms. Lee is thorough and thoughtful.  
When she has a goal in mind, she includes all stakeholders to create a successful
outcome.  For example, in preparation for last spring’s ESL registration, she met
with administrators, ESL coordinators, ESL teachers, and office staff with the
goal of improving and refining the registration process.  In the end, a plan was
put in place to make the registration process more efficient and equitable.
Ms. Lee maintains strong convictions regarding short and long-term goals for
the school.  She allows staff the room to learn and grow, while maintaining high
expectations.  Ms. Lee cross-trains administrators to increase the function and
efficiency of the team.   Ms. Lee has reinstituted the WVOC Leadership Team
whose members collaborate on addressing and solving school concerns;
members also share issues unique to their programs which builds a broader
awareness of schoolwide objectives and accomplishments.  
Ms. Lee’s contribution to the community, through her participation on the Adult
Education Block Grant Committee, is far reaching.  She represents our campus,
DACE, and adult educators throughout California, through involvement with adult
education at the County, State and Federal levels, including her involvement with
LARAEC.  Her work has helped create a report for California’s Legislature which
identifies challenges to be addressed in order to support the implementation of
an effective adult education system.   Ms. Lee’s involvement and advocacy at
the local and State levels led to her being recognized as the 2015 AALA Adult
Division Administrator of the Year.  Her contributions and efforts serve to be a
positive example of dedication and determination.
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 To what extent do school leaders effectively guide the school toward
school improvement?
The administrative team at WVOC, under the direction and example set by
its principal, guides the Service Area to continuous improvement through the
following:
 Regularly reviewing Federal, State, District and Division metrics, in addition
to the school’s internal metrics, in the pursuit of a deep and meaningful
understanding of how they impact those it serves and how it might improve
 Actively seeking the knowledge and experience of colleagues within other
Division Service Areas to successfully implement best practices
 Frequently sharing its findings with administrative colleagues at other
educational levels and institutions, such as high schools and community
colleges, in order to gain perspective and to understand its students and
how to support them in accomplishing their goals
 Continually working to build and maintain open communication and an
open door policy with local businesses, community leaders, LAUSD Board
members, and State legislators to let them know what WVOC is working on,
and how to best respond to their needs.
 What evidence exists to show that school leaders are trusted by the
stakeholders?
A trusting and professional relationship between WVOC’s school leadership and
stakeholders is evidenced in a variety of ways:  
 West Valley Occupational Center is honored by the numerous visits of LAUSD
Board President, Steve Zimmer.  President Zimmer is a vocal proponent of
the local district and programs, who often takes time out of his busy schedule
to participate in WVOC activities and introduce other notable stakeholders
to its campuses.   Boardmembers Scott Schmerelson and Monica Ratliff
participate in the school’s community events whenever their schedule allow.
 Visitations from other community members include Los Angeles Community
College Trustees Mike Fong and Mike Eng.   Staff members from local
legislators State Senators Fran Pavley and Bob Hertzberg, and State
Assemblymembers Adrin Nazarian and Matt Dababneh have both visited
WVOC; WVOC representatives have visited their offices as well.  
 Ongoing Memorandums of Understanding (MOU), scholarship grants, and
partnerships between WVOC and its community stakeholders represent what
is achievable when everyone is working together, as well as demonstrates
the trust that has been established.
 Furthermore, WVOC promotes and maintains a school culture of trust with its
stakeholders by listening to their needs, ideas, and concerns; setting highreaching yet attainable and equitable goals; following through with an action
plan; and maintaining transparency of the school’s progress and outcomes
throughout the process.
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 To what extent do faculty and staff display that they are motivated
by school leaders to bring focus to student learning and school
improvement?
The leadership style at West Valley Occupational Center, under the direction
of the principal, incorporates cross-training opportunities not only in order to
promote the sharing of ideas and best practices across programs, but also so
team members may gain insight into the strengths of coworkers and to promote
positive team building while allowing them to learn from any missteps.
At Leadership Team and Shared Decision Making Council meetings, team
members from different programs regularly volunteer to work together in order
to share knowledge, solve programs, and successfully finish projects on time.  
Often the principal will ask an assistant principal or program advisor to spend a
day or two a semester shadowing their counterpart within another program area.  
This leads to a greater understanding and respect for the work colleagues do,
and allows for new perspectives on addressing programmatic challenges.
Ultimately, this process allows members to feel empowered to explore new
ways of doing things, while allowing them to tap into the collective knowledge,
avoiding the pitfalls of working in isolation.  These actions have nurtured some
of our most innovative and successful systems to date.  This is not a philosophy
that suggests everything done should be retooled from the ground up, but rather
a culture that allows for the ability to revisit and adjust systems, as necessary.
While not all ideas explored produce a strong and viable system, even ideas
that do not work teach valuable lessons that provide guidance moving forward.  
Some of the most effective collaborations, in the past year or so, under this
leadership style are:
 Pioneering the implementation of PLCs within the ESL and Academic
departments.
 Developing a barcode inventory management system which has:
 Reduced staff hours by as much as 80% for yearly equipment inventory
 Significantly improved the accuracy of records
 Provided reports (i.e. showing the age of computers) that assist in the
planning of equipment purchases
 Creating a Short Message Service (SMS) text-based ESL assessment testing
waiting list system which provides for efficient and equitable scheduling,
using the contact method preferred by our clients.  
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Indicator 2.3:

The school’s governance, decision-making structure,
and organizational processes are regularly evaluated to ensure their
integrity and effectiveness.

 To what extent does the school include all stakeholders in the regular
evaluation of the school as a whole?
Regularly scheduled meetings with various WVOC stakeholders include:
 Schoolwide meetings, three times a year
 Administrative team meetings, bi-monthly
 Counseling/registration office staff meetings, monthly
 Leadership Team meetings, monthly
 Shared Decision Making Council meetings, monthly
 Student Council meetings, monthly
Through these meetings, along with information posted in the weekly bulletin,
faculty, staff, and students are kept informed of the metrics used to measure
progress towards our desired outcomes.
While WVOC is effective in including and sharing information with its internal
stakeholders, additional efforts could be made to expand relationships and
sharing of information with its external stakeholders/community at large.
 How do stakeholders have a voice in decision-making processes?
Faculty and staff influence WVOC’s decision-making processes by expressing
their concerns and opinions during the following regularly scheduled meetings:
 Schoolwide meetings, three times a year
 Administrative team meetings, bi-monthly
 Counseling/registration staff meetings, monthly
 Leadership Team meetings, monthly
 Shared Decision Making Council meetings, monthly
 Student Council meetings, monthly
Additionally, WVOC administrators maintain an open-door policy and are
supportive of receiving input concerning instructional and operational matters.  
Faculty may also share concerns with their service area UTLA representative
who meets with the principal on a regular basis.
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WVOC has an active student council which provides a united student voice
expressing concerns and needs within the Service Area.   Through a student
representative position on the Shared Decision Making Council, students are
able to voice and discuss their concerns to other stakeholders, including school
administrators.  

West Valley Occupational Center regularly posts Federal, State, and Division
metrics in bulletins and large format posters on the first floor of the main building.
These facts and figures are then discussed at:

Notes

 How does the school widely communicate the results of regular
evaluations and use them as the basis for school improvement?

 Schoolwide meetings, three times a year
 Administrative team meetings, bi-monthly
 Counseling/registration staff meetings, monthly
 Leadership Team meetings, monthly
 Shared Decision Making Council meetings, monthly
 Student Council meetings, monthly
Meetings provide an opportunity for these metrics to be discussed in context to
the school’s desired outcomes.  They also provide a forum where stakeholders
may raise concerns and express programmatic needs.  Committees are formed,
as needed, to develop action plan items that properly address the issues at
hand, improving goal attainment, and enhancing continuity and communications
across programs in order to better serve WVOC’s clients.
WVOC has an active student council which provides a student voice to express
concerns and needs within the Service Area.   Student council membership is
established at the beginning of the school year; and meets on a monthly basis.
Additionally, administrative team members at WVOC meet with agencies and
other community stakeholders, including community colleges, to communicate
outcomes, offer solutions, and seek guidance.
 What process does the school use to evaluate its organization,
governance structures, and decision-making procedures?
Data is the basis for evaluation and decision making at WVOC.   Sources
include: course completion statistics, promotion statistics, graduation rates,
and CTE certificates of completion.   TABE, HiSET, promotional tests, and
Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment System (CASAS) results are
also utilized.   Additionally, State and industry certification exam results for
CTE students are considered indicators of program effectiveness.   The
Administrative Team conducts formal evaluations of ESL, ABE, and ASE
faculty using the Stull evaluation process to measure teacher effectiveness.  
Additional metrics that are considered for the evaluation purpose include:
 Student course outcomes
 Students employment gains
 Class attendance
CTE teachers are not tenured and they are not evaluated using the Stull process.  
Classes are visited on a regular basis and assistance and guidance is provided,
as needed, by administrators.
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Indicator 2.4:

The school has an established infrastructure of
policies and procedures that provides stability and consistency for all
institutional programs, activities, and events.

 To what extent does the school document its policies and procedures in
a Policy Manual?
All LAUSD District policies are included within reference guides, bulletins,
and memoranda issued by the Los Angeles Unified School District. Collective
bargaining agreements include information pertaining to all unions representing
employees with the District.   Various other policy and procedural information
is included in subject-specific manuals for counseling services, financial
management, safe school plans, ESL instruction, Individualized Instruction Lab
(I.I.Lab), Adult Independent Instruction, and classified staff.
The faculty receives mandatory District bulletins, guidelines, and safety related
documents on a CD-ROM at the beginning of every school year.  All other District
information can be found on the LAUSD website.
The Student Handbook and Orientation Guide is provided to all students and
includes guidelines, policies, procedures, and service information of interest.  
The handbook includes all District and State required information that students
and the community need to have access to, including student rights and
responsibilities.
Counseling and guidance policies and procedures are provided in the Division
Counseling Handbook. This includes behavioral guidelines and the counseling
referral process.  The District has a comprehensive Student Behavioral Support
Program that addresses behaviors which are considered to be “zero tolerance,”
and guidelines on how to handle minors and concurrently enrolled students
whose conduct is deemed unacceptable in an adult school environment.
Graduation policies are approved by the LAUSD School Board and the CDE.  
Additionally, ESL and CTE instructional policies and competencies are outlined
in State-approved course outlines, Division guidelines, and bulletins related
to these programs.   LAUSD employee unions (CSEA, SEIU, Local 99, UTLA,
Teamsters, and AALA) have negotiated agreements, including personnel policies
and procedures as covered each group’s union contracts.   Financial policies
related to student body accounts are addressed in District Publication 469.
 How do written policies guide decision making processes?
Administrative decisions are guided by the guidelines and policies referenced
above.  WVOC administrators adhere to District policies when making decisions
that affect the students, certificated, and classified staff.  Additional questions or
clarification can be obtained from Central Office Administrators, Staff Relations,
or Human Resources Coordinator.
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 How does the organizational infrastructure support all academic
programs, activities, and events so that students are able to achieve
Schoolwide Learning Outcomes?
DACE administrators and program teacher advisors work with school-based
faculty to develop curriculum, identify best practices, and create training
workshops that align with and support current and forthcoming Federal and
State educational mandates.  Regularly scheduled meetings, held throughout the
school year, between Division and school administration, provide an opportunity
to disseminate program changes, discuss program analytics, and offer guidance.  
Meetings between the Division specialists and school-based teacher advisors
outline the effective implementation of programmatic changes, while PLCs within
WVOC’s ESL and Academic programs further foster these efforts.  Additionally,
through the Student Council and the Shared Decision Making Council, activities
are planned in support of learning outcomes.
WVOC also regularly implements Division initiatives for student achievement
across programs.  Current initiatives are long-range lesson planning, cooperative
learning activities, daily agendas posted by teachers in every classroom.
 How often does the school review and update its Policy Manual?
Most LAUSD District policy documents, including reference guides, bulletins,
and memoranda issued by the Los Angeles Unified School District, are available
upon release on the LAUSD website: home.lausd.net.  Division course outlines,
guidelines, and bulletins are available upon release on the Division website:
adulted-lausd-ca.schoolloop.com.
 How do faculty, students, and staff members have established
mechanisms for providing input into institutional decision?
Faculty, students, and staff are able to provide input into institutional decisions
through the Shared Decision Making Council and Student Council, as well as
information through Student Concern/Suggestion forms available at each
campus.
 To what extent is the creation of new policies, as well as the decisions
made based on current policies done in a transparent and ethical
manner?
Creation of new policies is driven by political, legal, and fiscal influences at the
Federal, State, District and Division level.   Input from administrative field staff
also drives creation of new policies, and/or revision of existing policies.  Division
principals and union representatives are currently the only field administrators
and staff that regularly participate in Division level policy development. The field
staff work with DACE Advisors and administrative staff to collaborate on policy
revision and development.
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Indicator 2.5:

The school evaluates the effectiveness of online
processes and procedures for involving staff in shared responsibility,
actions, and accountability to support student learning throughout all
online courses.
 To what degree do the processes and procedures involve the online staff
members in professional development activities that enhance the use of
technology in the delivery of instruction and support student learning?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 2
Strengths:
 Lateral communication across the organizational structure
 Concerted effort to cross-train to increase the function and efficiency of
staff
 Use of data to make organizational decisions

Key Issues/Areas of Growth:
 Expand community relationships and the sharing of information with external
stakeholders/community at large
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Faculty and Staff
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Criterion

The school employs qualified personnel to support student learning
programs and services to ensure institutional effectiveness. Personnel
are treated equitably, evaluated regularly, and provided opportunities for
professional development that impact student learning.

Indicator 3.1:

The school employs personnel who are qualified by
appropriate education, training, and experience in line with its school
mission and SLOs.

Administration
All administrative staff are required to have an Administrative Services Credential
issued by the California Commisssion on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC).

Principal: Candace Lee
Principal Candace Lee was assigned to WVOC in July 2014. Prior to her arrival
at WVOC, Ms. Lee was Principal of Metropolitan Skills Center and South Region
High School 12A, and Assistant Principal of Evans Community Adult School.  
Her area of specialization is ESL, in which she was a Teacher Advisor and a
classroom teacher.

Mr. Dan Hazeltine
Assistant Principal of Operations Dan Hazeltine began his career with DACE
in 1986 as a teacher, and then later, as a teacher advisor in the Older Adults/
Adults with Disabilities program.   He received his MA degree in Educational
Administration from California State University, Los Angeles in 1991.   In 2001,
he received the CALCO award and the next year, the CCAE State Excellence in
Teaching award.  In 2009, Mr. Hazeltine was assigned the Assistant Principal of
Operations position at Abram Friedman Occupational Center.  Mr. Hazeltine has
been an APO at WVOC since 2014.
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Mr. Jesus Bastidas
Assistant Principal of Operations Jesus Bastidas was born in Quito, Ecuador,
immigrated to the United States in 1964 and became a U.S. citizen in 2014. Prior
to obtaining his Administrative Services Credential, Mr. Bastidas taught Graphic
Arts at East Los Angeles Occupational Center for 12 years, taught Offset Printing
at Friedman Occupational Center for 1 year, and Graphic Arts at West Valley
Occupational Center for 11 years. He served as Assistant Principal of Operations
at Metropolitan Skills Center for 3 years, Los Angeles Technology Center for 7
years, and Maxine Waters Employment Preparation Center for 4 years.  He has
been assigned to West Valley Occupational Center for the last 4 years.

Ms. Rosana Jeronymo
Assistant Principal of Operations Rosana Jeronymo began teaching for DACE as
an ESL instructor in the fall of 2002 and was assigned to her current position at
WVOC in November of 2016.  Ms. Jeronymo works with the ESL program at all
three campuses and at branch sites.

Mr. Refugio Rios
Assistant Principal of Adult Counseling Services Refugio Rios began his career
with LAUSD in 1989 and has worked as an Academic and an ESL instructor.  He
was assigned to WVOC in 2012 as one of it’s two APACS.   Mr. Rios currently
works with the Academic programs at the Reseda and Van Nuys campuses.

Ms. Alma Rubio
Assistant Principal of Adult Counseling Services Alma Rubio began her career
in the Division in 2000 as a teacher.   She became as APACS in 2016 and was
assigned to her current position at WVOC in January of that year.  She has worked
primarily with Academic students.    

Certificated Staff
Since certificated personnel must have a current and valid California state
credential, WVOC faculty meet all State and District guidelines related to
appropriate credentialing that qualify them for employment in their specific
subject area assignments.   All academic and ESL instructors have a minimum
of a Bachelor’s degree, have passed a CBEST State proficiency test, and have
taken a series of Adult Education classes to qualify for an Adult Education
credential.   In addition, certificated staff have a wealth of experience from
which to draw.  CTE teachers have at least five years of experience in the field
in which they are teaching and have also taken the District proficiency test.  
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82% of WVOC’s current faculty has taught in LAUSD’s Adult Division for at least
ten years, and 28% report more than 20 years of teaching experience in the
Division.   41% of WVOC faculty members have obtained advanced degrees,
Master’s or above.  In addition to being highly qualified, WVOC instructors value
and participate in professional development, with 98% of faculty members having
reported attending professional growth activities in the last three years.   
 What methods does the school use to assure that qualifications for each
position are closely matched to specific programmatic needs and aligned
with the school’s mission?
DACE policies and procedures regarding the hiring process ensure that
instructional candidates have the appropriate credential, experience, and
education to meet the needs of all DACE programs. Teachers applying for
positions need to meet specific program needs.   Human Resources provides
standardized job descriptions and requirements that are reviewed by DACE
Central Office administrators and principals prior to posting.  Job descriptions
include preferred qualifications that ensure that chosen candidates will be able to
meet the specific program needs of WVOC and align with its mission. Interviews
are held for candidates that pass the paper screening. Candidates are ranked,
the list is submitted to Human Resources for vetting, and the school is informed
if the selected candidates are eligible to be hired.
 How does the school determine the number of faculty and staff members
needed to meet the learning needs of all students?
Initial staffing at the start of the year is based on the previous year’s performance,
tenured teachers’ obligated hours, and DACE Central office projections of
fiscal resources.  After the initial staffing period, additional faculty and staff are
requested based on programmatic needs, the school’s mission, and student
waiting lists.  Unfortunately, by the time budgets are approved for newly added
classes, it can be difficult to find faculty to fill the positions; most teachers are
unable to accept such positions because doing so would cause them to exceed
their maximum allowable employment hours. This also impacts WVOCs ability to
find substitute teachers when needed.
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Indicator 3.2:

The school’s hiring process is marked by clear
communication regarding job descriptions, expected job skills, and
procedures for the selection of personnel.
 Who is involved in the hiring process and to what extent is there
transparency in the advertisement for open positions?
The hiring process is determined by a standardized District and Division process
that is intended to eliminate bias, and ensure transparency and equity.   In
addition, this process and the school’s interview process must follow guidelines
negotiated with collective bargaining units. All job opening announcements are
posted on the District’s website where they can be viewed by anyone interested in
the position.  Job openings for WVOC positions are also posted on the counters
at all three of WVOC’s main sites.   All qualified persons are welcome to apply
from both inside and outside the District.  Tenured teachers who have less than
full-time (30 hour) assignments are encouraged to apply for any open positions
for which they are qualified and are given first priority for these positions.  After
an initial paper screening, interviews are conducted by a panel that includes
at least one administrator and a teacher/union representative.  The panel rates
the candidates independently based on their response to a standardized set of
questions.   The candidates are placed on a rank list and the list is submitted
to Human Resources for vetting.   Once the vetting process in completed, HR
notifies the Principal that an offer can be made.   The SAA then contacts the
selected candidate to come in and sign the necessary paperwork. Letters of
regret are sent to the remaining candidates.
 To what extent do job descriptions accurately reflect position duties,
responsibilities, and employer expectations?
All job postings are checked by DACE Central Office administrators and Human
Resources before they are posted. The job postings clearly describe the roles,
responsibilities, and requirements for all open positions.  In addition to the job
requirements, job descriptions include a set of preferred qualifications that provide
a clear picture of what skills and experience an ideal candidate should have.  
Lists of job duties for specific positions delineate the school’s expectations.
 By what means does the school verify the qualifications of applicants
and newly hired personnel?
Applicants must submit a letter of intent, resume, and a copy of their current
California teaching credential with the appropriate subject designation.  Human
Resources checks that each candidate is qualified for the position and holds the
necessary credentials to be hired.   Site administrators may call references or
previous administrators to confirm experience or other resume information prior
to hiring.
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The school develops personnel policies and
procedures that are clearly communicated to all employees.

Notes

Indicator 3.3:

 What processes and manuals does the school use to develop and
publicize its personnel policies?
All personnel policies and procedures are available to District employees on the
LAUSD website as well as the main WVOC campus.  LAUSD Compliance bulletins
are available in CD format and made available at the Back-to-School meeting
each fall.   Non-attending staff receive a Back-to-School packet including this
information.   
 How does the school ensure that it administers its personnel policies
and procedures consistently and equitably?
In addition to the District’s personnel policies and procedures, collective bargaining
agreements provide guidelines for equitable treatment of both certificated
and classified staff.   The principal meets regularly with union representatives
to discuss consistent and equitable implementation of personnel policies and
procedures.  Any conflicts are addressed by referring to District personnel policy
and the union contracts.   In addition, on-site union representatives provide
members with updated information on a regular basis.   Every employee has
access to union representation for support and guidance to ensure consistency
in the implementation of personnel policies.    
 To what extent does the school have a written code for professional
ethics for all personnel and communicate expectations to them?
Information regarding professional ethics is communicated to all employees at
WVOC’s annual “Back-to-School” meeting at the start of the new school year.  A
Code of Ethics is available on the District’s website and hard copies are available
at the three campuses and on the “Back-to-School” CD.
 What are the school’s provisions for keeping personnel records secure
and confidential?
WVOC’s personnel records are kept in locked cabinets in the principal’s office
on the main campus.  Those records are accessible by the administrative team
and the SAA. Additional personnel records are kept at the Human Resources
Department at DACE Central Office.
 How does the school provide employees access to their records?
Payroll records are available online.  Union contract allows employees access to
specific records, such as evaluations and disciplinary memos kept on file in the
Principal’s Office.  Employees may view their personnel records by appointment
in the presence of an administrator or the SAA.
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Indicator 3.4:

The school assures the effectiveness of its faculty
and staff members by evaluating all personnel systematically.
 To what extent does the school establish written guidelines for evaluating
all personnel, including performance of assigned duties and participation
in institutional responsibilities?
Guidelines for evaluating all DACE personnel are based on procedures that
are outlined in the contractual agreements of each respective union.   Tenured
teachers with DACE are generally evaluated every other year using the Stull
process. Should a teacher be identified as needing assistance and guidance,
their evaluation may be yearly until there is improvement. Only Academic and
ESL teachers can be tenured. CTE teachers are non-tenured and thus are not
evaluated with the Stull process. Their classes are visited on a regular basis and
support is provided, if needed, by administrators.
Classified staff are evaluated annually after their initial six-month probationary
period. There is a formal written process established for evaluation of classified
staff based on observations of the employee’s work skills and performance.  
 How is the evaluation process built on a collegial spirit that fosters
growth and improvement?
Permanent teachers are evaluated using a process referred to as the Stull
Evaluation. These permanent staff members prepare an Initial Planning Sheet
(IPS) that describes their performance objectives for the year along with
activities/strategies to meet those objectives. The IPS is completed by mutual
agreement between the instructor and the administrator tasked with completing
the evaluation.  Areas evaluated include support for student learning, planning
and designing instruction, classroom management, attendance and record
keeping, and professional behavior in the classroom.   Once agreement has been
reached in the IPS, at least three classroom observations take place.   District
Human Resources provides a timeline in August that indicates deadlines for this
process.  After each classroom visit, the teacher and administrator meet to discuss
observations regarding professional performance and assistance and guidance
is given at that time if needed. If a teacher has unsatisfactory performance,
paperwork needs to identify this issue by December.  Final evaluations need to
be completed and submitted online by May of the school year. A final evaluation
is provided to the teacher no later than 30 days prior to the employee’s last
regular scheduled school day.  
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Evaluation of classified employees, as with certificated employees, is intended
to be collaborative and an opportunity to highlight the employee’s strengths and
positive contributions, as well as address areas that might need improvement.  
Assistance and guidance may be provided, as needed, in the areas of work
quality, quantity of work produced, interactions with staff or students, and
attendance.   Staff is reminded that the evaluation process is not intended to
be disciplinary; it is meant to be a collaborative and supportive process that
provides an opportunity to improve performance whether it is in the classroom
or in the office.
 By what methods does the school define “effective teaching” in its
evaluation process? How is that effectiveness judged?
Tenured teachers are evaluated for effective teaching based on the agreed-upon
objectives described in their IPS.   The areas of evaluation currently include:
support for student learning, planning and designing instruction, classroom
performance, developing as a professional educator, punctuality, attendance
and record keeping.  Additionally, DACE is currently asking teachers to focus on
specific instructional objectives.   These include posting daily agendas, having
evidence of long term lesson planning, and the use of cooperative learning
as an instructional strategy.   Class visitations are done on a regular basis by
both administrators and teacher advisors assigned to each major program.  
Performance data is also used to monitor effective teaching and performance
data which includes: student attendance and retention, course completion rates,
and testing results from CASAS and other standardized tests.  
 Who does the annual evaluations of employees and are the results of
such evaluations documented and shared in follow-up meetings with
employees under review?
Principals are evaluated by DACE Central Office administration.  Tenured teachers
are evaluated by schoolsite administrators.  Teachers are provided with written
reports of all evaluation activities and face-to-face meetings are held to ensure
mutual understanding.   Certain high-level classified employees- the school’s
SAA, the Financial Manager, the Plant Manager, and the ASIS Coordinator - are
evaluated by the Principal.   The SAA is responsible for the annual evaluation
of classified staff under her supervision.   All evaluations are documented and
employees are provided with written reports.  Copies of those reports are kept in
the school personnel file.   
 What process is in place to assure that evaluations lead to improvement
in job performance?
When any evaluation is marked as “needs improvement” or “below standard,” a
written description of the weakness or deficiency is provided to the employee,
along with specific assistance or guidance to help improve the performance.  The
goal of the evaluation process is to enable employees to improve their professional
performance.  Supervisors meet with employees and provide ongoing assistance
and guidance when any deficiency is detected.  All assistance and guidance is
documented in memos to the employees.
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Indicator 3.5:

Faculty members take ownership of student progress
toward achieving stated Schoolwide Learner Outcomes.
 What are the roles of teachers and other staff members in the development
of SLOs?
All WVOC teachers and staff had a role in the development of the current version of
the Schoolwide Learning Outcomes. The WVOC SLOs were presented, discussed
and refined first at monthly meetings of the WVOC Leadership Team.  The revised
SLOs were then sent out for review and comment to all WVOC stakeholders,
faculty, staff and students.  Results were considered and discussed again by the
Leadership Team before final approval.  
 How often do faculty members meet to discuss SLOs and analyze student
learning data to ensure that students are achieving SLOs?
All programs and departments at WVOC have regular meetings throughout the
year at which student learning data is discussed and analyzed.   Teachers and
Teacher Advisors analyze testing data and information regarding completers,
and plan strategies to help students achieve their employment or educational
goals.  
 What are the measures used to show student attainment of SLOs and
how are these measures monitored?
Measurement starts with traditional Academic testing.  CASAS tests are required
for all ESL and Academic students, and this year that will include AC2T students
as well.   ESL students must pass a four skill (Listening, Speaking, Reading &
Writing) District Promotion Exam in order to qualify as “completers” and move
on to the next level.  High school diplomas, certificates of completion, and job
placement data are also used to measure student attainment of SLOs.   This
year the WASC Steering Committee developed a comprehensive student survey,
administered to all WVOC students, that asks students about their understanding
and impact of the SLOs (See Student survey results Appendix B). The Committee
also developed a rubric that is designed to assess attainment of the SLOs in a
quantifiable manner.  This rubic is currently being piloted by the CTE program for
eventual schoolwide use.
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The school provides all personnel with appropriate
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Indicator 3.6:

 To what extent does the school plan professional development activities
that are connected to student learning needs?
Both WVOC and DACE provide opportunities for professional development (PD)  
throughout the school year to support instructional work that takes place inside
the classroom.  The DACE Curriculum and Instruction Calendar is emailed to all
school-based administrators for distribution to all teaching staff.  This year the
District-wide focus is on the incorporation of the CCRS into instruction, and on
the introduction of the PLC process within schools.  All WVOC ESL department
faculty were provided with monthly meetings for both day and evening programs
in order to share “best practices” and create standardized scoring rubrics
for promotion exam writing assessments.   DACE, through its WIOA program,
provides teachers with professional development opportunities regarding the use
of additional technology in the classroom.  And at WVOC, the WIOA Advisors hold
regular meetings with ESL and Academic faculty to introduce District-created
instructional materials designed to teach CASAS competencies.  
 To what extent does the school provide funding for professional
development opportunities?
Funding for professional development activities is generally provided through
DACE rather than by individual schools.  As a result, the global nature of DACE
sponsored PD does not always address specific school PD needs.  Nevertheless,
DACE also provides funding for selected teachers to attend important professional
conferences in their fields.   Those conferences include the CASAS Summer
Institute, which District WIOA Advisors attend annually.  Selected teachers are
also funded to attend the annual California Council for Adult Education (CCAE)
conference, and for the annual California Association of Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages (CATESOL) conferences.   All teachers can access
California Adult Literacy Professional Development Project (CALPRO) PDs which
are offered throughout the school year. DACE provides funding at the District
Sponsored Training Rate to pay instructors to attend approved PD workshops
and activities.
 How does the school ensure meaningful evaluation of professional
development activities?
Evaluation forms are provided at the end of District-sponsored PD sessions.
Responses to the survey are used to evaluate learning and to refine presentations
or workshops for the future. Meetings are held in which teachers are asked to
report on the content of workshops, as well as to share best practices and
successful teaching techniques.
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 What impact do professional development activities have on the
improvement of teaching and learning? How does the school evaluate
that improvement?
Professional development activities cover a wide range of instructional topics
so evaluations vary according to content of the activity.   WIOA PD workshops
are evaluated using data directly related to the PD topic.  For example, students’
average learning gains on CASAS tests are monitored for improvement.  WIOA
Advisors have found that PD workshops that introduce instructional materials
created for specific EL Civics objectives have led to higher passing rates
in classes where those instructional materials are introduced to students.
Statistical data demonstrates improvement in student learning.  ASIS records of
increased benchmarks, completers, and certificates earned are clear indicators
of improvement.

Indicator 3.7:

The school regularly evaluates all non-teaching
support staff members and provides direction and support for
improvement of their skills.
 What process is in place for the regular evaluation of all non-teaching
personnel?
Formal rules have been established for the regular evaluation of all WVOC nonteaching employees on an annual basis.   Teacher Assistants are evaluated
annually by their supervisory instructors.   As with teachers, TAs are provided
with a written evaluation that includes commendations and areas that might
need improvement, if any.  Office Technicians are evaluated annually by the SAA.
Building and Grounds workers  are evaluated by the Plant Manager. Higher level
classified staff, such as the SAA, the Financial Manager, the Plant Manager, and
the ASIS Coordinator, are evaluated by the Principal.
 To what extent are job descriptions and duty expectations regularly
reviewed and revised to meet the current needs of the school?
Job descriptions for specific positions at LAUSD are created and provided by
DACE.  Duty expectations and program needs are reviewed regularly in order to
make best use of the staff assigned to the school by the District.
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 How is the support staff included in meetings and processes (as
appropriate) to engage them as important stakeholders in the learning
programs of the school?
WVOC is unique in its inclusion of support staff in all important school processes
as a result of the existence of two important decision-making groups that meet
on a monthly basis.  The Shared Decision Making Council is a group of sixteen
elected and appointed staff who meet on a monthly basis.   The SDMC is cochaired by the Principal and by the UTLA Chapter Chair who work together to plan
agendas and chair meetings.  The SDMC has responsibility for decision making
in the following five areas: Staff development, Student discipline, Schedule
of school activities, Guidelines for use of school equipment, and Instructional
Material Account.  Seven of the members are elected UTLA instructors, seven
are elected support staff, and one is a student.  This council allows support staff
to engage in important decisions regarding operation of the school.  
WVOC also has a Leadership Team that meets monthly and advises the Principal
on matters relating to all programs of the school.  The Leadership Team includes
heads of all support staff services including: security, plant management, financial
management, ASIS coordination, department chairs of ESL, CTE, and Academic
programs, and key teacher advisors.  Support staff leaders serve as important
stakeholders to the Leadership Team.  

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 3
Strengths:
 The breadth and depth of experience represented by WVOC’s faculty  
 The abundance of fully tenured teachers in ESL and Academic programs to
ensure commitment to long-term excellence
 Collaborative nature of decision making as represented by the Shared
Decision Making Council, Leadership Team, and Student Council

Key Issues/Areas of Growth:
 The global nature of DACE sponsored PD does not always address specific
targeted PD needs of the school
 Difficulty finding substitutes in general, and teachers to fill additional second
semester classes in particular
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Criterion

The school demonstrates its support of student learning through the
development of a challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum that allows
all students the opportunity to reach Schoolwide Learner Outcomes (SLOs).
The school’s curriculum reflects its mission and SLOs and connects directly
to current student learning needs. The school pursues current, researchbased curriculum development information to keep its programs relevant
and effective.

Indicator 4.1:

The school has a documented curricular map that
outlines courses of study necessary to reach stated outcomes, licensure
requirements, or certificate expectations.

 How does the school list all courses and provide course outlines for all
stakeholder groups?
One of the primary functions of the DACE Central Office is to create relevant
and rigorous standards-based curriculum for the entire Division. Unlike many
school districts, DACE has an Instructional Unit to facilitate the design and
implementation of curriculum and instructional practices for ESL, ABE, ASE, and
CTE programs throughout the District.  Each course offered has a clear course
outline including instructional materials, learning outcomes, and alignment with
State and industry standards. When appropriate, courses also come with a
teacher implementation guide to assist teachers with organization of materials
and instructional strategies. Course contracts are provided for courses delivered
through individualized instruction and adult independent study. These contracts
guide students through specific competency-based assignments which address
defined learning outcomes. The creation of courses centrally allows for curricular
alignment across all school sites and consistency of implementation for students
and faculty.
District-generated course outlines are available for viewing, downloading, and
printing on the LAUSD/DACE website.   Hard copies are provided to teachers
for use in their classrooms and can be made available to other stakeholders
upon request. In fact, some teachers display the course competencies in their
classrooms as a visual, goal-setting guide and motivational tool for their students.  
There is also a copy available for each of the courses offered in the main office at
each campus should any teacher wish to refer to these guidelines for any given
course at any time. When a course is completely updated, a formal in-service is
scheduled by the District for all teachers affected to introduce the new course
outline.  
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WVOC lists all classes in the Catalog of Classes and Schedule of Classes.  These
comprehensive publications are available in hard copy form at each of WVOC’s
three campuses, and the numerous branch sites in the surrounding area. They
are also distributed at job fairs, during school tours, and presentations made
by school representatives. The Catalog of Classes is a full-sized, glossy, color
brochure which includes detailed descriptions of each course, prerequisites
and completion requirements, registration information, fees and exemption
information, entrance and admission requirements, testing schedules, student
services, campus maps, and other general WVOC school information.   The
Schedule of Classes provides more detail as to the specific dates, days and
times each course is offered, and outlines the prerequisites for each course more
explicitly. Both publications are also easily viewed in digital and most current
form on the school website.
 To what extent does each course have clearly defined learner
outcomes?
The course descriptions in the Catalog of Classes describe what the students
will learn, the knowledge and skills they will acquire, and what certificates and
credit slips they may earn for ESL, ABE, ASE, and CTE classes upon completing
all course requirements.  CTE courses, such as Cosmetology and Real Estate,
clearly state in their course descriptions that they serve as preparatory classes
for official State Certification Exams.
All DACE courses are competency-based and course outlines specifically state
student learner outcomes for each course and each unit of study.  The course
description includes goals and purpose, and included are columns listing
instructional areas and topics, and minimal competencies.   When appropriate,
CASAS correlations, Content Standards for California Public Schools, and
Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS) are also
outlined. Each of these components serves as a practical guide for instructors to
deliver class content and goals.
To reinforce the objectives in the course outlines, teachers generate long-range
lesson plans which clearly outline the topics, skills, and outcomes for each week
of the course. Teachers post daily agendas on the board so that students can
clearly see the skills, topics, and objectives that will be covered on that specific
day.  CTE materials provide industry standard project-based experiences, as well
as technical instruction in the classroom with texts and competency checklists
that are aligned with DACE course outlines. Students receive a completion
certificate for CTE courses upon meeting course competencies with a score
of 80% or better. The ESL program requires students to achieve 60% on the
promotional tests to be promoted.
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Academic courses taught through Individualized Instruction utilize course
contracts.   These contracts list the assignments necessary to cover defined
learner outcomes specified in course outlines. Students must complete all
course assignments with a grade of 80% or higher. When a student scores less
than 80% on any given assignment, they must review the content and redo the
assignment until they have mastered the course competencies. Once a student
successfully completes all of the course competencies, the teacher issues five
credits for the course.
 How is institutional resource allocation connected to curriculum
development needs?
WVOC and DACE are committed to having up-to-date courses that meet
state academic standards as well as industry standards. Primary curriculum
development is managed and funded at the Division level. DACE has a staff of
full-time and part-time advisors for each curricular department, with a full-time
administrator as the Curriculum and Instruction Unit supervisor. School-based
teachers and advisors are invited to participate in curriculum review cycles.

Indicator 4.2:

The school regularly reviews curriculum in order
to ensure that the content taught in the classrooms is accurate and
relevant.

 To what extent does the school have a curriculum review cycle in place
that includes as many stakeholders as possible?
Curriculum review and decision-making is primarily driven by DACE.   All
Competency-Based Education (CBE) course outlines that comprise the school’s
curriculum have been developed by the DACE Office of Curriculum Development.
DACE prioritizes course outlines for review based on changes in State content
standards, CTE industry compliance updates, revised resources and materials,
requests from the field, new technologies, and emerging employment trends.
DACE’s participation in LARAEC and the Adult Education Block Grant also calls
for curriculum alignment with all partners.  
WVOC teachers and advisors are invited to participate in curriculum development
through: contributing on writing teams, reviewing courses before District-wide
distribution, and piloting new courses and programs. Teachers also participate
in LARAEC subject area committees, which make curriculum alignment
recommendations to DACE and partner District curriculum departments. The
DACE curriculum department is open to questions and comments from the
field.
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 To what extent does the curriculum review process result in written
conclusions that are used to make allocation decisions?
At the conclusion of the curriculum revision process, DACE produces a course
outline which includes a list of needed course materials and instructional
resources. The Division will evaluate any changes to classroom resources and
determine what is needed for implementation.  DACE may provide a starter set
of textbooks and materials for each classroom as needed.  WVOC is responsible
for any additional or ongoing costs of running the course.  Capital upgrades and
new technology needs are evaluated by Division and site administrators to make
allocation decisions.
 What processes are in place to ensure that learning materials are
providing accurate and up-to-date information to students?
Course outlines are reviewed regularly when the Curriculum and Instruction Unit
deems them out-of-date and in need of revision. When the DACE instructional
unit revises courses, learning materials are reviewed to ensure they adequately
address California content standards and CTE industry compliance updates.
They incorporate latest resources and materials, requests from the field, new
technologies, and emerging employment trends.   After courses have been
revised, DACE conducts curriculum meetings for teachers and advisors to review
the new course outlines and materials. Site administrators work with departments
to offer support and to ensure everyone is using the updated course materials
and contracts.
A committee of faculty members reviews available textbooks from the list of
authorized materials at the end of every course outline to consider replacing
out of date reference core texts.   This committee meets and studies an array
of materials, consults with publishers, and decides whether the new books are
cost-friendly and meets standards, CASAS competencies, and is suited to multilevel objectives and other learner needs.   The committee also looks into Life
Skills and Civics competencies.  
Under the WIOA program, in accordance with student needs, EL Civics objectives
are chosen and/or reviewed annually, and up-to-date instructional materials are
created by a team of selected instructors including those from WVOC.   
 To what extent are all teachers involved in the curriculum development
process?
Although course outlines are developed by DACE, selected teachers across the
Division participate and provide input in the process of developing curriculum.  
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Since the curriculum is developed and written by DACE, it does not directly
reflect the school’s mission or SLOs.  Nevertheless, the school does attempt to
align its mission and SLOs with the curriculum.  

Notes

 How does the curriculum reflect the school’s mission and how does it
connect to the school’s SLOs?

The curriculum and mission of both DACE and WVOC is inherently focused on
preparing students for post-secondary education and/or employment.  WVOC’s
SLOs were also written with these objectives in mind, and each SLO addresses
critical skills necessary for optimal education and employment.   Embracing
communication, technology, and effective work strategies, the SLOs serve to
establish measurable benchmarks and to nurture important global qualities
needed for all students to succeed.
 How often is the entire school curriculum evaluated for relevancy in light
of changing student demographics?
WVOC’s course offerings are evaluated on an ongoing basis based on student
need, and accomplished through:
 Staff and faculty input (department and leadership meetings, PLC, counselors,
and instructors)
 Student input (Suggestion/Concern forms, Student Council)
 Past and present enrollment data
 Course completer data
 Course waiting lists
 Employer input and job outlook projections
 Assessments (TABE entrance tests, CASAS, class exams, HiSET Practice
Test, ESL Assessments)
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Indicator 4.3:

Students have access to texts, learning materials,
and information resources that are sufficient to meet the course learning
objectives.

 To what extent does the school provide texts and/or learning materials in
a timely manner at the beginning of each semester?
Recommended and required ESL and CTE textbooks are available for purchase
in the school bookstore at the beginning of each course session; all ESL, ABE,
ASE, and some CTE classes also have classroom sets for students who cannot
purchase their own. Longstanding Academic labs and other classes are supplied
with textbooks and learning materials provided by DACE at the beginning of the
school year.  When there is a need for additional materials or new labs or classes
open, teachers submit a request form to an assistant principal who then orders
the necessary books and materials with the principal’s approval.
There have been challenges with the efficient and timely delivery of textbooks and
learning materials to ESL classes located at elementary school branch sites and
also at the Reseda and Van Nuys campuses.  Efforts are underway to develop a
process to rectify this situation.
WIOA/CASAS also provides remediation materials all year around to optimize
learning gains from pre-test to post-test.  Master sets for teachers to duplicate
are available at the main campus; digital sets can be easily accessed on the
WIOA website: www.wioalausd.com/elcivics.
 The school provides sufficient library resources, or access to such
resources to support classroom instruction.
Although WVOC does not have a dedicated, physical library, access to
supplemental learning materials is available to teachers to support classroom
instruction.   Teachers also encourage students to access and incorporate
technology and educational tools through the use of classroom-based desktop
computers, laptops, or iPads.  
 How does the school make learning labs, computer labs, etc. available to
students to support their learning needs?
Each of WVOC’s three main campuses has a dedicated Academic I.I.
Lab outfitted with all of the books, published materials, audio-visual
equipment, computers, and printers needed to facilitate instruction and
learning. The West Valley campus has 15 dedicated computer labs including
Networking/1&2, Video Production, and Photovoltaics (Solar Panel Technology).  
Specifically for ESL, there is a computer lab on the Reseda campus and
the WVOC campus; these labs are used by classes on a rotating basis.  
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Additionally, WVOC offers eight iPad carts and a supply of laptops which are
shared between the three campuses; used as mobile labs, teachers can checkout this equipment to further support student learning.  
 How does the school support the quality of its instructional programs by
providing technology and other learning resources that are sufficient in
quantity, currency, and variety to facilitate educational offerings?
WVOC provides technology and other learning resources to meet the quantity,
currency, and variety of courses being offered.  The school offers a substantial
inventory of audio-visual equipment including 76 LCD projectors, 13 smartboards,
36 televisions with DVD/VCR capabilities, and 75 Elmo document cameras
available for use in most classrooms.  The WIOA/CASAS Office is outfitted with
15 desktop computers for students to utilize for CASAS E-testing, which are
awaiting the installation of internet access.   Every classroom has at least one
desktop computer and printer or laptop while the dedicated computer labs have
one computer for every student.    Additionally, subject-specific technology for
CTE programs is also found throughout the campus in individual classrooms.

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 4
Strengths:
 WVOC efficiently lists and disseminates all course offerings and provides
course outlines for all stakeholder groups
 Each course has clearly defined learner outcomes
 A substantial inventory of technology exists to support student learning  

Key Issues/Areas of Growth Area:
 Improve the delivery of textbooks and learning materials to ESL classes
located at elementary school branch sites and also at the Reseda and Van
Nuys campuses
 In addition to the existing I.I. Lab for Academic students, creating an I.I. Labtype environment for ESL and CTE students as well
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Instructional Program
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Criterion

The instructional staff uses research-based instructional strategies and
teaching methodologies that engage students at high levels of learning
and allow them to achieve both Schoolwide Learner Outcomes and
course objectives. Faculty members are given ongoing training in various
instructional strategies that allows them to address the varied learning
styles of students in the classrooms.

Indicator 5.1:

The school provides high-level instruction with
appropriate breadth, depth, rigor and sequencing for all programs and
courses.
 How does the school measure the quality of instruction in the
classrooms?
WVOC offers a variety of quality and in-demand courses that meet the needs of
local community members and industry partners.  
As part of a Division initiative, since 2012, all WVOC teachers are required to
create long term lesson plans, use cooperative learning strategies, and post a
daily agenda in the classroom.   Teachers are encouraged to link daily lessons
to the learning outcomes displayed on posters in the classroom. In addition,
CTE instructors keep track of student progress using a course-specific Progress
Chart for each term of instruction.
All permanent (tenured) instructors are evaluated generally every other year.  
Probationary instructors are evaluated yearly until they become permanent.  This
Stull evaluation model is the process in which an IPS is developed by the instructor
and then reviewed and agreed upon in a conference with an administrator.   
Once the goals are established, formal and informal observations are scheduled
throughout the year.   These are followed by conferences in which successes are
acknowledged and any assistance and guidance is provided as needed.  Nonpermanent instructors are evaluated through informal observations.
These professional evaluations create an environment whereby instructors
are supported in providing quality instruction to ensure students receive the
education they came for.
Quality of instruction at WVOC is also measured by use of assessments in
alignment with guidelines established by DACE.
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In the ABE and ASE programs, the quality of instruction is measured by the
success of the students.  In the process of earning a high school diploma, students
take required courses containing assessments.  Some of the assessments are
specifically made to allow the instructor to tailor the course work to individual
student needs.   Additionally, many of these students will be required to pass
the HiSET.   The passing rate of the HiSET is a strong indicator of academic
improvement.
Students in ESL, ABE, and ASE, are given a CASAS pre-test when entering the
program before any instruction is given. Students are then periodically posttested throughout the duration of the term. This data is used to modify instruction
and as an indicator of mastery of the subject.
As ESL students demonstrate their mastery through CASAS, promotional, and
TABE testing, they can move through the continuum of Academic instruction
toward the goal of earning a high school diploma or equivalency, and/or enroll in
the CTE program.
In CTE courses, students are tested by way of quizzes, midterms, finals, and/or
projects that contain written and practical components. Many of these technical
training programs prepare students for a professional license exam or other
industry based tests to qualify for employment. High WVOC student course
completion/pass rates indicate the quality of instruction in their areas of study.
(See table in Chapter 1)  
 How do faculty members keep current in instructional strategies and
methodologies in their areas of expertise?
Increasingly, PD helps keeps staff current in instructional strategies and
methodologies. PD is offered at the school through program department
meetings, visiting industry professionals, and recently implemented PLCs in
certain program areas such as ESL and ABE.   
Opportunities for staff development are also offered at the Division level through
program specific sequential trainings and workshops in all subject areas.   In
addition, CCAE sponsors local and statewide conferences,   where instructors
can share their professional knowledge and learn about innovative approaches.  
CALPRO offers teacher-directed and self-directed online PD.   Moreover, CTE
instructors also keep current by attending industry-sponsored events,  trainings
and conferences.
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Indicator 5.2:

 What opportunities for dialogue are provided for faculty members to
discuss student learning needs and pedagogical approaches?
Instructors and administrators attend mandatory start-of-year, mid-year, and
end-of-year meetings. The breakout sessions in these meetings allow instructors
to discuss departmental or subject matter concerns, as well as share strategies
to improve instruction, engage students, and increase student success.
ESL and Academic teachers meet on a regular basis with their PLCs to discuss
common concerns and pedagogical approaches.  DACE has recently developed
the beginnings of a PLC for CTE teachers. The breadth of industry sectors, subject
matter, and class schedules, offer a unique challenge to DACE in implementing a
CTE PLC. WVOC’s administration is currently working on setting up the school’s
own on-site CTE PLC.
Teacher advisors occasionally meet with instructors to demonstrate teaching
strategies and are available to meet on a one-on-one basis to help with or
discuss instructional issues. The counseling office communicates regularly with
instructors to track the academic progress of students on special programs and
to address instructional or behavioral concerns that arise.
Teachers are encouraged to attend LAUSD and DACE-sponsored professional
development. Other opportunities include special events like Ideas to Action, iBest
presentations, and publisher presentations. Instructors also attend academic/
industry conferences and training programs where they can dialogue with peers
to share instructional resources and strategies.
 What teaching strategies and methodologies are commonly used?
All instructors are required to create a long-term lesson plan, incorporate
cooperative learning strategies, and post daily class agendas.  Long-term lesson
planning encourages teachers to use various instructional methodologies.
Instructors use a variety of delivery methods and strategies for students to
work individually or collaboratively in groups including, but not limited to, the
following:
 Lectures
 Demonstrations
 Class discussions
 Directed or independent work
 Hands-on projects
 Online labs
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 One-on-one time
 Online research
 Online collaborative projects
 Visiting field sites
 Project-based/real-world scenario assignments
 Conversation/dialog/role play
 Multimedia presentations
 Students as teachers
 Kagan strategies
 Jazz chants
 Dictations
 Grammar drills
 Jigsaw reading
 Learning reflection exercises
 Soft skills exercises
 Formative and summative assessment
 Total Physical Response
 Blended Learning
 Scaffolding
 Cooperative Learning Activities
 To what extent are teachers given support in developing differentiated
teaching strategies to ensure that all students’ needs are addressed?
WVOC instructors engage in providing a wide variety of methodologies and
techniques to ensure student learning.   In department meetings, instructors
engage in whole-group or small-group breakout sessions to focus on particular
aspects of delivering instruction.    PLCs provide instructors an opportunity to
share methods to help enhance and standardize teaching at all levels.  In addition,
the ESL department holds articulation meetings where instructors decide and
implement criteria for student promotion.   Cooperative Learning Activities and
updates are employed, as well as official handouts for teaching instruction from
DACE.  “Back-to-school” and year-end meetings bookend our school year and
bring together our teaching community to provide reflections on successes,
updates on current practices, and focus attention on areas for improvement.  
Special student learning needs are addressed by the Disability Support
Services Office offering adaptive equipment, sign language interpreters, and
other support for qualified students. This office also distributes handouts
to teachers to help support the success of students with disabilities.
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performance is discussed in PLC meetings, department meetings, and DACE
PD sessions.
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 To what extent have faculty members discussed the relationship between
teaching strategies/methodologies and student performance?

In the Academic program, discussion between instructors and advisors concluded
that students were more successful with a mixture of methodologies in which the
instructor provides direct instruction along with individualized instruction.  As a
result, there have been higher numbers of HiSET recipients.  Furthermore, this
has been expanded to other areas in the Academic program in which instructors
strategize opportunities to incorporate direct instruction.

Indicator 5.3:

The school is actively engaged in integrating new
technology into the instructional program of the school.

 To what extent does the school have a team in place to review technology
advances in instruction and how it can be adapted and used effectively
in the school?
Although there is a technology team to address hardware issues, there is no
specific team at WVOC to focus on instructional technology advances.  Currently,
interested instructors can choose to participate in personal development
and sometimes bring in their acquired knowledge to assist in their respective
departments.   There have been Division initiatives (through WIOA grants) for
technology use as evidenced by the introduction of software programs such
as Burlington and Aztec.   There have been sporadic trainings with iPads and
Smart Boards, but not every campus has access to this technology or the
support to follow through on the implementation in classrooms.  There is tech
support to troubleshoot problems, but neither technology nor a technology
team is at the forefront of insuring uniform use of such in classroom settings.  
The school provides computer labs at WVOC, Smart Board tech support
inservices, and, more recently, trainings for ESL instructors on using Burlington
software in classrooms.  Some recommendations are to:
 Provide more PD on current technology
 Increase instructors’ awareness of available technology and tech support
 Update instructional technology which is currently in use
 Make school technology easier for staff to access on all campuses  
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 To what extent does the school have policies in place to govern the
acceptance of credits earned through outside online programs?
WVOC accepts official transcripts from State recognized accredited online
institutions.
 How are faculty members trained to use technology more effectively in
their own classrooms?
As stated previously, technology, access to technology, and technological training
are not as prolific as needed.  Most instructors are self-educating.  There have
been periodic trainings in such applications as iPad, Smart Boards, Aztec and
Burlington programs, but the resources to train, supply and implement the use
of technology in classrooms is inadequate.  Recommendations include more PD
geared toward training, demonstrations on how to use technology effectively in
classrooms, and providing convenient access to technology at all campus sites.     
 To what extent does the school offer online learning options or virtual
classroom experiences for students?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 5
Strengths:
 Instructors use a variety of instructional methodologies to appropriately
address the needs of students
 CASAS exams to measure ESL and Academic student progress
 Specialized projects to assess student advancement
 Implementation of ESL and Academic PLCs
 Administrative support for  innovative instructional initiatives

Key Issues/Areas for Growth:
 Limited funding and time for on-site targeted PD
 Expand convenient access to updated technology and related PD for
all campuses in general, and for the Reseda and Van Nuys campuses in
particular
 Creation of an on-site CTE PLC
 Lack of online courses offered through DACE and WVOC
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Criterion

The instructional staff uses established assessment procedures to design,
administer, deliver, and evaluate courses, programs, and student learning
levels. The school recognizes the central role of its faculty for improving
courses and programs through the assessment instruments and practices
used in the school. Assessment is used to measure student progress, to
modify learning approaches, and to carry out institutional planning and
ongoing school improvement.

Indicator 6.1:

Clear learning outcomes are developed for each
course so that success can be measured and students who are
struggling can be identified and helped.

 How are core competencies and specific learning outcomes developed
for every course?
Core competencies and learning outcomes are an integral part of each course
outline in all programs.  The course outlines are written and created at the DACE
Central Office by teacher experts following State and Federal guidelines; all
outlines are approved by the California Department of Education. Each course
outline clearly identifies core competencies and specific learning outcomes.
 How are courses regularly evaluated in regard to depth, breadth, rigor,
and sequencing?
For CTE courses, the Division determines the need for review and revision based on
recommendations from instructors in that field, input from employers and industry
specialists, and current employment trends and projections.  When changes are
indicated, an Employer Advisory Board (EAB) consisting of employers and industry
specialists meet to review the current course outline, discuss trends and changes
in the industry, and make recommendations on updating the curriculum. Following
the EAB meeting, a group of teachers and specialists convene to incorporate the
competency revisions and finalize the revised outline for State approval.  In addition,
administrators and CTE instructors analyze program effectiveness by looking
at demand and enrollment, course completers, and, where applicable, job
placement and industry certifications.  Since 2013, there has been an emphasis
on course sequencing, whereby some longer courses have been divided into a
series of shorter courses.  For example, HVAC was divided into three courses,
HVAC 1, 2, and 3.  Within this framework, students advance through the training
sequence as a cohort, which serves to reinforce collaborative learning and
positive outcomes.
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ESL course outlines are regularly revisited and revised by DACE committees
comprised of Division Experts and selected ESL teachers. The newly created
LARAEC has begun a revision of course outlines for ESL, resulting in a specific
set of research-based learning outcomes for all adult learners in the LARAEC
consortium. These course revisions are in process and have been circulated for
comment among the partners.
In ABE and ASE, the Division assigns a committee to review course outlines and
make adjustments as needed.  In addition, WVOC’s administrators and academic
advisors examine data from TABE, CASAS, and HiSET test results to determine
the need for curriculum revisions.
At WVOC, courses are regularly evaluated by committees in each department.
 What improvements to courses and programs have occurred as a result
of analysis of learning data?
In general, DACE’s analysis of learning data has resulted in the institutionalization
of the practice in which all teachers post daily learning objectives, develop longterm lesson plans, and incorporate cooperative learning activities in their lessons.  
In ESL and CTE, managed enrollment was implemented to ensure students
receive the maximum instructional hours possible, which directly impacts their
successful participation and course completion.  
 In ESL, teachers determined that they needed a standard way to evaluate
students’ writing skills.  As a result, writing rubrics were created and are now
used to assess students’ mastery of writing standards.  Teachers can better
identify who is ready to promote to the next ESL level or transition into the
CTE or Academic programs.
 In ABE, the implementation of Evidence Based Reading Instruction (EBRI)
in the reading classes has been incorporated to increase student learning
outcomes.
 In ASE, some course outlines have been revised by DACE to include CCRS
and cooperative learning.
 In CTE, safety tests are now administered at the beginning of all courses, and
which students must now pass with a perfect score.  Instructors have also
implemented an instructional model in which students work independently
and collaboratively; this methodology addresses SLO #3, as well as the
unique learning styles and learning challenges of each student. In addition,
there has been a review and increased implementation of course prerequisites
to ensure CTE students have the necessary preliminary knowledge to be
successful in their programs
 Data analysis of CASAS and EL Civics test results has increased Academic
and  ESL instructors’ ability to target areas of weakness and provide directed
remediation.  
 The ESL PLC is developing formative assessments to evaluate student
learning to support differential learning
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Indicator 6.2:

The school gathers learning data from multiple
sources, disaggregates and analyzes the results, draws conclusions, and
makes recommendations for changes based on assessment results.
 To what extent do the administration and faculty frequently meet to
analyze student learning data and use results to improve the educational
program of the school?
CTE teachers, advisors, and an assistant principal meet three times a year in
department meetings to discuss learning data.  ESL, ABE and ASE teachers and
advisors meet monthly in the form of PLCs to analyze student learning data and
results.   Additional department meetings occur each trimester. Administrators
and the Leadership Team regularly analyze this data and use it to make decisions
about the educational programs.
Some sources of learning data include:
 WIOA/CASAS results and reports
 Promotion/Retention Records
 Promotional Exams and writing samples
 Certificates of Completion and Certifications
 Perkins Job Placement Follow-Up results
 TABE scores
 HiSET pass rates
 High School Diplomas
 ASIS reports of Course Completers
 Teacher-generated quizzes and tests
 Teacher observations
 DACE Scorecard
 WVOC Performance Meter
 What changes have faculty made in teaching methodologies or
instructional strategies to improve learning as a result of learning data
analysis?
In ASE, teachers have begun to use a blend of teacher directed instruction in
addition to individualized instruction. This change in methodology has resulted
in a greater level of learner persistence and in more students earning their high
school diplomas.   As a result of school-based professional development led
by administrators and advisors, cooperative learning strategies instituted by
teachers have improved student learning.  ESL instructors meet each trimester
to evaluate student writing samples and discuss methods to increase student
success in writing for college and career.  Academic teachers in the PLC create
writing rubrics as a measure to predict student success on the HiSET.
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 How does the school document the conclusions it reaches when
analyzing student learning data so that recommendations can be created
to address key issues?
Student learning data is captured in ASIS. When a student completes a course
in ESL, ABE, ASE, and CTE, it is recorded in ASIS. In addition, WIOA records
and produces reports of CASAS and EL Civics test performance. These reports
include ESL whole-class data and individual student data. Teachers use this data
to remediate and track student learning outcomes. WIOA advisors use the data to
recommend and supply supplemental lessons for teachers resulting in targeted
lessons to increase student success. Academic instructors use contracts, and
pre- and post-test information to determine areas that need to be addressed. CTE
instructors use a Competency Checklist and progress charts to determine skill
mastery and record student progress. WVOC documents conclusions from data
analysis through schoolwide meetings three times a year, department meetings,
the Shared Decision Making Council, Leadership Team meetings, and teacher
advisor meetings.
 How are assessment results integrated into the school’s teaching and
learning process with a focus on individual student learning?
Standardized assessments, including CASAS and TABE, determine course
readiness and course advancement in ESL and Academic programs. The TABE is
also used to meet prerequisites for several CTE courses, such as Cosmetology,
Nursing Assistant, and Culinary Arts. The assessment scores are also provided
to instructors who use them to guide individualized instruction and support.  
TABE results, writing samples, and High School Diploma transcript evaluations
are used by advisors and counselors to determine courses needed to complete
Diploma requirements.
HiSET practice tests are used to determine academic knowledge and areas of
weakness; this information is then used by the HiSET preparation instructors to
direct student learning.  Once students are enrolled in the preparation course,
additional testing is used to identify specific learning needs.
Assessments in the classroom include teacher-generated tests, chapter tests,
competency checklists, and student work samples. Using assessment results,
instructors then provide supplemental instruction and materials to guide and
individualize student learning progress.   
 How are the results of data analysis connected to the school wide
Action Plan so that student learning needs are the driving force of the
school?
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The schoolwide Action Plan incorporates the results of data analyses generated
from assessments, student surveys, student suggestions, enrollment statistics,
and completer rates in all departments to determine the student learning
needs. Review of the data takes place in various group meetings including the
Administrative Team, Leadership Team, Shared Decision Making, Department,
and PLCs.

The SLOs were created by considering the outcomes which would lead to
schoolwide student success in the classroom and in future endeavors.   An
important consideration in the SLOs development was ensuring that, as much
as possible, they could be incorporated into all programs. The results of data
analyses reflect strengths and areas for improvement; WVOC’s Schoolwide
Action Plan addresses those student learning needs.

Notes

 How are assessment results evaluated with school SLOs in view?

As described in Chapter 1, the goal of developing a better means to quantify the
degree of student achievement of the five outcomes was added to the Action
Plan last year.  An analysis of the results, generated from the rubric which was
created to quantify achievement of the SLOs, indicates that the overwhelming
majority of CTE students are achieving the SLOs to a high degree. When surveyed,
these students overwhelmingly reported that the SLOs had a positive impact
on them and were helping them succeed.   The next step will be to continue
this quantifying effort with ESL and Academic students, as well as to continue
refining the process moving forward.

Indicator 6.3:

Student learning data analysis is used to make
institutional changes that enable students to reach educational goals and
achieve academic success.

 How often do the administration and faculty meet to talk about student
learning levels, assessment results, etc.?
Administration and faculty meet two to three times per year to discuss student
learning levels, assessment results, and related information. The result of these
meetings may include additional classes being offered, the creation of writing
rubrics for ESL students, the institution of more teacher directed classes in ASE
and ABE, the creation of summative and formative assessment targeting reading
and writing in the PLCs, and the use of cooperative learning methods to increase
student learning based on promotional tests and CASAS tests results.
 To what extent do faculty members use formative and summative
assessment results to modify learning and teaching approaches?
The purpose and goal of the ESL and ASE PLCs are to allow teachers to
collaboratively make and use formative assessments, document student
learning, and determine what modifications to learning and teaching approaches
are necessary so that all students succeed. In addition, individual teachers
in ESL, ABE, and ASE make use of other formative assessments such as oral
presentations, group projects, and tests. Summative assessments are given
at the end of the course and course completers are recorded in ASIS. CTE
uses assessment and competency checklists to determine student learning.  
Instructors remediate and adjust teaching strategies to make sure all students
are meeting the competencies.
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 How has the analysis of learning data impacted the instructional
program of the school and improved learning levels for students?
WVOC was the first adult school in the District to develop and implement PLCs
in ESL and ASE to analyze learning data which has resulted in instructional
collaboration, targeted lessons, and standardized assessments that improve
student learning levels. Data analysis has also positively impacted learning
through the establishment of institutional procedures and processes, and
academic planning, goals, and priorities.  
 How does the school use assessment results to evaluate the
effectiveness of the programs and courses it offers?
There are a variety of assessments used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
programs and courses the school offers.
In ESL, the CASAS pre- and post-tests provide a clear method for determining
the students’ achievement of course objectives and advancement into the next
level course. These results also generate WIOA payment points which are tracked
closely.  
In the ABE reading courses, the TABE is given at the end of each trimester to
evaluate student advancement in reading levels; students who meet their goals
may advance into higher reading level courses, CTE, or Academic programs.  
Academic programs which lead to a High School Diploma or HiSET Certificate
are tracked for completers, as well as Diploma students who complete individual
academic high school courses.
CTE courses use teacher-generated, subject-specific assessments, including
final exams. Other means of evaluating the effectiveness of the program and its
courses include: the number of completers/completion certificates, attendance
records, job placement statistics, and student status follow-ups via phone calls
to capstone course completers.  
DACE also establishes completer goals and tracks the school’s data; this
information is reviewed at Division-wide administrative meetings. The data is
provided in DACE’s quarterly Scorecard publication which the WVOC Principal
shares with stakeholders via schoolwide meetings, Shared Decision Making
meetings, and Leadership Team meetings.
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Assessment results are reported regularly to all
stakeholders so that accountability can be maintained and that student
learning remains the focus of the school.

Notes

Indicator 6.4:

 How often are student learning results reported to appropriate
stakeholder groups, i.e., governing body, faculty, and community
members? How is this done?
Each department reports student learning results at the end of the term, be it
quarter, semester, or trimester. These results are analyzed and shared within
departments and with the Administrative and Leadership Teams. The WVOC
Performance Meter is posted in the Administration Building for stakeholders to
review.  Student learning results data is collected by DACE via ASIS.  The data is
provided in DACE’s quarterly Scorecard publication which the WVOC Principal
shares with stakeholders via schoolwide meetings, Shared Decision Making
meetings, and Leadership Team meetings.
 What processes are in place to use learning data analysis as a way to
identify students who require additional help?
The processes in place to use learning data analysis as a way to identify students
who require additional help are: class performance, teacher observations,
formative assessments, reports provided through CASAS assessments,
contracts, completers, and promotional testing results.  Once identified, students
are assisted through differentiated instruction and appropriate student support
services.
 How are learning results reported to the community at large?
While WVOC is effective in including and sharing information with its internal
stakeholders as previously described, additional efforts could be made to expand
relationships and share information with its external stakeholders/community at
large.
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Indicator 6.5:

The school relies on assessment results for
institutional planning, Action Plan revision, and resource allocation.

 Who is involved in the institutional planning of the school? Are all
stakeholders represented?
The institutional planning of the school is done by the administration with
significant input from all stakeholders including students, certificated and
classified staff, and community members. The Student Leadership Council meets
monthly, which allows classroom representatives to share ideas, plan activities
and disseminate information to their classmates. The Shared Decision Making
Council meets monthly as well as the Leadership Team, to share ideas and give
input on institutional planning.
 How often is learning data analysis used to assess the relevance and
appropriateness of course offerings at the school?
Learning data analysis is ongoing and occurs throughout the year by students,
teachers, program advisors, administration, and DACE Central Office
administrators. The initial planning for the next school year begins in early spring
and incorporates data from course completers, graduation rates, promotional
exams, attendance trends, and waiting lists. In addition, WVOC’s Leadership
Team had all student survey responses tabulated and analyzed to provide
information on the quality of education and related services at the school.
 To what extent does the governing body and administration make
financial allocation decisions based on the analysis of learning data?
Analysis of learning data impacts financial allocation decisions in the following
ways:
 Course offerings
 Text book purchases
 Technology purchases
 Staffing
 In what way has the assessment of learning data resulted in the
modification of the school wide Action Plan?
As presented in Chapter 2, the schoolwide Action Plan progress update details
WVOC’s increased use of data driven decision making. There has been an
increase in the use of student learning assessments including: placement tests,
promotional exams, factor analyses, and ongoing student assessments. The
standardization of assessments, data collection and analysis across all three
campuses has resulted in a dramatic increase in data driven decision making.
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Strengths:

Notes

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 6
 Strong intake assessment process
 Use of multiple assessments and data driven decision making

Key Issues/Areas of Growth:
 Expand the use, means, and tools by which the SLOs will be measured and
quantified for the ESL and Academic programs
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chapter

Three
Criterion 7:
Student Support Services



STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

Notes

Criterion

The school recruits and admits students who are able to benefit from its
programs. Student support services address the identified needs of students
and create a supportive learning environment. The entire student pathway
through the institutional experience is characterized by a concern for
student access, progress, learning, and success. The school systematically
assesses student support services using Schoolwide Learner Outcomes,
faculty, staff, and student input and other appropriate measures in order to
improve the effectiveness of these services.

Indicator 7.1:

The school provides sufficient student support services that enhance the learning environment and encourage the achievement of Schoolwide Learner Outcomes.

 What specific support services are provided to the students by the
school?
WVOC is committed to meeting students’ needs and eliminating barriers to
enrollment and success.  The school provides information about support services
to incoming and current students through its Catalog of Classes, Schedule of
Classes, Student Handbook and Orientation Guide, and the WVOC website.  
Timely information is also provided in a weekly bulletin and through regular PA
announcements.   In addition, various programs and classes post flyers on the
campus, including posters that address issues such as non-discrimination.
Counseling, information, and support services are available during school hours
for all students. The counseling office staff includes two APACS, a credentialed
counselor, teacher advisors, a disability support services advisor, and clerical
staff.  Although all students are provided with information by the counseling office
staff, students may also schedule appointments with a counselor or advisor.  In
addition to offering advisement on CTE and Academic programs, counselors
and advisors are also able to provide information and referrals to community
agencies.
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Academic assessment and transcript evaluation are offered on all campuses.  
Students who want a high school diploma or high school equivalency certificate
will initially take a TABE reading test. Based on the reading comprehension
score, the student will be referred to a reading class or to a counselor for further
advisement.  The counselor will review any transcripts, outline a course plan, and
enroll the student.  After enrollment, the counselor makes an effort to maintain
regular contact with each student to encourage and support the academic
progress and completion of the high school diploma or equivalency goal.   For
students who cannot attend classes on campus, the Distance Learning program
allows them to study at home.
Career counseling is available by appointment and may include an oral interview,
a resume/work experience review, a computer-based career assessment, and
online resources.  When a career decision is made for a class that WVOC offers,
the individual is then provided course information including prerequisites.  
Individuals who want courses not offered by WVOC may be referred to other
DACE schools, school districts, or community colleges.
WVOC advisors also provide liaison services with third-party assistance
programs.  Individuals who are receiving services from the following organizations
are able to schedule appointments with an advisor who provides support and
facilitates necessary paperwork:
 Veterans Educational Benefits which allow qualifying veterans to access
educational benefits by enrolling in programs approved by the Department
of Veterans Affairs.  
 Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) which is a federal program that provides
a path for employment growth and opportunity through aid to U.S. workers
who have lost their jobs as a result of foreign trade. The TAA program seeks
to provide these trade-affected workers with opportunities to obtain the
skills, resources, and support they need to become employed. Many of the
CTE programs are approved for TAA benefits.
 California Department of Rehabilitation (DOR) which supports individuals
who have a disability and provides opportunities and funding for career
training and employment.  All CTE programs are approved for qualifying DOR
consumers.
The ESL department manages placement testing and registration of all ESL
students.   Students are able to sign up in the Counseling Office for an intake
assessment.  The students are then notified via cell phone text of the assessment
date and time.   Assessments cover reading and writing, as well as a spoken
interview; this process has created a significantly improved, uniform process
for placing students in the correct ESL level (Beginning Low through Advanced
High).
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To increase student awareness of available programs and to assist students
with educational planning, counselors visit Reading and ESL 6 classes to share
information about CTE classes, community colleges, high school diploma, and
high school equivalency options.  This outreach helps students to plan educational
or career pathways and access programs on campus or in the community.
The WVOC Bookstore carries basic supplies and textbooks for many of the
classes. Students are able to access the bookstore Monday through Friday,
8:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m., and Monday through Thursday, 5:45-8:00 p.m.  Textbooks,
workbooks, and school supplies are available for purchase in the campus offices
at the Reseda and Van Nuys sites.
The Disability Support Services (DSS) Office is located on the main campus and
provides support and accommodations for adult students who have disabilities.
Services are individualized and may include: course advisement, personalized
registration assistance, assessment and classroom accommodations, specialized
computer technology, adaptive equipment, sign language interpreters, and agency
referrals. Coordination of services is also provided to students who are being
served by outside agencies such as the Department of Rehabilitation.  Students
may qualify for DSS support when there is a history of disability, a history of
special education classes or services, disability-based income (SSI, SSDI), a
job-related injury, vocational rehabilitation, or disabled veteran rating. The DSS
office is equipped with a videophone to allow direct signed communication and
access to services for students and community members who are deaf; the DSS
advisor is able to converse with students using American Sign Language.
Although it is not currently staffed for job seekers, the Career Resources Center
(CRC) at WVOC is structured to provide career-oriented information and resources
to current students.   Available resources include handouts, DVDs, computers,
and internet access for resume development, interview preparation, and job
searches.  At this time, the CRC is being used on a limited basis for administering
CTE challenge assessments for Computer Operation 1 and Typing/Keyboarding.  
However, as no other job placement services are available on campus, it would
be extremely valuable to reopen the CRC to provide direct assistance to students
as they search for employment.
The Westside Café is located on the WVOC campus and is open Monday through
Friday, 7:45 a.m.-2:00 p.m., and Monday through Thursday, 5:30-8:00 p.m.  The
Café provides a short-order grill menu, sandwiches, snacks, and beverages at
a reasonable cost; it also supports school meetings and events by providing
snacks, sandwiches, and beverages when requested.   Although the District
has made some significant upgrades to equipment, there is still a need for
further improvements. The campuses at Reseda and Van Nuys have a variety of
scheduled food trucks which provide nightly service during planned instructional
breaks.
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All sites provide free parking for students on and around the campus and all
campuses are conveniently located close to major bus routes and the Orange
Line adjacent to the WVOC campus. The Counseling Office provides information
and materials to students who want to obtain discounted Metro “TAP” cards
used for city buses and rail service. The Division is in the process of collaborating
with MTA to reduce the hours of attendance per week needed to qualify for the
student discount.   
Although WVOC does not offer online courses, students who cannot attend daily
classes may enroll in Distance Learning (DL) for ESL and HiSET Preparation.  
DL allows students to access a structured, technology-based program from
home, and meet with an instructor weekly for assignment review and support.
Through Adult Independent Study (AIS), independent study options are available
to students in some high school diploma academic subjects.  
Young adults, ages 16 – 24, can enroll in the high school diploma program
through the Accelerated College and Career Transition (AC²T) program.   This
program offers a supportive, structured environment in which students complete
graduation requirements at an accelerated pace.  Students who are enrolled in
independent study with a supervising teacher may also take CTE and teacherdirected Academic courses concurrently. This program allows young adults
access to adult programs, while providing additional support structures and a
single point of contact for resources.
WVOC has recently increased its partnership with Pierce College to assist students
who wish to transition to a community college through concurrent enrollment or
after graduation from a WVOC program. A Pierce College Outreach Specialist
is available each week to meet with interested students. This specialist helps
students navigate the admissions process, take assessment tests, schedule
counseling, and obtain registration guidance. Effective February 2017, “Personal
Development 40” is a new college credit course that has been developed to further
support students transitioning to the Community College system.   Some CTE
programs offer consumer products and services to students and the community.  
The services align with the specific curriculum and provide additional, handson learning experiences for the trainees.   For example, Cosmetology students
provide hair styling services and the Culinary Arts students offer periodic sales
of baked goods. In addition to these programs, several classes include an
externship experience, which broadens the students’ experience and knowledge
and may create a direct link to employment.   Classes that include externship
experience include: Nursing Assistant/Home Health Aide, Pharmacy Technician,
and Early Childhood Education Assistant.  In addition to these experiences, all
CTE classes incorporate hands-on learning, which enhances and strengthens
the students’ comprehension and retention.
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 To what extent does the school offer financial aid counseling, learning
resource assistance, academic counseling, personal counseling,
technology support, and health services?
WVOC is committed to providing affordable   educational options for the
community.  ESL, ABE, and Academic courses are offered free of charge to all
students; the I.D./Student Body fee of $10.00 per school year is encouraged but
optional.   CTE classes are typically well below market rate as compared to other
local districts, community colleges, or private vocational schools.  All of the free
and low cost programs make WVOC highly affordable to the community.
WVOC does not have a formal financial aid program; however, counselors may
refer students to third-party sources (such as WorkSource Centers, GAIN,
DOR, and the VA) or apply for scholarships provided by local organizations and
businesses. WVOC also has the non-profit Vocational Education Foundation that
can help with educational costs on a limited, case-by-case basis.   Recently,
WVOC has strengthened its partnership with Pierce College and a Pierce
representative comes to WVOC each week to teach interested students about
applying for colleges and financial aid.
Although the WVOC, Reseda, and Van Nuys campuses do not have a formal library
or dedicated resource center, instructors are knowledgeable about resources
and have supplemental books and materials available in the classroom or online.  
Students enrolled in academic studies and ESL courses are provided books for
classroom use at no charge. Some classes have additional print materials for
students to borrow to support their studies. Requests to provide a student study
center with supplemental learning resources have come up regularly but the
funding to establish and staff a center has not been available.
The Counseling Office is the point of contact for students needing information
and educational counseling.   The counseling staff is committed to removing
personal barriers to continuing education for all students.  Personal counseling
related to school participation and success is provided; students who have
need of more extensive psychological support may be referred to mental health
agencies and resources in the community.  Students may also receive referrals
for housing, childcare, physical health services, legal services, and protective
agencies.  APACS, counselors, and advisors have District resource guides and
locally focused resource lists.   Counselors provide reports and attendance
documentation for students enrolled in federal assistance programs, like GAIN,
EDD, DOR, and Social Security.  The AC²T program has a psychiatric social worker
(PSW) who addresses the specific needs of WVOC’s young adult population
through one-on-one counseling, group sessions, and home visits.
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WVOC’s counseling staff and advisors provide individualized academic
counseling to students whose goals or educational needs require ABE and/
or ASE courses. This academic counseling extends to students who do not
meet reading prerequisites for CTE enrollment.   Intake assessments are
given to incoming students to ensure they are placed in the correct classes.  
A counselor or advisor then meets with each student to review the test scores
and discuss educational pathways, so the student has a clear understanding of
what needs to be accomplished in order to reach his/her goal.  For ABE and ASE,
a TABE is given in reading (and math if needed).  Students who have identified
learning gaps can be placed into remediation classes that prepare them for high
school level coursework.  
Some of the CTE programs require course or academic prerequisites, including
minimum reading levels as assessed by the TABE, or a CASAS score of 236
or above.   Counseling staff works with students to identify pathways for entry
and completion of their desired career programs.  ESL students are given intake
assessments which evaluate skills in reading, writing, and oral communication.  
After the tests are scored, all students are seen by a counselor or teacher advisor
to discuss their test outcomes and recommended course level.  Students who
take the assessment tests will immediately be registered into an ESL class or
placed on a waiting list for the next available ESL class.
Technology support on the campuses is provided both locally and through a
centralized LAUSD service center.  The District provides a technology support
hotline to address network and web connectivity issues.   District technicians
are dispatched to school sites as needed and trouble calls are placed with
telecommunications companies when appropriate.  At the site level, WVOC has
three staff members who provide primary tech support to the main campus
and all of the branches.  The campus-based tech support deals with software,
hardware, installation of new computers, technology planning and acquisition,
and inventory control.  PD is provided to teachers and staff on utilizing technology
resources (software and equipment) in the classrooms and offices.   Teachers
also attend PD provided by the District on such topics such as E-attendance,
creating presentations, and proprietary software applications.
Although WVOC does not have a nurse or health services office, counselors and
advisors are able to provide referrals for students.  WVOC has also hosted health
fairs to connect students with resources in the community.   The Disabilities
Support Services Office assists students who have disabilities by providing
individualized advisement, registration, accommodations and ongoing support.
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Completion records, graduation lists, ESL promotional data, ABE completion
rate surveys, and CTE completer records all offer proof that student learning is
supported by the services offered.  The schoolwide focus on student outcomes
(specifically course completion and employment) in all programs generates a
direct reflection of the quality of services and instruction.

Notes

 How does the school demonstrate that these services support student
learning?

For example, over 80% of students surveyed stated that they had access to
counseling services. Ninety six percent of students surveyed reported that
the education received “overall met my expectations.”   These overwhelmingly
positive responses clearly indicate that students felt supported in their learning
process.
The recent State funding changes now emphasize student success measured
by course completion, employment acquisition or advancement, or a transition
to higher education.   One aspect of these changes is an expectation that all
students will receive a personalized education plan that will outline the steps
to reach individual goals.  As the LARAEC consortium continues to outline and
implement new processes to meet state expectation, it is likely that supportive
counseling services will be expanded even further to accomplish this goal.
 How is the information regarding student services shared with students
so that they know all the options available to them?
For most students, their introduction to WVOC’s services, classes, and programs
is through the Catalog of Classes, the Schedule of Classes, and the school’s
website.   The Catalog of Classes has information about every class available,
and the Schedule of Classes shows what classes are offered in a semester,
trimester, or quarter; it lists the days and times of each class, the campus location,
and enrollment fees.  Information on services and programs is available in the
Registration/Counseling Office; staff is always available to answer questions,
provide assistance, schedule appointments, or refer students to specialized staff
or offices.  
Once students enroll in a class, they receive a Student Handbook and Orientation
Guide that provides an additional description of available support services, as well
as information on school policies, the SLOs, the Mission Statement, etc.   There
are also weekly bulletins, PA announcements, flyers, and posters.  The Student
Council, which has student representatives from all programs and classes, also
helps keep classmates informed about campus services and events.  Individual
counseling and advisement also provide information to students directly about
support services available on campus and in the community.
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Indicator 7.2:

The school designs, maintains, and evaluates
counseling and/or academic advising programs to support student
development and success in the transition to further education and
employment opportunities.
 How does the school develop, implement, and evaluate counseling and/
or academic advising?
The counseling and academic advising is developed on a large scale at centralized
APACS meetings where national, state, and local trends and policies are reviewed
and incorporated into DACE counseling and procedures.  At the local level, the
specifics for providing counseling and academic advising are tailored to each
school’s needs, population, and available staff.  
At WVOC, academic advisement is provided by a variety of counselors, advisors
and staff.   The APACS, credentialed counselor, or advisors meet with each
Diploma or HiSET student to prepare an individualized academic plan which may
include a reading assessment, a writing sample, a math assessment, a HiSET
practice test, or transcript evaluation.  The counselor follows student progress
closely through regular phone calls, class visits, and appointments.  In addition,
Academic teachers, who work closely with the counselor, are also able to advise
their students as they progress through the program.
The Academic program is one that is continuously evaluating its program by
reviewing attendance records, course completers, and HiSET and Diploma
recipients.  An example of this is the recent decision to add a pre-HiSET course
to capture reading students who are slightly below the reading level required to
enter the HiSET preparation course.  This change has been implemented to help
students maintain their motivation and have a stronger sense of progress toward
their goal.     
The collaboration and planning that takes place in the Academic PLC also
directly and effectively addresses the development and implementation of new
processes that respond to and support student learning objectives.  Counseling
is evaluated by staff, teachers, student feedback, and by the success of the
school’s programs.  Student feedback is garnered primarily through the continuous
contact with the counselor and the instructors; this feedback contributes greatly
to the PLC objectives.
General advisement for course information, enrollment information, support
services, and program referrals takes place initially at the Registration/Counseling
Office front counter.  When additional assistance is needed, the student is referred
to an APACS, counselor, Disability Support Services Advisor, or general teacher
advisor.  In some cases a student may have regular contact and follow up with
the staff member; all DSS students are tracked and supported throughout their
educational program.  
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LAUSD offers professional development in subject-specific areas (such as HiSET)
for APACS, Advisors, and Counselors.  The ESL department also offers trainings
through DACE’s Central Office.   Also used for professional development are
schoolwide and department meetings, counselor trainings, PLC meetings, and
DSS meetings.  For the development of PLCs, key staff attended trainings offered
by the State in Sacramento.  Many CTE teachers are also connected to businesses
and employers in their field, as well as related professional organizations.  

Notes

 What professional development opportunities are provided to school
counselors or advisers?

PD is offered Division- and District-wide throughout the year through
professional agencies which are closely affiliated with adult education and
DACE.  Information on these opportunities is shared with staff via email, flyers,
and bulletin announcements.  The primary organizations which provide training
and workshops are:
 Outreach and Technical Assistance Network for Adult Educators (OTAN)
 California Council of Adult Educators (CCAE)
 California Adult Literacy Professional Development Project (CALPRO).

Indicator 7.3:

The school provides support for all students from the
recruitment and admissions phase to the successful completion of the
school program of choice.

 How does the school address: Marketing, community awareness,
recruitment of new students?
The primary marketing tools are the Schedule of Classes, the Catalog of Classes,
the WVOC website, the DACE website, flyers, tours for graduating high school
seniors, events which include community participation, a sign on the 101 freeway,
banners, and the marquees.   Many students find out about programs through
word of mouth, and referrals from family, friends, and community agencies.  
Recent marketing efforts include:
 A four-page color mailer sent to 120,000 local households and distributed to
local elementary schools, libraries, WorkSource Centers
 A quarter-page ad placed in the Education Section of the Sunday Daily News
(circulation of 75,000 households)
 A public service announcement developed by WVOCs Video Production
students for use by the District’s television station, KLCS
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In 2013, WVOC hosted a Career Expo which was open to students and the public;
that event attracted approximately 3,000 people.   Last year, WVOC hosted a
celebration for the 50th Anniversary of the school with community members and
dignitaries in attendance.  To market its programs, free commemorative WVOC
tote bags and pens with the WVOC logo were distributed to attendees and
students during the 50 th Anniversary celebration.  WVOC has also held Earth Day
celebrations, International Day festivities, and health fairs.  The annual toy drives
and canned food drives also connect the school with the community, increasing
WVOC’s outreach through service and donations.
WVOC has maintained a partnership with local community colleges and
WorkSource Centers.   Recently a new WIOA Navigator staff position was
created which directly links WorkSource participants with training and education
opportunities at the school.   This increases marketing opportunities as it
provides outreach and information directly to unemployed or under employed
individuals.
WVOC, working with Local District NorthWest has strengthened the pathway
between secondary education and adult education.   WVOC offers outreach to
local high schools to promote its academic and vocational programs.  Recently,
WVOC Academic instructors were hired by, paid by, and placed in I.I. Labs on
two local high school campuses (Chatsworth and Cleveland) to help seniors
complete coursework for graduation.  
 How does the school address: Transitioning new students into the
school?
All students are guided by WVOC’s Counseling and Registration Office.  
For ESL students, a structured ESL assessment process has been developed
to ensure that transitioning students are enrolled in the correct ESL level.  This
process was enhanced by the development of a computer-based test registration
program which was created for the specific purpose of handling ESL test
registration.   Students come to the Registration Office where their name and
pertinent information is entered into a computer.  This information includes the
person’s cell phone number which is used to send a text message with the date
and time of the assessment.  This process has been instrumental in eliminating
long lines of students waiting to be tested on a first-come, first-served basis,
many of whom were previously unable to be tested due to the large number of
people in line.  Once ESL students have been assessed, they are enrolled into the
proper ESL level or placed on a waiting list if the class is full.
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For ABE and ASE students, the TABE reading test (and math test if needed) will
be given before registering for classes.  After passing the test, they will meet with
a counselor to go over test scores, evaluate transcripts, set goals, and create a
pathway to work successfully towards those goals.  Students who do not possess
the necessary reading comprehension level may be enrolled in a Reading class;
reading students are tested at the end of each trimester course to determine if
they are ready for a higher level or the desired ABE, ASE, or CTE course.

Notes

Students who have disabilities are referred to the DSS Office to meet with the
Advisor.   During this meeting, general advisement and course selection takes
place in addition to identifying the individual’s unique educational needs and
necessary accommodations.   Individuals being served by outside agencies
such as the California Department of Rehabilitation, are provided assistance to
facilitate financial support and enrollment.  When a course prerequisite involves
assessment, the DSS Advisor makes arrangements for accommodations and may
provide staff to assist with scribing, sign language interpreting/communication,
etc.   Additional support and accommodations are provided in the classroom
when needed.   High School Special Education students are generally referred
to the DSS Office by their classroom or transition teachers; some students learn
about the services and transitioning during campus tours.
To supplement the different intake processes, all students are given the Student
Handbook and Orientation Guide on the first day of class.   Weekly bulletins,
campus postings, and kiosks with campus maps also help students with
transitioning and orientation to the school, its programs, and offices.  
 How does the school address:
experiences for students?

Providing

meaningful

learning

The CTE courses involve “real world,” hands-on experience, group work, team
projects, and individual coursework, which inherently create a meaningful
learning experience.   Although graded coursework is an essential component
of the educational environment, the focus at WVOC is the learning of essential
employment tools and the application of that knowledge through experiencebased practices. This creates a more meaningful experience for all CTE
students.
The rigorous ESL curriculum is structured to include language for daily living,
employment, and general citizen awareness; all these components provide a
meaningful learning experience for the students.  The pre- and post-tests used
in the ESL program ensure that students advance through the course levels only
when the previous level’s skills have been mastered.  This ensures that students
are appropriately placed in the correct class and are monitored to allow for
optimal outcomes.
The Academic programs are designed to address the specific needs of each
student.  Placement in Academic programs is determined through TABE reading
and math tests, HiSET practice tests, transcript evaluation, and academic
counseling.   The acquisition of skills is verified through post-testing and/or
through the completion of learning contracts in the Diploma and HiSET programs.  
Collectively, these practices effectively guide the students’ studies and support
meaningful progress and overall success.
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Two of the SLOs (numbers two and three) address providing opportunities for all
students to follow directions and to work collaboratively.  To apply these goals,
students work in pairs, triads, or small groups to learn from one another and
reinforce learning.   Students also utilize and demonstrate positive interactions
which enhance shared learning and student inter-relationships.  This too has the
outcome of creating a more meaningful learning experience as students support
one another’s studies and enrich their own.
 How does the school address: Transitioning students into job placement
or further education?
Each program assists students to transition to their next goal in a variety of
ways:
CTE students acquire job-specific skills and receive guidance to assist with
acquiring gainful employment.  The CTE instructors are the initial source of job
market information based on their past and present connections with employers
in the field.   Each CTE course outline includes a component covering areas
such as resume preparation and job search.  Job announcements received from
local businesses are passed on to instructors to be shared with the students.  In
addition, students are informed of various job fairs and employment events in
the area via the bulletin or campus postings. WVOC also hosted a Career Expo
in 2013 which was open to students and the community; approximately 3,000
people attended this event.   Additionally, WVOC has teamed with Blue Collar
Elite to facilitate employment for students in the areas of plumbing, electrical,
construction, and photovoltaics.
WVOC has always maintained a partnership with the local WorkSource Centers
who provide direct assistance with job search and employment opportunities.  
WVOC has also hosted WorkSource-sponsored hiring events on campus to
give students immediate access to employment opportunities.  As an extension
of this partnership, a new WIOA Navigator position was established in 2016 to
work in the WorkSource Center as a liaison between the school and the Center.  
The task of this individual is to assist community members to connect with
training opportunities on campus; he will also share job postings with WVOC’s
students.  
ESL students are provided information by the teachers and counseling staff on
how and when they can continue their education after English skills have been
acquired.  The students may transition into CTE or Academic classes depending
on their individual goals. They are also able to access information on local colleges.  
ESL students may also enroll in the “ESL Multi-Level Using Computers” course
which introduces them to the computer skills which are valuable for employment
or continuing education.
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The Academic PLC has been developing additional pathways to inform and
support students with their transition to community college.  In addition to plans
being made for future outreach, the current services include:
 Collaboration with Pierce College and the implementation of group
orientations such as “Introduction to College” and “Introduction to College
Financial Aid.”  These workshops are presented jointly with WVOC staff and
representatives from Pierce College.
 Availability of a Pierce College outreach counselor who is on campus each
week to meet with students who are interested in transitioning to college.
 The offering of “Personal Development 40,” a college credit-based class,
which provides a comprehensive orientation to college; the course includes
information on Associate’s degrees, financial aid, study skills, career testing,
time management, support services, etc.
 How does the school address: Assessment of success in years that follow
to ensure that the students reach their desired outcomes?
CTE teachers report to the Perkins Advisor when a student becomes employed.  
The Advisor also makes individual phone calls to follow-up on the status of CTE
capstone course completers approximately one year after the students have
completed.  This information is submitted by the Division to the State as evidence
of successful job training outcomes.  
WVOC’s ESL and Academic students are encouraged to report to their individual
teachers about their success after leaving WVOC.  In cases where these students
transition to CTE courses or earn a Diploma, additional outcome records are
available.  
The task of following up with graduates from all programs continues to present
a challenge, both in regards to staffing the effort and graduate responsiveness.
Therefore, it would be desirable to continue refining and expanding existing
methods, as well as developing new methods to acquire this data for all WVOC
programs.
 To what extent does the school have clear admission policies in line with
its mission that guides student admission?
The admission policies and WVOC’s mission statement are stated in the Student
Handbook that is provided to all students every school year.   In addition, the
Mission and policies can be found in the Catalog of Classes as well as on
posters in the classrooms and around the campus.  WVOC’s Mission Statement
declares “West Valley Occupational Center is committed to providing a quality
education that meets the needs of our diverse school population and prepares
our students for continuing education and gainful employment.”  Students may
attend the school regardless of place of residence or citizenship status.   The
non-discrimination policy states that “All classes are offered without regard to
race, color, age, religion, nationality, ancestry, gender and/or sexual orientation,
or disability.”  All of these policies ensure that our programs serve anyone who
can benefit from the courses.
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 To what extent does the school provide students with information on
school policies and procedures that clarifies expectations that impact
them?
WVOC school policies are clearly outlined in the Student Handbook and
Orientation Guide, Catalog of Classes, weekly bulletins, and school website.  
All students receive a copy of the Student Handbook which includes extensive
information about the school, services, policies, and procedures.  After receiving
the Handbook, each student signs an agreement which outlines prohibited
behaviors and related consequences.  Classroom instructors explain expectations
for their students in regards to educational responsibilities related to that class
or subject; this is generally done verbally but is reinforced through the use of
syllabi, handouts, and/or classroom postings.  
 How are students given counseling regarding the completion of their
program so that they can stay on track and successfully meet their
goals?
Teachers and counselors at WVOC work together to make sure students are
on track to reach their goals. In the Academic department, a list of potential
graduates is created early in the spring, so students, teachers, and counselors
can track the students’ progress to make sure they are meeting the requirements
for graduation.  Test dates for the HiSET are announced and widely disseminated
early in the school year to keep students on track and motivated. Counselors visit
I.I. Lab and HiSET Preparation classrooms regularly to check in with students
on an individual basis and provide additional encouragement.  Teachers monitor
and advise Academic students throughout their studies, and progress reports
are noted in student folders.  
ESL students are tested throughout their course to verify progress and posttested to determine whether course requirements have been met.   After posttesting, students are counseled by instructors and/or advisors regarding the test
results and the students’ readiness for the next course.
CTE students are given information on the course requirements including
assignments and testing, as well as grade expectations for successful course
completion.   Progress records are kept in the classroom and students may
access these records to ensure they are on track for completion.
Students who are not succeeding in their coursework will meet with their
instructors for assistance and clarification.   In extreme cases, instructors will
document the lack of progress, or unacceptable behavior, and will provide clear,
written expectations to help the student comply and progress whenever possible.  
When there is a continued failure to progress or comply, a counselor will meet
with the student to advise, assist, and/or redirect as needed.  
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A statewide objective in adult education is to establish a practice of individualized
educational planning for each student.  Although this practice is in place to some
extent, additional efforts guided by the LARAEC Consortium are expected to
address and implement this objective on all DACE campuses.

The school regularly evaluates student needs
in order to provide support services that increase the likelihood of
success for all students.

Notes

Indicator 7.4:

 How does the school research and identify the learning support needs
of its student population and provide appropriate services and programs
to address those needs?
Many learning support needs are identified when students first speak to counselors
or advisors at the initial meeting or during the testing and orientation phase.  
For example, students who have disabilities have the opportunity to meet with
the DSS Advisor prior to enrollment to discuss their unique learning needs and
request accommodations.  These students are then assisted directly throughout
their training and may meet with the Advisor for additional support whenever
necessary.  The Advisor also works with instructors to assist with special needs
and provide information or instructional recommendations.
Within the PLC environment, continuous work is being done to address student
learning needs through support, information, and cooperative instructional
planning.   Current data is reviewed to gauge student progress and modify
instructional approaches to increase student success.   Within PLCs, the
instructors have strong, collegial relationships that enhance the exchange of
ideas, methodology, and problem resolution.  
Furthermore, all students have access to counseling and advisement in the
Counseling/Registration Office, either through walk-in visits or scheduled
appointments.   These services are available whenever classes are in session,
both day and evening.  The counselors and advisors are able to refer students to
services on campus and in the community.
Additional research occurs regularly through the analysis of ASIS data, with
particular attention to enrollment, retention, and course completion.  This takes
place primarily at the Division level and within the Administrative Team, although
the Leadership Team and other staff members may be involved.   There is a
clear intent and strong, consistent effort to increase retention and successful
outcomes, and teachers have been transitioning to a focus on outcomes within
the managed enrollment system.
 To what extent does the school offer appropriate extra-curricular
and co-curricular programs (whenever possible) that meet the needs of
its constituency?
WVOC has a Student Council that meets monthly and involves representatives
for most, if not all, courses.  The Student Council is involved in special projects
that support students and serve the community such as the annual toy drive and
canned food drive.  The Council also provides its members with an opportunity
for growth as they learn to plan and staff events, demonstrate leadership skills,
work collaboratively, and communicate effectively.
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The school also hosts events that may include International Day, health fairs,
career fairs, book fairs, blood drives, and various hiring events.   These events
provide practical information and school-community involvement.
Classes that offer consumer products and services at minimal costs, such as
Cosmetology, Culinary Arts, and Graphic Design, have the added benefits of
providing experience for current students, as well as low cost services to the
general student body and staff.
 How are online services and services at offsite locations evaluated?
At this time WVOC does not offer online classes or services other than the
information on the school’s website.
Student input, teacher input, PLC efforts, and administrative review all contribute
to the evaluation of offsite services and programs.  All evaluation processes used
on the main campus are appropriate and used for offsite locations. Teachers
assigned to offsite locations provide direct input to administrators and advisors,
individually and through PLC meetings.  Although many services are administered
from the WVOC campus, all students have access to information and support. In
some cases, the teacher may secure information and advise the student directly;
in other cases, the student might be referred to a program, course, or specific
staff member.  
 How frequently does the school evaluate student support services and
revise what is offered to meet current student needs?
Student support services are reviewed and updated on a continuous basis to
ensure that student needs are met.   This is done within the Counseling and
Registration Office where services are constantly being updated and revised to
better serve students.  During Leadership Team meetings, which itself is a broad
cross-section of programs and services, members report on current issues
and changes to services. This interaction allows for clarifying questions and
input from all members, creating a well-rounded reflection, review, and ongoing
development of support services.  In a similar manner, the PLCs meet frequently
and are able to collaborate on subject-specific objectives and processes.
WVOC is in a constant mode of revising and improving services.   There is a
comfortable exchange of ideas and interaction between staff that allows
for growth and expansion of services throughout the school year.   Updated
information, forms, handouts, and other materials are shared with staff as
needed.   This cooperative work ethic with a focus on improving services is
fundamental to the school’s work and is a definite strength.
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The school maintains student records permanently,
securely, and confidentially with provision for secure backup of all files.

Notes

Indicator 7.5:

 How does the school publish and follow established policies for the
release of student records?
The District has an established policy on releasing student records, which is
published in the Catalog of Classes and on the school’s website; the staff is trained
to follow this policy and to maintain strict confidentiality.  Individuals with photo
IDs may request records of their attendance, courses, grades, etc., and transcripts
are available on request for a small fee.  Records may only be released to a third
party with the written consent of the student.
 To what extent are there institutional policies in place that govern the
maintenance and security of student records?
All student records are permanently maintained with strict confidentiality.  
Institutional policies are developed by DACE and disseminated to the campus
administration and responsible staff.   The majority of critical records are stored
in the computerized ASIS database, but paper records from years prior to the
database’s implementation are stored in a secure location on campus.
Current student records are filed in the Counseling/Registration Office and student
folders with grade sheets are stored in classrooms, in locking file cabinets.  Student
records are also digitized on password protected computers in ASIS.  The ASIS
database is tightly regulated by the Division to maintain security and confidentiality;
access to the database is controlled by various levels of secured access based on
staff positions and administrative approval.   In regard to District emails, which may
contain student information, security is increased by regularly required password
changes which are mandated at the District level; existing passwords expire and
must be changed after six months of use.  
 To what extent are all student records kept in a secure location and
protected from fire damage or loss?
The securing of records, as described in the previous bulleted points, is wellestablished.  The most critical records are maintained in the ASIS database; the
database is utilized and accessible at the DACE Central Office and would therefore
be unaffected by fire damage or loss.  Student records located on campus cannot
be completely protected from fire damage or loss, although most current records
are housed in metal, lockable file cabinets which would provide a limited level of
protection.
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Indicator 7.6:

Institutional information is easily accessible to all
stakeholders and prospective students, and is free from misrepresentation
or false promises.

 To what extent does the school provide a catalog for its constituents
with precise, accurate, and current information?
The school provides a Catalog of Classes, a Schedule of Classes, a Student
Handbook and Orientation Guide, and access to the WVOC website.  The Catalog
of Classes is an informational guide for all classes available.  The Schedule of
Classes, which is inserted into the Catalog, provides detailed information on class
dates, meeting times, and enrollment costs.  This system, which was incorporated
during this accreditation period, has been very accurate and continues to deliver
precise, current information.  In the event of new courses, changes in services,
or campus events, information is delivered primarily via the school bulletin and
website.  WVOC has received very positive input from students, organizations,
and the community regarding the accurate dissemination of current information.  
The Student Handbook and Orientation Guide also provides students with a
concise overview of programs and services which are particularly relevant to
current students.  Each student has a copy of this Handbook to use as a reference
resource.
 How does the school clearly identify where publications with policies
and procedures can be accessed?
Publications with policies and procedures are available on the WVOC or DACE
websites and in print format at all three campuses.   In addition to placing the
school’s printed material in the Registration/Counseling Offices, the school
has publications in the ESL Assessment Office, the Disability Support Services
Office, the Administration Office, and the AC2T Office; all are in areas where
publications are clearly visible and easy to obtain.  
 How does the school assure that accepted students can benefit from the
program they enter?
The school uses state-approved course outlines that are periodically refined to
ensure they meet current standards.   Supported by the use of these course
outlines, all classes have clearly defined, standardized learning components and
competency expectations.  
Some CTE courses have prerequisites, such as a reading test, that must be
satisfied prior to enrollment; these prerequisites help to determine a student’s
readiness for, and ability to benefit from, the course.   Other CTE courses are
offered as a series, with the earlier courses providing the learning needed to
benefit from more advanced courses.
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Some CTE courses and employment objectives have additional prerequisites
for professional licensing, and interested students are screened and advised
accordingly.   The Pharmacy Tech course and Nursing Assistant/Home Health
Aide are two examples of this.   Screening the students ensures that they will
meet post-education expectations in the field of employment.
Students who have academic goals must take a reading assessment.  
Students entering preparation courses for High School Diploma (HSD) or High
School Equivalency (HSE) Certificates must demonstrate a minimum reading
comprehension level of ninth grade.  Students who are unable to do so may enroll
in reading remediation courses.  In addition, Academic students will meet with a
counselor to ensure the best path to success; this is done through discussion,
transcript reviews, writing samples, and /or a HSE practice test. This level of
individual attention and review lays the groundwork for success and establishes
a personal connection with the counselor who continues to support the student’s
progress.  
ASE and ABE students have to pass reading and/or math tests to enter into
reading/math classes or HSD/HSE classes.   Transcripts must be evaluated for
HSD students and they must maintain 80% or better on all assignments/tests to
pass their courses. For HSE students, they must take HiSET Practice Tests before
entering into a HiSET prep class. Formative tests will show progress through the
course and summative tests will show success at the course’s completion.
ESL students receive an array of intake tests to ensure that are appropriately
placed in the correct ESL course level.   The assessment includes a review of
skills in speaking, listening, reading, and writing.   In the classroom, students
must demonstrate competency in all areas before progressing to a subsequent
level.
 How does the school document the accomplishment of the intended
outcomes?
Within the classroom, instructors document student achievement through
assignments, classwork, hands-on project completion, and various assessment
tools.  When a student completes a course, the instructor enters that information in
the ASIS database, along with a final grade.  This allows the school administration
or DACE Central Office to access outcomes and completer data for planning,
reporting, and funding purposes.   Students are also given a Certificate of
Completion for each course and may request an official transcript to further
document their educational history.
The centralized ASIS database produces reports and information that
increases the school’s ability to review and document outcomes for all
programs.
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Indicator 7.7:

The school has available adequate services for online
students, including referral services, to support all students in such areas
as health, career and personal counseling, and academic assistance.

 To what degree are the academic counseling, college preparation
support, personal counseling, and health services provided for the
students involved in online instruction?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.

Indicator 7.8:

The school leadership and staff ensure that the
support services and related activities have a direct relationship to online
student involvement in learning, e.g., within and outside the classroom,
for all students.
 To what extent do the support services and related activities have a
direct relationship to student involvement in learning?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.
 To what degree is there equity of access, availability of computers and
internet for students in the online environment?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.

Indicator 7.9:

School leadership and staff link curricular and cocurricular activities for online students to the academic standards and
schoolwide learner outcomes.
 To what extent do the school’s processes address the needs of
socialization for the students and involvement in the school?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.
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Indicator 7.10:

The school has an effective process for regularly
evaluating the level of online student involvement in curricular/cocurricular activities and student use of support services.
 To what degree is there evidence regarding the effectiveness of the
students’ involvement in school and community activities, such as clubs,
yearbook, newsletter, newspaper, field trips, volunteer work, service
projects, college courses, etc?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 7
Strengths:
 ESL and Academic courses are offered at no cost, and the CTE courses are
extremely affordable, making WVOC a financially viable educational option
for the community
 Extensive individualized educational planning and support is provided to
students pursuing a high school diploma
 The Catalog of Classes, Schedule of Classes, and Student Handbook and
Orientation Guide provide clear and accurate information, and ensure that
students have access to valuable information on programs, services, and
policies
 WVOC maintains student records permanently, securely, and confidentially
 WVOC’s staff maintains an active, evolving commitment to improvements
that support student learning

Key Issues/Areas of Growth:
 Expand current methods and develop new methods to track the status of all
students after they finish and leave WVOC
 Continue to increase the use of personalized educational plans for students
in all programs, in alignment with LARAEC Consortium objectives
 Reopen the Career Resource Center to assist students with job search,
resume preparation, and related employment objectives
 Upgrade the facilities in the Westside Café
 Find a location and seek funding for a student body (learning and resource)
center
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Criterion 8:
Resource Management



Notes

Criterion

Resource Management
Financial resources are sufficient to support student learning programs
and services. The distribution of resources supports the development,
maintenance, and enhancement of programs and services. The school plans
and manages its financial affairs with integrity and in a manner that ensures
financial stability. The level of financial resources provides a reasonable
expectation of both short-term and long-term financial solvency.

Indicator 8.1:

The school has sufficient resources to offer its current
educational courses and programs.
 Has the school stayed within budget for the past three years?
Yes, WVOC has stayed within budget for the last three years.   The budget for
individual schools is determined by DACE Central Office which allocates all
administrative, certificated, and classified positions, and thus, the school stays
within its yearly budget.   The amount of $91 million has been allocated from
the Adult Education Block Grant (AEBG) for LAUSD’s DACE.   This year DACE
received an additional $17 million which had not been allocated through AEBG
in school year 2015-2020. Adult schools no longer receive a monetary budget
allocation; instead, allocations are based on the number and types of employee
positions. Tenured teachers in ESL and Academic are the first priority in filling
certificated positions; CTE teachers do not have tenure.
 What evidence is there that the school has sufficient revenues to
support Educational Improvements?
In addition to the AEBG allocation, WVOC receives revenue from two federal
grants,   Carl Perkins and WIOA, which support educational improvements.
Class fees are also used to purchase or upgrade equipment and instructional
materials.

Perkins Allocations
2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

$151,062.84

$0*

$26,068.08

* Federal Perkins allocation suspended for the 2014-2015 school year
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WIOA Allocations
2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

$1,534,675.20

$1,593,975.00

$1,714,884.00

*Includes EL Civics Pay Points
 How does the school review its mission and goals as part of the annual
fiscal planning process?
The fiscal planning process for assignments is prepared in February and March
for the upcoming school year.  Central to that process is the administrative team’s
review of existing data such as student enrollment, attendance and successful
outcomes.   Based on the information, goals are established within anticipated
budgetary allocations for the coming year.
By contract, the school’s UTLA members are permitted to provide input in the
utilization of the Instructional Material Account (IMA) which is funded by class
fees.  Upon approval of the Principal, class fees are used to purchase materials
and equipment.   Questions or concerns about the use of IMA funds can be
discussed at the monthly Shared Decision Making Committee meetings.

Indicator 8.2:

The school operates with financial integrity and
transparency and has a management system in place with appropriate
control mechanisms to ensure sound financial practices are followed.

 To what extent are clear financial operating procedures in place with
appropriate checks and balances?
WVOC understands that clear financial operating procedure is important for an
institution’s financial solvency.   These procedures support the development,
maintenance, and enhancement of the school’s educational program.   The
financial office operates to provide both short-term and long-term financial
stability in order to implement the school’s goal to prepare students for continuing
education and/or gainful employment.
The school operates with financial procedures and guidelines set forth by
LAUSD, which are based on California Education Codes and California School
Accounting Manual.  This checks and balances system ensures that the school
is in compliance and that fiscal resources are not compromised.
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WVOC’s Financial Manager works under the direction of Sally Ngov, LAUSD
Coordinating Financial Manager with the Student Body Finance Section, who
reviews school expenditures and purchases to see that they are within the
allocated budget and operating procedures.  Periodic financial audits are held
by the District and State.  Evidence of policies and practices are found in District
Bulletins and Student Body Publication 468.

Under Education Code 41020, LAUSD has contracted with Simpson & Simpson
CPAs to conduct an annual comprehensive audit and State Compliance report.
The audit is in accordance with standards contained in Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the
2014-15 Guide for Annual Audits of K-12 Local Education Agencies and State
Compliance Reporting, prescribed in the California Code of Regulations, Title 5,
Sections 19810-19854. The audit includes the Adult Education Maintenance of
Effort.

Notes

 What do the annual audit statements reveal about the integrity of the
school’s financial management?

At the school site level, the school’s financial management is overseen by Student
Body Finance Section.   WVOC follows all district accounting practices and
provides documentation as requested. Periodic internal and external financial
audits provide the mechanism for checks and balances in financial management.  
This ensures the school is in compliance with all proper accounting procedures
and practices in handling public funds.
WVOC’s Financial Manager, Minh Duong, has been in this position for over 15
years. During this time, no irregularities have ever been found.
 How does the school provide timely corrections to audit exceptions and
management advice?
All audit exceptions are corrected immediately by the school’s Financial Manager
who then notifies the Principal of the possible problems.  The corrections occur
in a timely manner in accordance with District auditing standards and rules.  
Management advice is provided by the Coordinating Finance Manager from the
Student Body Finance Section at LAUSD Central Office. These meetings can be
held in the presence of the Principal who oversees all school operations.
 To what extent does the school regularly review financial policies and
practices and adjust to changing needs and conditions?
The Principal and Financial Manager meet regularly to discuss policies and
practices that affect student body finances.   Topics include textbook sales,
payroll for student body workers, and student body identification cards.  These
and other topics affect the financial stability of the school’s Student Store.
Business Tools for Schools (BTS) is the district’s program used to ensure school
fiscal efficiency and accountability.  It provides better checks and balances for
financial practices, most specifically with procurement at the school level.  Budget
is monitored through the District-wide system called SAP which provides better
real-time reporting capabilities where the school can respond to the changing
needs and conditions in a timely manner. This system also improves operational
efficiency, providing data for decision-makers and stakeholders at all levels.
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 How does the school report regularly to all stakeholders with financial
updates and decisions?
The Financial Manager participates in the monthly Leadership Team meetings.  
At that time, she reports general information to the team.  More detailed financial
updates are provided to the Principal who shares the information with the
administrative team as needed.   Annual financial reports are prepared by the
Financial Manager for DACE Central Office.
 To what extent is there sufficient cash flow to maintain school
programs?
WVOC has had sufficient cash flow throughout years under the supervision of
Financial Manager, Minh Duong.   Class fees from CTE programs are used for
instructional materials and equipment. Supplemental funds also come from
Perkins and WIOA federal grants.
 To what extent are there sufficient reserves in place to respond to
emergencies and budget shortfalls?
Required reserves for emergencies and budget shortfalls are set aside at the
DACE Central Office level.   Local schools do not have direct access to the
reserves, but are able to submit funding requests when emergencies arise.
 To what extent does the school have sufficient insurance?
All LAUSD schools are covered by the LAUSD Self-Insurance Program.   The
District has reserves in place to cover accidents and issues that may occur with
students and staff.  The Division of Risk Management oversees coverage for all
accidents.
 How does the school oversee financial aid, grants, externally funded
programs, contractual relationships, auxiliary organizations, and
institutional investments and assets?
All grants arranged with an individual school must be cleared by the District’s legal
department and signed-off by the Division’s Executive Director. Memorandums
of Understanding (MOUs) that deal with educational issues are also reviewed by
the legal department and the Executive Director. When a grant is approved, the
Financial Manager assists with processing and allocation.
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Currently WVOC has relationships with State and Federal programs such as I-Train
from EDD, the Veterans Administration, and the Department of Rehabilitation.  
Scholarships have also been awarded from local organizations such as the Flade
Career and Technical Foundation, Woodland Hills Women’s Club Inc., I Have a
Dream Foundations, West Valley Garden Club, and CVS Caremark.   All grants
and scholarships meet the requirements specified by the donor.  No DACE school
provides financial aid, but its programs are offered at a low cost to facilitate
community access.

Notes

Indicator 8.3:

Institutional planning reflects a realistic assessment
of current financial resources and looks forward in long-range strategic
planning.

 To what extent does the governing body and administration receive
regular reports on the financial condition of the school?
The Principal receives a monthly report on the status of finances from the Financial
Manager.  Both parties also work closely with the District’s Coordinating Financial
Manager in the Student Body Financial Section who monitors the finances for the
adult schools.  All District guidelines are followed for receiving, depositing, and
issuing funds.  Purchases are entered into the BTS system.  Information is then
forwarded to the District for approval.
 How does the governing body and administration connect short-term
and long-term financial planning with the schoolwide Action Plan’s
identified priorities?
The Principal and Leadership Team meet monthly to discuss both short-term
and long-term planning for available funds.   Short-term purchase requests for
classroom materials are generally filled immediately.   The long-term planning
focuses on the identified Action Plan items.  For example, plans have been made
to annually update two to three computer rooms on the WVOC campus based
on a five-year life expectancy for computers.   Waiting five years to update all
computer rooms at once would be a costly expense which would not be affordable
and could jeopardize the students’ education by using outdated equipment.
 To what extent are institutional funds currently being used judiciously
so that the facilities and support materials are sufficient for all the
programs and courses offered?
The Principal and Leadership Team meet monthly to discuss the use of institutional
funds.  The allocation of funds is based on an assessment of needs and priorities
as imparted by the Shared Decision Making Council, Department Chairs, PLCs,
Student Council, etc.
 To what extent does the school have plans for payment of long-term
liabilities and obligations, including debt, health benefits, insurance
costs, building maintenance costs, etc.?
All Division schools operate under the umbrella of LAUSD.  Budget planning for
debt, insurance, and maintenance are handled by DACE Central Office.  Health
benefits are included in the certificated and classified budget that is given to the
school and are calculated by the number of hours employed.   Certain insurance,
such as Worker’s Compensation Insurance, is covered under the District selfinsurance program.
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Indicator 8.4:

The school provides facilities that are clean,
safe, and well-maintained in order to provide for an effective learning
environment.

 To what extent does the school annually review needs for improved or
additional facilities with a focus on student learning?
Ongoing review of school facilities is conducted by the Administrative Team, the
Plant Manager, and more informally by staff and students.   Based on school
requests, an annual review of school improvement needs is conducted by
David Brown, the Adult Education Administrative Specialist in School Facilities/
Technology for the Division.  Due to the limited budget for school improvements,
Mr. Brown prioritizes the needs of all eleven service areas and schedules
responses based on the urgency of needs.
 How is the learning environment enhanced by the facilities or how are
the facilities an impediment to the successful completion of SLOs and
course objectives?
The learning environment can enhance or impede the educational process for
the students.  Some examples include:
Enhancements Clean and safe campus
 New equipment and technology in classrooms (i.e.: iPads, Smartboards )
 Modular furniture (i.e.: easily facilitates independent and collaborative
learning)
 Repurposed automotive bays providing space for modular learning units for
the construction class
Impediments –
 Older elevators resulting in difficulty for students with mobility disabilities
 No elevators in the shared sites at Reseda and Van Nuys High Schools
 Shared classrooms at off-site locations greatly limit the ability for adult
instructors to create a unique and rich learning environment
 To what extent do the facilities provide a safe and nurturing learning
environment for students that makes them feel welcomed?
WVOC’s facilities are managed by the Plant Manager, Agustin Munoz.   His
priority is to see that the school is as safe and clean as possible. The District
provides guidance on maintaining a high quality of service through the monthly
Plant Manager meetings.  Among WVOC’s students, 98% recently indicated that
“WVOC is a safe school” and 93% indicated that “WVOC is a clean school.”
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A Safe School Plan is completed yearly by the Assistant Principal of Operations
for each of the three campuses: WVOC, Reseda, and Van Nuys.   The plan is
comprised of three volumes: Volume 1 – Prevention Practices; Volume 2 –
Emergency Procedures and Practices; and Volume 3 – Recovery Procedures.
Emergency Preparedness has been accomplished through a series of emergency
drill scenarios conducted throughout the school year.  WVOC participates in the
annual statewide “Great Shakeout,” which took place this past year on October
20, 2016 at 10:20 am.  In the spring, LAUSD determines if there is to be a LockDown or a Shelter-in-Place drill.  These drills are done at WVOC in the morning
and evening, and at the Reseda and Van Nuys campuses in the evening.
In School Safety meetings, staff members have expressed the desire for more
training in emergency evacuation roles and responsibilities to ensure student
and staff safety in the event of an actual emergency.
A School Safety Committee was organized and is responsible for conducting
a School Safety Inspection twice a year.  The committee divides into teams to
inspect specific areas of the school.  Reports include traffic signs, parking areas,
trees obstructing lights, restroom cleanliness, emergency exits, etc.  Areas that
need attention are referred to the Plant Manager who addresses the issue or
submits a trouble call to the maintenance office.  The Plant Manager oversees
each project from beginning to end.
At the beginning of each term, every new student is given a WVOC Student
Handbook and Orientation Guide which provides information on policies and
safety procedures including:
 Uniform Complaint Policy
 Non-Discrimination Policy
 Behavior and Safety Guidelines
 Student Support Services
 Disability Support Services
 Academic and Career Counseling
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School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 8
Strengths:
 Through various committees, leadership teams, etc.,  all stakeholders have
the ability to provide input regarding resource management
 $30,000 received last year in Perkins funding to purchase new equipment
and upgrade existing equipment for the following CTE programs: Energy
Auditing, Home Technology Integration, and Culinary Arts
 Quick response to requests for new purchases of supplies, equipment, and
instructional materials
 Ongoing repurposing and conversion of unused classrooms (i.e., Home
Technology Systems Integration, and Construction)

Key Issues/Areas of Growth:
 Modernize the elevator system at the WVOC campus
 Continue the Technology Plan process of replacing computers on a regularly
scheduled basis  
 Provide PD to better train staff members in Emergency Response roles
 Continue to advocate for expanded budget allocations to fund school
improvement projects
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Three
Criterion 9:
Community Connection



Community Connection

Notes

Criterion

The school seeks to enhance its educational effectiveness by developing
close partnerships and relationships with community members. Connections
within the community provide students with expanded learning experiences,
including additional educational or vocational opportunities.

Indicator 9.1:

Efforts are made by the school to connect to community leaders, businesses, and organizations that can enhance the learning
opportunities for students.

 What connections with local businesses and organizations are currently
in place?
WVOC has worked hard to focus on increasing its connections with local
businesses and organizations to enhance student learning as well as provide
interactive opportunities for its students.
In 2013, the newly re-organized WVOC hosted its first major schoolwide community
event.   The “Ready-Set-Earn” Career Expo brought together approximately 50
local employers and 3,000 community and student job-seekers to meet face to
face and help job-seekers find employment and/or identify skills and services to
set them on pathways for employment.   
In 2014, WVOC hosted an International Fair. Students and staff members worked
together to create an event focused on developing a sense of community, making
important connections and contacts, and educating one another about the
diverse cultures and heritages that exist within our school and our community.
In 2015, WVOC hosted the “Listen to Your Body” Health Fair. Over 1,000 students
had the opportunity to talk with and gather information from close to 30 local
health representatives.
In 2016, WVOC hosted a 50th Anniversary event.   Local elected city officials,
leaders of the community, former WVOC principals, and current school staff
gathered along with over 1,000 WVOC students to celebrate WVOC’s fifty years
of service to the residents of the west San Fernando Valley.
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Since its reorganization, WVOC has built relationships with various local
businesses and/or organizations through a number of different means.  Examples
include:  
 Food Pantry Canned Food Drive
 Los Angeles County Manufacturing Career Pathways Summit  
 Vocational Education Foundation
 Education Sub-Committee involvement with the SFV Westside Chamber of
Commerce
 Career Fairs at Taft High School and Birmingham High School
 WVOC hosting representatives from Be The Match (Bone Marrow Registry),
EL Proyecto del Barrio (YouthSource, supporting young adults 18-24), and
the Center for Living and Learning (Affordable Care Act registration)  
 Employment Development Department
 Sun Valley WorkSource
 Department of Veterans Affairs
 State Department of Rehabilitation
 L. A. Pierce Community College
 L. A. Mission Community College
As WVOC continues to re-establish its connection with community leaders,
businesses, and organizations ”post-reorganization,” opportunities still exist to
expand its connections with external stakeholders and the community at large.
 To what extent do community leaders come on campus for events and
activities?
WVOC’s events and activities are well-attended by community and business
leaders, as well as LAUSD School Board and DACE officials, elected local
politicians, and elected State officials’ field representatives.   Not only do they
come as visitors and participants several times per year, they also often come
as speakers for various celebrations at the school.   In June of 2016, School
Board President Steve Zimmer and Board Member Monica Ratliff spoke to the
graduating class, their families, and friends.  United States Congressman Tony
Cardenas was the keynote speaker. Aides from local State legislators’ offices
and community college board members have visited WVOC too.
In addition to having legislators come to WVOC’s campuses, some of the school’s
administrators, teacher advisors, and student delegations have visited various
legislators at their field offices and in Sacramento.
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The school has outlets for students in community
service or internship opportunities that are connected to student
programs that will enhance their learning experiences in line with the
school’s mission.

Notes

Indicator 9.2:

 What service or internship opportunities are currently in place for
students?
Externships are mandatory in many CTE classes.
WVOC’s Pharmacy Technician Aide program includes a 240-hour student
externship that allows students to gain real-world experience with patients.  
These externships currently exist at Walgreens, CVS, and Tarzana Hospital.  
In November 2016, WVOC began setting up an externship with Henry Mayo
Newhall Hospital as an additional externship site, providing more opportunities
for students to practice in a hospital setting.
The Nursing Assistant/Home Health Aide program provides students with
148 clinical hours that are coordinated through an MOU between LAUSD and
Woodland Care (Skilled Nursing Facility).   In the Sports Therapeutics and
Physical Therapy programs, clinical observation hours are arranged between
the instructor and community partners such as Pierce College Athletic Training
Department and local physical and sports medicine clinics.
WVOC’s students enrolled in the Early Childhood Education Assistant classes
perform 100 hours of service in the field for each of the two courses as a part of
their class requirements.
WVOC’s Cosmetology, Manicuring, and Esthetician students apply their skills
through on-campus service to walk-in clients.  
The Sun Valley WorkSource Center offers WVOC’s students On-The-Job-Training
(OJT) contracts. These opportunities provide students exposure to a wide variety
of businesses in the community.
Given the success of the limited number of CTE programs that currently offer
internship/externship opportunities, an expansion of similar opportunities for other
CTE programs could enhance the learning environment for those students.
Through June 2016, WVOC’s Career Resource Center assisted students with the
development of resumes and cover letters, use of online job search engines, and
preparation for job interviews. Additional CRC services included making calls to
local businesses inquiring about available positions, posting notices on boards,
and sending out targeted job notices and flyers to teachers.  Due to staffing and
budget limitations, the Center was temporarily closed.  In November 2016, the
CRC was reopened offering limited services by appointment only.
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 What evidence can be provided to indicate the reputation of the school
in the community?
One of WVOC’s most consistently effective means of promotion is through word
of mouth.   Among WVOC’s students, 98% recently indicated that “WVOC is a
safe school” and that they “would recommend West Valley Occupational Center
to family and friends.”  This type of goodwill and positive reputation has also been
consistently evident among local businesses and organizations who continue to
seek out and hire WVOC’s students from a variety of its CTE programs.  WVOC
has also been entrusted by the State of California to be an approved training
provider for the Department of Rehabilitation, the Department of Veterans Affairs,
and the Employment Development Department.
WVOC annually participates in the “Sharing Brings Hope” Consolidated
Charitable Campaign to raise awareness and money for local community
charities that help those less fortunate and in need of assistance.   The
school has been recognized as the top performing adult school, raising over
$6,000 annually for the last three years.   The school is also known for its
participation in annual canned food and toy drives.
WVOC has been awarded Certificates of Recognition by the City of Los Angeles,
the California State Assembly, the California State Senate, and the LAUSD Board
of Education.
 What efforts have been made to connect the school with its community
through service projects?
WVOC has active Student Councils on its WVOC, Reseda, and Van Nuys
campuses.   In recent years, the Councils coordinated annual canned food
drives and toy drives.  Last year, 40 boxes of canned food were delivered to the
Guadalupe Community Center and the Salvation Army.   The Student Councils
have also connected with the community through WVOC’s “Listen to Your Body”
Health Fair.   Thirty representatives from the community participated, and over
1,000 students attended.
In spring of 2013, WVOC held a Career Expo for its students and the community.  
Approximately 3,000 attendees visited employer booths and viewed an
employment “Dress For Success” fashion show.
WVOC has also connected with the community through the involvement of
administrators and teacher advisors at community events, activities, and
meetings.   Examples of this participation include: L.A. County Manufacturing
Career Pathways Summit, local Chambers of Commerce meetings, and the
Valley Economic Alliance.
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The school informs its community regarding its
mission, its programs and learning opportunities, recognizing the benefits
that community support can bring.

Notes

Indicator 9.3:

 How does the school use its profile (Chapter 1 of the Self-Study Report)
to understand and connect to its community?
WVOC utilizes aspects of its students’ demographic profile and other information
from Chapter 1 to understand and connect to its community.  This information
is used to help determine programs and courses the school offers, the optimal
use of marketing materials, and the community events in which the school
participates.
 How have students been successful in the community after leaving the
school?
WVOC’s mission is to prepare students for continuing education and gainful
employment.   Like many post-secondary educational institutions, WVOC
continues to face challenges in its ability to track student success once they
have left the school.  However, a formalized method of obtaining this information
among a key segment of the school’s student population is the annual CTE
Capstone Course Completer survey.   Among the CTE students interviewed
during the 2015-2016 reporting period, 59% reported having found a job, and
27% reported that they were enrolled in an educational program to continue/
upgrade their skills for employment and to increase their opportunity for greater
success.
From the Culinary Arts Baking Assistant program, one of the students recently
appeared as a contestant on the television show “Cake Wars” and was assisted
on-camera by WVOC’s Culinary Arts instructor Susan Holtz.
Students are encouraged by their teachers to report back to them when they find
employment. Although this is inherently not a definitive source of data, anecdotally
it informs us that many of our students have found success in the community in
a variety of fields mirroring our programs. Examples include Bakers, Pharmacy
Technicians, Nursing Assistants, Cosmetologists, etc.   WVOC continues to
explore options for tracking student success. Over and above employment, some
cosmetology students have opened their own salons.
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 What programs or processes are in place to connect the school to its
community?
WVOC connects with the community through various means. Some examples
include:
 Community events (i.e., WVOC Career Expo and Health Fair)
 Public service events (i.e., Voter registration and Affordable Care Act
registration)
 Partnerships between the Sun Valley WorkSource Center and WVOC to
conduct on-campus interviews for job-openings in organizations such as
Lowes, Target, NBC-Universal, and others.
 Partnership with the Red Cross resulting in blood drives twice a year on
campus.
 Local business donations to some WVOC programs (i.e., Cosmetology,
Esthetician), as well as donations from companies to the school at large (i.e.,
Harbor Freight)
WVOC has also worked to nurture a relationship with L.A. Pierce Community
College and California State University, Northridge.   Counselors from Pierce
College have come to WVOC to counsel students in preparation for them
continuing their education at the community college level.  Additionally, students
from California State University, Northridge (CSUN) who are in the TESOL and
Master programs often come to WVOC and its other campuses to fulfill class
observation or practicum requirements.  When student-teaching is required, WVOC
assigns the college student to teachers who have experience and willingness
to be mentors, provide feedback, conduct debriefing sessions, and complete
required paperwork.  When possible, WVOC also tries to accommodate CSUN
students of online TESL courses who need to complete classroom observation
requirements.

Indicator 9.4:

The school ensures that the parents and school
community understand online student achievement of the academic
standards/schoolwide learner outcomes through the curricular /cocurricular programs.

 To what degree do the school’s processes ensure that parents
understand the expectations for the online instruction in relation to
the desired student achievement and to review and counsel families
for whom the selected online instruction format may not be the
best match?
Currently there are no online courses offered through DACE and WVOC.
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Strengths:

Notes

School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 9
 Ongoing strong relationships with public leaders, community organizations,
local businesses, and nearby colleges provide meaningful services and
resources to WVOC students

Key Issues/Areas for Growth:
 Opportunities still exist to continue expanding WVOC’s connections with
external stakeholders and the community at large
 Opportunities exist for expanding internships/externships   
 Opportunities exist to develop and/or enhance/expand methods of tracking
students’ status after they have left WVOC
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Action Plan for Ongoing Improvement

Notes

Criterion

The school uses the self-study process to identify key issues that are inserted
into a schoolwide Action Plan that governs school improvement activities
and events. The schoolwide Action Plan is used regularly, reviewed annually,
and monitored consistently by the governing body to ensure ongoing school
improvement.

Indicator 10.1:

The School has created an Action Plan that reflects
the efforts of all stakeholders to plan for future growth and
improvement.
 To what extent does the Action Plan identify specific goals, timelines
for completion, persons responsible, reporting instruments and
benchmarks to measure accomplishment?
The Action Plan (see Chapter 4), identifies the specific goals, timelines for
completion, persons responsible, reporting instruments, and benchmarks used
to measure accomplishment. Action items were selected and prioritized to
support student learning and the educational environment.
 How is the Action Plan reviewed annually and how are revisions made to
respond to changing conditions and current student needs?
The Action Plan will be reviewed at least annually by the Leadership Team.  
Additionally, as student learning needs change and new requirements from the
State, LARAEC, LAUSD, and DACE are identified, the Action Plan will be modified
accordingly.

Indicator 10.2:

As a result of the accreditation process, the school
has identified key issues that will impact student learning and increase
the achievement levels of students.

Program Groups and Focus Groups worked on criterion questions and identified
key issues. WVOC’s WASC Steering Committee then synthesized the key issues
into common areas or themes that directly impact student learning and outcomes.
The draft was reviewed by the Leadership Team and the final plan was adopted.
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Indicator 10.3:

The school has procedures in place to implement
the Action Plan with the support of stakeholders.

 For each Action Plan key issue, how has the school identified an
individual or group responsible to implement the needed action steps
to address the key issue?
Responsible individuals are selected at the same time that the key issues/
activities for the Action Plan are identified.
 What opportunities are provided for all stakeholders to have a voice in
the regular review and revision of the Action Plan?
WVOC’s Action Plan and full accreditation report is displayed on the school’s
website for all stakeholders to see.  When the Plan is reviewed for revision, input
is welcomed from stakeholders; any information is reviewed by the Leadership
Team (which also represents the interests of the stakeholders) and consolidated
with the Team’s own suggestions.

Indicator 10.4:

The school has a definitive plan for how the Action
Plan is to be monitored to maintain accountability, as well as to report
progress to all stakeholders.

 How does the Action Plan specify how the improvement efforts will be
monitored and who will oversee the process?
WVOC’s Action Plan details what tasks are to be performed for the key issues/
activities, who the responsible party(s) are, the timelines for the issues/activities,
how progress is measured, what resources are needed, and how the results will
be reported to all stakeholders.  
Although the Administrative Team has ultimate oversight of the Action Plan,
the Leadership Team is the primary group responsible for monitoring the
implementation, and reviewing the progress of the Plan at its monthly meetings.
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Progress is shared and reported in a number of different ways, including:
 Leadership Team meetings

Notes

 How will progress be reported to all stakeholders?

 Schoolwide meetings
 SDMC meetings
 Student Council meetings
 Weekly Bulletin
 WVOC website
 Catalog of Classes
 Student Handbook and Orientation Guide
 Posters and Flyers

Indicator 10.5:

The schoolwide Action Plan is used for institutional
planning, resource allocation and the evaluation of existing programs.
 To what extent is the schoolwide Action Plan user-friendly and
practical for all stakeholders’ involvement?
The grid system used to display the Action Plan makes it easy to read and
understand. The grid clearly identifies stakeholder involvement and responsibility,
and measures activity item success.
 How does the governing body use the Action Plan in resource
allocation discussions?
Although not all Action Plan items require funding, those that do will be
considered by the Administrative Team and prioritized within the existing
budgetary constraints. Some of the identified areas for growth are not able to
be incorporated into the Action Plan at this time due to current funding levels. In
addition, the uncertain nature of State funding may impact future allocations and
constrain the school’s ability to implement all Action Plan items.
 To what extent does the school leadership use the Action Plan in its
decision-making processes?
The Leadership Team reviews the Action Plan at its regular meetings and makes
decisions accordingly.  As new issues arise, they are added to the Plan.  Because
this team has representation from all programs and departments, constructive
conversations take place which help to prioritize and address the action plan
goals.
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School’s Strengths and Key Issues for Criterion 10
Strengths:
 The Action Plan is collaborative and user friendly
 The Action Plan supports student learning and the educational environment

Key Issues/Areas for Growth:
 Funding to fully support the Action Plan items
 Negative impact of potential future reductions in State funding on the
implementation of the Action Plan
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FOUR
Schoolwide Action Plan
Revision

Goal 1: Increase the use of data to evaluate effectiveness of classes, programs, and services.
Rationale: Increasing and improving data driven decision-making will enhance student learning, outcomes and overall school improvement.

Responsible
Party(s)

Activity

1.1
Expand current
methods and
develop new
methods to track
students’ status
after leaving WVOC
in order to measure
effective- ness of
all programs and
plan for the future

 APACS





Co-Chair
A POs-Co-Chair
CTE Advisors
ESL Advisors
WIOA Advisor
Office Staff

Timeline
of Tasks

Tasks

 Form committee
 Create phone survey
 Conduct sample group survey
 Refine phone survey
 Identify and train staff
 Conduct survey
 Analyze survey data

 Summer ‘17
 Summer ‘17
 Fall ‘17
 Fall ‘17 -

Measurement
of Progress

 Completion
of tasks

Reporting
Overall
Progress &
Informing
Stakeholders

 Meeting


Spring ‘18

 Spring ’18
 Spring ’18
 Spring ’18



- Ongoing

agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

Resources

 Staff Time

Criteria 7, 9
1.2
Expand use of
existing SLOs rubric
into the ESL and
Academic programs
Criteria 1, 6

1.3
Monitor and evaluate
the effectiveness
of the rubric in
measuring and
quantifying the SLOs
in all programs
Criteria 1, 6

 APACS-

 Develop additional instructional

 Spring ’17












Co-Chair
APOs-Co-Chair
CTE Advisors
ESL Advisors
WIOA Advisor
ESL and
Academic
Teachers




practices for SLOs
Train teachers on use of
instructional practices
and SLOs rubric
Implement practices and rubric
Assess results

 APACS -Co-

 Gather rubric data and
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Chair
APOs-Co-Chair
CTE Advisors
ESL Advisors
WIOA Advisor
ESL and
Academic
Teachers



analyze by program
Compare program results
with one another
D etermine necessary refinement
or additional training, forms, etc.



- Fall ‘17
Fall ‘17
Fall ‘17 Spring ‘18
Spring ‘18

 Summer ’18
 Fall ‘18
 Fall ‘18

 Completion
of tasks

 Meeting



 Completion
of tasks

agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

 Meeting



agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

 Staff Time

 Staff Time
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Goal 2: Targeted Professional Development to Enhance Student Learning.
Rationale: Supporting the learning environment through continuous development of staff will lead to a more effective and safe school, and improved
instruction and student learning.

Responsible
Party(s)

Activity

2.1
Provide more
targeted schoolbased PD
opportunities aligned
with DACE initiatives

 APACS -Chair
 APOs
 CTE Advisors
 ESL Advisors
 Academic
Advisor

Criteria 3, 5

2.2
Provide more
extensive schoolbased PD for
Emergency
Procedures

 APOs-Chair
 Safety Cmte.
 SSO

 Identify PD topics and objectives
 Develop PD and materials
 Conduct PD
 Assess effectiveness
 Create calendar of ongoing PDs

 Fall ‘17
 Spring ‘18
 Spring ‘18
 Spring ’18
 Summer ‘18

 Review and update existing

 Fall ’17-





materials and procedures
Clarify staff roles and
responsibilities
Develop PD
Conduct PD
A ssess effectiveness of PD
and emergency drills





2.3
Provide schoolbased PD for
technology,
particularly for
the Van Nuys and
Reseda campuses
Criterion 5

 Tech. Advisor





- Chair
Tech Cmte.
APACS
APOs
ITTAs

Measurement
of Progress

 Completion
of tasks

 Identify tech related PD needs
 Develop PD
 Provide PD
 Provide in-class support
 Assess effectiveness of PD

Spring ‘18
Fall ’17Spring ‘18
A lign with
Division
Calendar
A lign with
Division
Calendar
Immediately
after PDs
and drills

 Fall ‘17
 Fall ‘17
 Spring ‘18
 Spring ‘18
 Immediately
after PDs

 Completion
of tasks

 Staff time
 DACE, WVOC &



 PD source





of tasks

agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

 Meeting


 Completion

Resources

 Meeting







Criterion 8

Timeline
of Tasks

Tasks

Reporting
Overall
Progress &
Informing
Stakeholders

agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin
DACE Safe
School Plan

 Meeting



agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

PLC PD records
materials

 School calendar

 Staff time
 Staff binders





w/ Safe
School Plan
DACE materials
Emergency
equipment
School calendar
Classroom
emergency
folders

 Staff time
 Technology

Responsible
Party(s)

Activity

2.4
Create WVOC
CTE PLC
Criterion 5

 APOs - Chair
 CTE Advisors
 UTLA/CTE


Dept. Chair
CTE Teachers

Tasks

 Develop shared objectives




and norms
Schedule meetings
Train on PLC process
Develop ongoing meeting calendar

Timeline
of Tasks

 Fall ‘17
 Fall ‘17
 Spring ‘18
 Spring ‘18

Measurement
of Progress

 Completion
of tasks

Reporting
Overall
Progress &
Informing
Stakeholders

 Meeting



agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

Resources

 Staff time
 School calendar
 PLC training
materials

 Teacher

schedules
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Goal 3: Targeted Professional Development to Enhance Student Learning.
Rationale: Enhancing and increasing community stakeholder involvement will benefit student learning and post-educational opportunities.

Activity

3.1
Expand community
relationships
and the sharing
of information
with external
stakeholders and the
community at large

Responsible
Party(s)

Timeline
of Tasks

Tasks

 Principal - Chair  Identify partnership objectives
 Admin. Team
 Identify key community
organizations and businesses
 Ldrshp.Team
 WIOA Navigator  Create community stakeholder
advisory committee

 Fall ‘17
 Fall ‘17-

Measurement
of Progress

 Completion
of tasks

Spring ‘18

 Fall ‘18

Reporting
Overall
Progress &
Informing
Stakeholders

 Meeting

 Staff time
 Chambers of



 WorkSource



Criteria 2, 9
3.2
Investigate
expanding
internship/externship
opportunities for
other courses
Criterion 9

 APACS - Chair
 CTE Advisors
 Ldrshp.Team
 CTE Teachers

 Review history and information on






WVOC internships/externships
Research associated course
outlines, MOUs, etc.
Establish a comprehen-sive
plan for all viable classes
Identify instructor and funding
for overseeing program
Establish MOUs
Pilot program

 Spring ‘18
 Spring ‘18
 Fall ‘18
 Spring ‘19
 Fall ‘18

Fall ‘19
Spring ‘20

 Completion
of tasks

Resources

agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

 Meeting



agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings and/
or school
bulletin

Commerce
Centers

 SFV Economic
Alliance

 Local schools
 Staff time
 Teacher funding
 Existing MOUs
 E xisting
externship
roster

Goal 4: Provide Additional Student Services.
Rationale: Providing additional services responsive to student/staff feedback and LARAEC objectives will support student achievement, continuing
education, and/or transition to employment.

Responsible
Party(s)

Activity

4.1
Create a lab-type
environment for ESL
and CTE students

 Principal-

Criterion 4








Co-Chair
A PACS Co-chair
CTE Advisors
ESL Advisors
DSS Advisor
Counselors

Timeline
of Tasks

Tasks

 Determine functions and objectives
 Acquire funding
 Select facility/room
 Establish student outcomes
 Establish lab use guidelines
 Open lab

 Fall ‘18-

Spring ‘19

Measurement
of Progress

 Completion
of tasks

Reporting
Overall
Progress &
Informing
Stakeholders

 Meeting





4.2
Expand personalized
educational
plan services to
include students
in all programs
in alignment with
and supported
by LARAEC
Criterion 7

 APACS-Chair
 Advisors
 Counselor
 Counseling
Office staff

 Review and incorporate LARAEC






guidelines and materials
Acquire funding
Develop processes and procedures
Develop forms
Implement limited pilot for
ESL and/or CTE students
Expand to student body at large

 Spring ‘18
 Spring ‘18
 Spring ‘18-

Summer ‘18

 Completion
of tasks

 Meeting


 Spring ‘18-

Summer ‘18

 Fall ‘18

Spring ‘19
Fall ‘19 &
ongoing

agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings,
and/or school
bulletin
Catalog of
Classes
Student
Handbook
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agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings,
and/or school
bulletin
Posters
and flyers
Catalog of
Classes
Student
Handbook

Resources

 Staff time
 Staff funding
 Computers
and Internet

 Staff time
 Staff funding
 L ARAEC
Reports
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Goal 4: Provide Additional Student Services. (Continued)

Activity

4.3
Reestablish the
use of the Career
Resource Center to
assist students with
job search, resume
preparation, and
related services

Responsible
Party(s)

 APACS-Chair
 WIOA Navigator
 Office Staff
 ITTAs

Tasks

 Secure staff funding and/or staff
 Identify hours of operation
 Update Center materials
and technology

 Open Center

Timeline
of Tasks

 Fall ‘17
 Fall ‘17
 Fall ‘17
 Spring ‘18

Measurement
of Progress

 Completion
of tasks

Reporting
Overall
Progress &
Informing
Stakeholders

 Meeting



Criterion 7





agendas and
minutes
Shared in
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings,
and/or school
bulletin
Posters
and flyers
Catalog of
Classes
Student
Handbook

Resources

 Staff time
 Funding
 Computers

and internet

Goal 5: Improve Facilities and Technology.
Rationale: Upgrading facilities and classroom technology will improve student access, campus amenities, and the learning environment.

Responsible
Party(s)

Activity

5.1
Upgrade WVOC
elevators

 APOs-Chair
 DACE Facilities

Criterion 8

 Plant Manager

5.2
Upgrade campus
infrastructure

 Principal-Chair
 Plant Manager
 DACE Facilities

Criteria 7, 8

Criteria 5, 8

 Replace the elevator system
and reface elevator cars

 Spring ‘17

Measurement
of Progress

 Completion
of task

Specialist


5.3
Expand access to
updated technology
on all campuses

Timeline
of Tasks

Tasks

Specialist
Complex Project
Manager

Reporting
Overall
Progress &
Informing
Stakeholders

 Shared in


 Resurface WVOC parking areas
 Replace A/C system chiller

 Summer ‘17
 Summer ‘17-

 Upgrade Westside Café

 Fall ’18-

for Admin. Bldg.

 Tech. Adv.-Chair  Update 2-3 computer
classrooms annually
 Tech. Cmte.
 Assess specific needs and
 APOs
develop plan for Van Nuys
 Advisors
and Reseda campuses
 Teachers
 Schedule and implement

technology updates at Van
Nuys and Reseda campuses

 Completion
of tasks

Fall ‘18

 Fall ‘17 &



ongoing
Fall ‘17
Spring ‘18

 Shared in


Spring ‘19


 Completion
of tasks

Leadership
Team
School
bulletin
Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
meetings
School
bulletin

 Shared in



Leadership
Team
Schoolwide
and PLC
meetings
School
bulletin

Resources

 Staff time
 Project funding
 E xcelsior
Elevator Co.

 Staff time
 Project funding
 Maintenance
& Operations

 Staff time
 Project funding
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Appendices

Notes

Chapter V:
Glossary

Acronyms
AALA

Associated Administrators of Los Angeles

ABE

Adult Basic Education

AEBG

Adult Education Block Grant

AC2T

Accelerated College and Career Transition

AEWC

Alternative Education Work Center

AIS

Adult Independent Study

APACS

Assistant Principal of Adult Counseling Services

APO

Assistant Principal of Operations

ASE

Adult Secondary Education

ASIS

Adult Student Information System

AWD

Adults with Disabilities

CAAT

Child Abuse Awareness Training

CAHSEE

California High School Exit Examination

CALPRO

California Adult Literacy Professional Development Project

CASAS

Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment System

CATESOL

California Association of Teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages

CBE

Competency Based Education

CBET

Community-Based English Tutoring

CCAE

California Council for Adult Education

CCRS

College and Career Readiness Standards

CCTC

California Commission on Teacher Credentialing
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CDE

California Department of Education

CRC

Career Resource Center

CSEA

California School Employees Association

CSUN

California State University, Northridge

CTE

Career Technical Education

DACE

Division of Adult and Career Education

DL

Distance Learning

DOR

Department of Rehabilitation

DSS

Disability Support Services

EAB

Employer Advisory Board

EBRI

Evidence Based Reading Instruction

EDD

Employment Development Department

EL Civics

English Language Civics

ESL

English as a Second Language

GAIN

Greater Avenues for Independence

GED

General Education Development

HHA

Home Health Aide

HiSET

High School Equivalency Test

HSD

High School Diploma

HSE

High School Equivalency

HVAC

Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning

I.I. LAB

Individualized Instruction Lab

IPS

Individual Planning Sheet

ITTA

Instructional Technology Teacher Advisor

LACCD

Los Angeles Community College District

LACOE

Los Angeles County Office of Education

LARAEC

Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium

LASPA

Los Angeles School Police Association

LAUSD

Los Angeles Unified School District

Memorandum of Understanding

OJT

On the Job Training

OTAN

Outreach and Technical Assistance Network

PAR

Parenting Family Literacy

PD

Professional Development

PLC

Professional Learning Community

POA

Program for Older Adults

PSW

Psychiatric Social Worker

SAA

School Administrative Assistant

SCANS

Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills

SDMC

Shared Decision Making Committee

SEIU

Service Employees International Union

SFV

San Fernando Valley

SLO

Schoolwide Learner Outcome

SMS

Short Message Service

SSI

Supplemental Security Income

SSDI

Social Security Disability Insurance

SSO

School Safety Officer

TA

Teacher Assistant

TAA

Trade Adjustment Assistance

TABE

Test of Adult Basic Education

TASC

Test Assessing Secondary Completion

UTLA

United Teachers Los Angeles

VA

Veterans Administration

WASC

Western Association of Schools and Colleges

WIOA

Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act

WVOC

West Valley Occupational Center

Notes

MOU
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No
75
336
361
497
59
65
98
154
739
117
154
42
48

Usually
428
419
136
328
235
239
295
236
282
270
266
200

Yes
1996
1735
1697
1518
2004
1997
1971
1913
1305
1951
1917
2011
1983

Always
957
699
1884
1422
1790
1787
1628
1791
1717
1679
1703
1830

Q. 3
Q. 4
Q. 5
Q. 6
Q. 7
Q. 8
Q. 9
Q. 10
Q. 11
Q. 12
Q. 13
Q. 14
Q. 15

Q. 17
Q. 18
Q. 19
Q. 20
Q. 21
Q. 22
Q. 23
Q. 24
Q. 25
Q. 26
Q. 27
Q. 28

Sometimes
342
238
86
176
77
77
164
88
87
130
114
76

Total (n)
2071
2071
2058
2015
2063
2062
2069
2067
2044
2068
2071
2053
2031

(N=ALL STUDENTS)

Student Survey

Student Survey Results
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Rarely
164
153
19
42
16
19
40
22
29
36
23
19

Yes %
96%
84%
82%
75%
97%
97%
95%
93%
64%
94%
93%
98%
98%
Never
240
580
36
169
30
16
27
16
21
29
29
12

No %
4%
16%
18%
25%
3%
3%
5%
7%
36%
6%
7%
2%
2%
Total (n)
2131
2089
2161
2137
2148
2138
2154
2153
2136
2144
2135
2137

Always
45%
33%
87%
67%
83%
84%
76%
83%
80%
78%
80%
86%

Usually
20%
20%
6%
15%
11%
11%
14%
11%
13%
13%
12%
9%

Sometimes
16%
11%
4%
8%
4%
4%
8%
4%
4%
6%
5%
4%

Rarely
8%
7%
1%
2%
1%
1%
2%
1%
1%
2%
1%
1%

Never
11%
28%
2%
8%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

I had access to counselors and advisors.
I had the opportunity to partcipate I leadership activities.
The teacher had the daily agenda on the board.
The school bulletin was read to the class & posted in the room.
My course-related questions & concerns were addressed by tchr.
My assignments were graded & returned to me promptly.
I was able to discuss my progress with my teacher.
Lessons were well prepared, organized, and understandable.
Lessons included visual aids and/or handouts.
Lessons included lectures and presentations.
Lessons included actual practice of course materials.
Lessons prepared me for quizzes and tests.

Overall this course met my expectations and will help me achieve my goals.
I received the WVOC Student Orientation Handbook when the course began.
I received a course syllabus, long term lesson plan, or contract when the course began.
I learned about the Schoolwide Learning Outcomes (SLOs)
Improving my written and spoken communications is helping me succeed.
Learning to follow verbal and written directions is helping me succeed.
I have the opportunity to work collaboratively (pairs, small groups, or teams) in my class.
Working independently and collaboratively is helping me succeed.
I have the opportunity to develop technological skills that support my goals.
I am learning the skills I need to get a job or continue my education.
West Valley Occupational Center is a clean school.
West Valley Occupational Center is a safe school.
I will recommend West Valley Occupational Center to family and friends.

NOTE: Questions were printed on the scantrons.
Directions were printed on lines 1, 2 , 16, etc.

Notes

School
131

Armenian
29

Blk/AfAm
34

20-24
275

HS/GED
402

$10K-25K
561

7-12 Mos
211

4-6 mi
706

Up to 1 Yr
581

4-6
284

English
1146

Better Job
778

Self-Empl
223

PartTime
429

Female
1339

Home
1623

English
675

Asian
231

Under 20
151

1-12 Grd.
933

$0-10K
816

0-6 Mos
145

0-3 mi
776

<1 term
855

1-3
1431

JobSkills
503

A Job
598

Wk4Someone
1073

FullTime
802

Male
778

Q. 32

Q. 34

Q. 36

Q. 38

Q. 40

Q. 42

Q. 44

Q. 46

Q. 48

Q. 50

Q. 52

Q. 54

Q. 56

Q. 58

Q. 60

Temporary
106

Unemployed
501

Another schl
433

Read'g/Math
23

7-9
77

1-2 Yrs
416

7-9 mi
295

1-2 Yrs
328

$25K-40K
344

Some Coll'ge
369

25-34
556

Hispanic
1345

Farsi
271

Work
78

Vol'nteer
81

Retired
79

Military
0

Dipl/GED
255

10-12
61

3-4 Yrs
179

10-12 mi
162

3-4 Yrs
244

$40K-60K
135

AA Deg.
133

35-44
523

White
452

Spanish
951

Other
135

Do Not Work
693

Not Looking
228

Other
306

GenKnwldg
187

13 & Up
116

5 Yrs & Up
65

13 mi&up
177

5 Yrs & Up
1197

$60K & Up
106

BA/BS&Up
273

45 & Up
614

Other
82

Other
191

No Access
164

A Job
28%

JobSkills
24%

1-3
73%

<1 term
41%

0-3 mi
37%

0-6 Mos
7%

$0-10K
42%

1-12 Grd.
44%

Under 20
7%

Asian
11%

English
32%

Home
76%

Total (n)
2117

Total (n)
2111
Male
37%

FullTime
38%

Total (n) Wk4Some1
2104
51%

Total (n)
2115

Total (n)
2114

Total (n)
1969

Total (n)
2096

Total (n)
2116

Total (n)
2125

Total (n)
1962

Total (n)
2110

Total (n)
2119

Total (n)
2144

Total (n)
2117

Total (n)
2131

Female
63%

PartTime
20%

Self-Empl
11%

Better Job
37%

English
54%

4-6
14%

Up to 1 Yr
28%

4-6 mi
33%

7-12Mos
10%

$10K-25K
29%

HS/GED
19%

20-24
13%

Blk/AfAm
2%

Armen.
1%

School
6%

Temporary
5%

Unemployed
24%

Another schl
20%

Read'g/Math
1%

7-9
4%

1-2 Yrs
20%

7-9 mi
14%

1-2 Yrs
15%

$25K-40K
18%

SomeColl'ge
17%

25-34
26%

Hispanic
63%

Farsi
13%

Work
4%

Vol'nt'er
4%

Retired
4%

Military
0%

Dipl/GED
12%

10-12
3%

3-4 Yrs
9%

10-12 mi
8%

3-4 Yrs
11%

$40K-60K
7%

AA Deg.
6%

35-44
25%

White
21%

Spanish
45%

Other
6%

Do Not Work
33%

Not Look'g
11%

Other
14%

GenKnwldg
9%

13 & Up
6%

5 Yrs & Up
3%

13 mi&up
8%

5 Yrs & Up
56%

$60K & Up
5%

BA/BS&Up
13%

45 & Up
29%

Other
4%

Other
9%

No Access
8%

I am…

Righ now, my work classiﬁcation is…

Right now, my work status is…

When I ﬁnish taking classes at WVOC, I plan to get/go to...

The main reasons I take classes at WVOC is to get, learn, improve…

The number of classes I have taken at W Vly. Occ. Ctr. is…

I have attended classes at W. Valley Occupational Center for…

The distance I travel to get to W. Valley Occupational Center is…

I have been in the United States for…

My total household's yearly income is…

My highest level of education is…

My age is…

My race/ethnicity is…

The language I use most often is…

The place I use the internet the most often is at…

Notes
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Female
58

20-24 Yrs
0

Asian
13

AA/Voc Ed
7

Farsi
2

Male
38

<20 Yrs
0

Blk/AfrAm
4

HS Dipl/GED
3

Armenian
2

AdultEd Dsg Subj

Q. 3

Q. 4

Q. 5

Q. 6

Q. 7

Q. 8

Q. 9

CAROCP
12

Smwht Agr
43

Smwht Agr
47

Smwht Agr
28

Oral Tests
61

Write Grds
73

Indv.Assgn
64

Usually
17

CCAE
57

Strongly Agr
43

Strongly Agr
42

Strongly Agr
64

WrittenTests
86

FrmlTchConf
57

GrpActivities
76

Always
64

Q. 12

Q. 13

Q. 14

Q. 15

Q. 16

Q. 17

Q. 18

Q. 19

73

LAUSD/ DACE
WVOC

23

Industry
sponsored

Q. 11

Good
36

Excellent
50

Q. 10

30

5-9 Yrs
26

1-4 Yrs
36

Q. 2

66

5-9 Yrs
15

1-4 Yrs
1

Voc/CTE DsgSbj

5-9 Yrs
7

1-4 Yrs
1

Q. 1

Sometimes
4

Lectr/Demo
74

PrgressChrt
63

Performance
82

SmwhtDisAg
3

SmwhtDisAg
6

SmwhtDisAg
6

Other
34

24

Educational institute
class

6

Fair
6

Elm or MltSubj

Spanish
36

BA/BS
47

Hispanic
18

25-34 Yrs
3

10-14 Yrs
7

10-14 Yrs
18

10-14 Yrs
14

9

Rarely
1

Material
51

TestScore
79

Assign.
74

Strgly Dis
1

Strgly Dis
2

Strgly Dis
5

None
16

Never
6

Other
26

Other
26

Other
27

Total (n)
92

Total (n)
94

Total (n)
95

Total (n)
95

Total (n)
96

Total (n)
97

Total (n)
97

Total (n)
96

Total (n)
96

None
3

Other
18

Total (n)
97

Total (n)
90

Total (n)
96

Total (n)
95

Total (n)
95

Total (n)
96

Total (n)
97

Total (n)
95

Total (n)
95

Total (n)
93

8

Administrative

None
35

Doctorate
2

Other
9

45 Yrs & Up
85

20 & Up Yrs
11

20 & Up Yrs
27

20 & Up Yrs
48

Poor
1

Scnd/SngSbj

Other
30

Master's
37

White
51

34-44 Yrs
7

15-19 Yrs
17

15-19 Yrs
34

15-19 Yrs
25

(N=ALL CERTIFICATED STAFF)

Certificated Staff Survey

Certiﬁcated Survey Results
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Always
70%

GrpActivities
81%

FrmlTchConf
60%

WrittenTests
91%

Strongly Agr
67%

Strongly Agr
43%

Strongly Agr
44%

CCAE
59%

24%

Industry
sponsored

Excellent
54%

Adult Ed
68%

Armenian
2%

HS Dipl/GED
3%

Blk/AfrAm
4%

<20 Yrs
0%

Male
40%

1-4 Yrs
37%

1-4 Yrs
1%

1-4 Yrs
1%

Usually
18%

Indv.Assgn
68%

Write Grds
77%

Oral Tests
64%

Smwht Agr
29%

Smwht Agr
48%

Smwht Agr
44%

CAROCP
13%

76%

LAUSD/ DACE
WVOC

Good
39%

Voc Ed/CTE
31%

Farsi
2%

AA/Voc Ed
7%

Asian
14%

20-24 Yrs
0%

Female
60%

5-9 Yrs
27%

5-9 Yrs
16%

5-9 Yrs
7%

Sometimes
4%

Lectr/Demo
79%

PrgressChrt
66%

Performance
86%

SmwhtDisAg
3%

SmwhtDisAg
6%

SmwhtDisAg
6%

CSEA
35%

25%

Educational institution

Fair
6%

Elm/MltSubj
6%

Spanish
40%

BA/BS
49%

Hispanic
19%

25-34 Yrs
3%

10-14 Yrs
7%

10-14 Yrs
19%

10-14 Yrs
15%

Rarely
1%

Material
54%

TestScore
83%

Assign.
78%

Strgly Dis
1%

Strgly Dis
2%

Strgly Dis
5%

Other
17%

Other
19%

Poor
1%

Scnd/Sng
9%

Other
33%

Master's
39%

White
54%

34-44 Yrs
7%

15-19 Yrs
18%

15-19 Yrs
36%

15-19 Yrs
26%

Never
7%

Other
28%

Other
27%

Other
28%

None
3%

Admin
8%

None
39%

Doctorate
2%

Other
9%

45 Yrs & Up
89%

20 & Up Yrs
11%

20 & Up Yrs
28%

20 & Up Yrs
51%

I distribute the WVOC Student Orientation Handbook at
the beginning of the course

A strategy I utilize in the classroom to teach my students
the SLOs is… (Select all that apply)

A means by which my students are made aware of their progress
in class is… (Select al that apply)

A means by which my students' achievement is assessed in
class is… (Select al that apply)

I monitor student progress and attainment of the SLOs

LAUSD provides sufﬁcient resources for instruction and student
resources

Opportunities exist for me to provide input involving decisions
that affect my work

A professional organization I belong to is… (Select all that apply)

Professional growth activities I've attended in last 3 yrs have been
(Select all that apply)

WVOC's effectiveness in providing information about
professional growth activities throughout the school year is…

The type of credential I hold is… (Select all that apply)

A language I speak other than English is… (Select all that apply)

My highest level of education is…

My race/ethnicity is…

My age is…

I am…

The number of years I've beening working at WVOC is…

The number of years I've been working in DACE is…

The number of years I've been working in education is…

Notes

Usually
13

Usually
11

Usually
21

Smwht Agr
31

Smwht Agr
22

Always
68

Always
82

Always
39

Strongly Agr
55

Strongly Agr
72

Q. 20

Q. 21

Q. 22

Q. 23

Q. 24

SmwhtDisAg
2

SmwhtDisAg
5

Sometimes
16

Sometimes
0

Sometimes
8

Strgly Dis
0

Strgly Dis
5

Rarely
9

Rarely
0

Rarely
0

Never
10

Never
1

Never
4

Total (n)
96

Total (n)
96

Total (n)
95

Total (n)
94

Total (n)
93

Strongly Agr
75%

Strongly Agr
57%

Always
41%

Always
87%

Always
73%

Smwht Agr
23%

Smwht Agr
32%

Usually
22%

Usually
12%

Usually
14%

SmwhtDisAg
2%

SmwhtDisAg
5%

Sometimes
17%

Sometimes
0%

Sometimes
9%

Strgly Dis
0%

Strgly Dis
5%

Rarely
9%

Rarely
0%

Rarely
0%

Never
11%

Never
1%

Never
4%

WVOC is a safe school which is conducive to student learn'g

WVOC is a clean school which is conducive to student learn'g

I read the school bulletin to the class and post it in the room

I post the daily agenda on the board

I distribute a course syllabus, long-term lesson plan,
or contract at the beginning of the course

Notes
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5-9 Yrs
2

Female
16

20-24 Yrs
1

Asian
6

AA/Voc Ed
10

Farsi
1

CAROCP
0

Smwht Agr
14

Smwht Agr
14

Smwht Agr
6

Smwht Agr
9

Smwht Agr
9

1-4 Yrs
18

Male
9

<20 Yrs
0

Blk/AfrAm
2

HS Dipl/GED
9

Armenian
0

0

CCAE
1

Strongly Agr
5

Strongly Agr
9

Strongly Agr
14

Strongly Agr
15

Strongly Agr
14

Q. 2

Q. 3

Q. 4

Q. 5

Q. 6

Q. 7

Q. 8

Q. 9

Q. 10

Q. 11

Q. 12

Q. 13

Q. 14

Q. 15

9

LAUSD/DACE
WVOC

5-9 Yrs
2

1-4 Yrs
12

Industry
sponsored

5-9 Yrs
6

1-4 Yrs
4

Q. 1

SmwhtDisAg
0

SmwhtDisAg
0

SmwhtDisAg
2

SmwhtDisAg
2

SmwhtDisAg
4

CSEA
11

1

Educational institute
class

Spanish
9

BA/BS
6

Hispanic
10

25-34 Yrs
6

10-14 Yrs
2

10-14 Yrs
3

10-14 Yrs
5

Strgly Dis
1

Strgly Dis
1

Strgly Dis
2

Strgly Dis
0

Strgly Dis
2

None
11

None
11

Other
4
Other
2

None
8

Doctorate
0

Other
2

45 Yrs & Up
16

20 & Up Yrs
1

20 & Up Yrs
4

20 & Up Yrs
5

Other
7

Master's
0

White
5

34-44 Yrs
2

15-19 Yrs
1

15-19 Yrs
1

15-19 Yrs
5

(N=ALL CLASSIFIED STAFF)

Total (n)
24

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
24

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
25

Total (n)
24

Total (n)
22

Total (n)
25

Classified Staff Survey

Classiﬁed Survey Results
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Strongly Agr
58%

Strongly Agr
60%

Strongly Agr
58%

Strongly Agr
36%

Strongly Agr
20%

CCAE
4%

0%

Industry
sponsored

Armenian
0%

HS Dipl/GED
36%

Blk/AfrAm
8%

<20 Yrs
0%

Male
36%

1-4 Yrs
75%

1-4 Yrs
55%

1-4 Yrs
16%

Smwht Agr
38%

Smwht Agr
36%

Smwht Agr
25%

Smwht Agr
56%

Smwht Agr
56%

CAROCP
0%

36%

LAUSD/DACE
WVOC

Farsi
4%

AA/Voc Ed
40%

Asian
24%

20-24 Yrs
4%

Female
64%

5-9 Yrs
8%

5-9 Yrs
9%

5-9 Yrs
24%

SmwhtDisAg
0%

SmwhtDisAg
0%

SmwhtDisAg
8%

SmwhtDisAg
8%

SmwhtDisAg
16%

CSEA
44%

4%

Educational institution

Spanish
36%

BA/BS
24%

Hispanic
40%

25-34 Yrs
24%

10-14 Yrs
8%

10-14 Yrs
14%

10-14 Yrs
20%

Strgly Dis
4%

Strgly Dis
4%

Strgly Dis
8%

Strgly Dis
0%

Strgly Dis
8%

Other
8%

Other
16%

Other
28%

Master's
0%

White
20%

34-44 Yrs
8%

15-19 Yrs
4%

15-19 Yrs
5%

15-19 Yrs
20%

None
44%

None
44%

None
32%

Doctorate
0%

Other
8%

45 Yrs & Up
64%

20 & Up Yrs
4%

20 & Up Yrs
18%

20 & Up Yrs
20%

WVOC is a safe school which is conducive to student learning

WVOC is a clean school which is conducive to student learning

In doing my job, I'm involved in supporting student progress

LAUSD provides sufﬁcient resources for me to do my job

Opportunities exist for me to provide input involving decisions
that affect my work

A professional organization I belong to is… (Select all that apply)

Professional growth activities I've attended in last 3 yrs have been
(Select all that apply) Total exceeds 100%

A language I speak other than English is… (Select all that apply)

My highest level of education is…

My race/ethnicity is…

My age is…

I am…

The number of years I've beening working at WVOC is…

The number of years I've been working in DACE is…

The number of years I've been working in education is…

Notes
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